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January 19, 2023 

The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose 
Secretary  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. Room 1A 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Re: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Docket No. ER23-_____-000 
Enhancements to Certain Credit Provisions in PJM Tariff 

Dear Secretary Bose: 

Pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. § 824d, and the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“Commission”) Regulations, 18 C.F.R. Part 35, PJM 

Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”) hereby submits for filing revisions to certain provisions of 

Attachment Q of the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”).1  These revisions enhance 

the PJM Credit Risk Management Policy, which is set forth in Tariff, Attachment Q, by: (a) more 

clearly reflecting the security interest that PJM receives in cash deposits posted by PJM Members 

to secure performance of their obligations to PJM; (b) identifying the means by which, in the event 

of a Member bankruptcy case, the Member or, if the Member fails to do so, PJM, must obtain 

immediate clarification of PJM’s rights from the bankruptcy court; and (c) refining certain 

language contained in the existing provision of Attachment Q that states that Financial 

Transmission Rights (“FTRs”) in the PJM Markets constitute “forward contracts” or “swap 

1 The Tariff is currently located under PJM’s “Intra-PJM Tariffs” eTariff title, available here: 
https://etariff.ferc.gov/TariffBrowser.aspx?tid=1731.  Terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the same 
meaning as set forth in the Tariff, the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
(“OA”), and the Reliability Assurance Agreement Among Load-Serving Entities in the PJM Region (the “RAA”). 
Capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings set forth in the Tariff unless otherwise defined. 
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agreements” under the United States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. § 101, et seq. (“Bankruptcy 

Code”).  By extension, these revisions are just and reasonable and should be accepted, because 

they all reduce financial risk to PJM and its Members and, where indicated below, also more 

“clearly and specifically” reflect rates, terms, and conditions of Commission-jurisdictional service, 

thereby enhancing compliance with the Commission’s regulations implementing Federal Power 

Act (“FPA”) section 205(c).2 

PJM requests that the Commission issue its order accepting the enclosed revisions by no 

later than March 20, 2023, sixty (60) days from the date of this filing, with an effective date of 

March 21, 2023.   

As set forth more fully in Section II below, the proposed revisions were endorsed by 

acclamation with no objections and one abstention by PJM’s Markets and Reliability Committee 

(“MRC”) at the September 21, 2022 MRC meeting and PJM’s Members Committee (“MC”) at the 

October 26, 2022 MC meeting. 

I. PROPOSED REVISIONS 

As part of its ongoing assessment of its Credit Risk Management Policy, set forth as 

Attachment Q of the Tariff, PJM identified certain provisions thereof that, with the revisions 

discussed herein, can better position PJM to protect its Members from financial risk, including in 

the event of a Member bankruptcy.  To be clear, with this filing PJM is not proposing any changes 

to its credit standards, such as the criteria it uses in determining the creditworthiness or Collateral 

                                                 
2 18 C.F.R. § 35.1(a) (“Every public utility shall file with the Commission and post, in conformity with the 
requirements of this part, full and complete rate schedules and tariffs and those service agreements not meeting the 
requirements of § 35.1(g), clearly and specifically setting forth all rates and charges for any transmission or sale of 
electric energy subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission, the classifications, practices, rules and regulations 
affecting such rates, charges, classifications, services, rules, regulations or practices, as required by section 205(c) 
of the Federal Power Act (49 Stat. 851; 16 U.S.C. § 824d(c)).”) (emphasis added). 
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requirements of a Member.  Instead, these changes are made to ensure that Attachment Q, as the 

written embodiment of PJM’s credit policy, contains language that enhances PJM’s ability to 

protect PJM and its Members from financial risk.  The changes enhance Attachment Q in three 

respects. 

First, PJM proposes to revise Tariff, Attachment Q, Section V.A. to more clearly describe 

PJM’s rights in the cash deposits that Participants deliver as Collateral in order to secure the 

performance of their obligations to PJM under the Tariff and other PJM agreements.    

Second, PJM proposes to add language in Tariff, Attachment Q, Section IX to set forth 

how, promptly following the commencement of a Member bankruptcy case, the rights of PJM 

must be clarified through the filing of an appropriate motion – ideally by the Member, but if not, 

by PJM – with the relevant bankruptcy court. 

Third, PJM proposes revisions to Tariff, Attachment Q, Section X which, already in its 

existing form, states that FTR transactions are within the scope of certain “safe harbor” provisions 

of the Bankruptcy Code.  These limited revisions more comprehensively capture the scope and the 

purpose of that Section, which is to memorialize that PJM, as the counterparty to FTR transactions, 

is a protected party under the Bankruptcy Code with regard to such transactions. 

Each of these three categories of proposed revisions to Tariff, Attachment Q is described 

below, in subsections (I)(A)-(I)(C). 

A. Clarification of PJM’s Security Interest in Cash Deposits as Collateral 

Consistent with the express provisions of Tariff, Attachment Q, the delivery of cash 

deposits to PJM, for use as Collateral security for a Participant’s obligations arising from its PJM 

market activity, is a fundamental feature of PJM’s credit policy.  Section V.A. of the Tariff 

specifically references the use of cash deposits provided by Participants as Collateral, and 
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“Collateral” is defined under the Tariff, in relevant part, as: “a cash deposit, including any interest 

thereon…provided by a Participant to PJM or PJMSettlement as credit support in order to 

participate in the PJM Markets or take Transmission Service.”3  Attachment Q’s statement of 

purpose, meanwhile, explains that if “a Participant does not post Collateral, additional Collateral 

or Restricted Collateral in response to a Collateral Call, the result is that the Participant represents 

unsecured credit risk to the PJM Markets” 4 (emphasis added).  The PJM OA, to which all PJM 

Members are bound as signatories, makes clear that participation in PJM’s markets requires 

continuous adherence to Attachment Q in all respects, which includes the posting of Collateral.5   

With respect to the cash deposits delivered to PJM as Collateral for the purpose of securing 

a Participant’s obligations to PJM and qualifying the Participant to transact in the PJM markets, 

the Participant grants a security interest in the cash to PJM; although the term “security interest” 

is not presently contained within Attachment Q, it is necessarily encompassed within the concept 

of “Collateral.”  A “security interest” is, after all, the interest in personal property (which includes 

money6) that is given to secure the payment or performance of an obligation.7  As discussed above, 

this is precisely the stated purpose of the Participants’ cash deposits with PJM.  Simply put, 

“Collateral” does not exist without a “security interest,” but Attachment Q does not presently use 

                                                 
3 See Tariff, Definitions – C-D. 

4 Tariff, Attachment Q, Section I, “Purpose.” 

5 See, e.g., OA Schedule 1, section 1.4.5 (“A Member that was previously qualified to participate as a Market 
Participant shall not automatically continue to be qualified to participate as a Market Participant under the 
Agreements. Rather, in order to retain its eligibility to continue to participate as a Market Participant in the PJM 
Markets, a Market Participant shall be subject to the requirements and ongoing risk evaluation in accordance with 
Tariff, Attachment Q.”). 

6 See Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) § 1-201(42).  The UCC has been adopted, with variations not material to 
the issues raised herein, in every state in the United States with the exception of Louisiana.   

7 See U.C.C. § 1-201(37).   
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the term “security interest.”  

While the provision of cash deposits as Collateral, and thus the grant of a security interest 

therein, is a central component of the credit relationship between PJM and its Members, there may 

be circumstances, such as a bankruptcy proceeding, in which it would be beneficial for PJM’s 

security interest and related rights in cash deposits to be more directly stated in the Tariff.  

Accordingly, PJM is proposing changes to Attachment Q, Section V.A. that will better highlight 

that a security interest in cash deposits has been granted, and by extension that the Tariff and other 

PJM agreements under which cash delivered to PJM as Collateral constitute a security agreement.  

Specifically, PJM proposes to add the following language: 

A Participant’s delivery of a cash deposit to PJM as Collateral shall constitute the 
grant of a first-priority security interest in the cash in favor of PJM and PJM shall 
be authorized by such delivery to hold the cash as security and to apply it to the 
Participant’s financial obligations under the Tariff or other Agreements.   
 
A Participant who delivers cash to PJM hereunder agrees that the Tariff and any 
other agreements incorporating the terms of the Tariff shall for all purposes 
constitute a security agreement. 
 
The proposed language would make the grant of a security interest much easier for parties 

to locate within PJM’s Governing Agreements, rather than requiring the analysis set forth above. 

PJM takes possession of the cash deposits delivered to it as Collateral under Attachment 

Q, and the cash is held in PJM’s own bank accounts.  A secured creditor perfects its security 

interest in money through possession.8  In its current form, Section V.A. contains language that 

could obfuscate the fact of PJM’s “possession,” because it could be read to suggest that while PJM 

holds a cash deposit, it does not control it.  Section V.A. presently provides for PJM to provide a 

Participant with “an array of investment options among which a Participant may choose to invest 

                                                 
8 See U.C.C. § 9-313(a). 
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its cash deposited as Collateral” and it further provides that PJM “may establish a means for the 

Participant to communicate directly with the bank or financial institution to permit the Participant 

to direct certain activity in the PJM account in which Collateral is held.”  While PJM has custody 

of cash deposits, in establishing “possession” it would be beneficial for PJM to control the deposits 

as well, in all respects.  Therefore, PJM is proposing to delete the following language from Section 

V.A:   

PJM may establish an array of investment options among which a Participant may 
choose to invest its cash deposited as Collateral.  The depository account shall be 
held in PJM’s name in a banking or financial institution acceptable to PJM.  Where 
practicable, PJM may establish a means for the Participant to communicate directly 
with the bank or financial institution to permit the Participant to direct certain 
activity in the PJM account in which its Collateral is held.  PJM will establish and 
publish procedural rules, identifying the investment options and respective 
discounts in Collateral value that will be taken to reflect any liquidation, market 
and/or credit risk presented by such investments.   
 
In sum, the proposed revisions in Attachment Q, Section V.A., are just and reasonable 

because, by describing and perfecting PJM’s rights in cash Collateral more clearly, they further 

reduce financial risk to PJM and its Members and also more clearly and specifically reflect rates, 

terms, and conditions of Commission-jurisdictional service, thereby enhancing compliance with 

the Commission’s regulations implementing FPA section 205(c). 

B. Provision for Prompt Action to Address PJM’s Rights upon Commencement 
of a Bankruptcy Case 

In the event of a Member bankruptcy, PJM, on behalf of its Members, faces the risk of 

delay and uncertainty in establishing whether the debtor Member intends, or for that matter is even 

able, to maintain its activities within the PJM Markets and meet the obligations arising therefrom.  

The proposed revisions in Attachment Q, Section IX would mitigate the financial risk to PJM and 

its Members that such lack of clarity creates. 
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Immediately upon the entry of the order for relief (the order that is entered by a bankruptcy 

court, following the filing of a bankruptcy petition, that commences a bankruptcy case), an 

automatic stay is imposed, prohibiting substantially all actions, including exercise of remedies, 

against a debtor and its property unless the bankruptcy court orders otherwise or limited exceptions 

apply.9  The debtor may use or dispose of its property, and generally transact, only in the ordinary 

course of its business; actions outside of the ordinary course of the debtor’s business require 

bankruptcy court approval.10  As a result, a debtor’s ability to act or enter into agreements or 

transfer money or other property, even voluntarily, is limited.  The process of proposing, 

negotiating, and confirming a plan of reorganization in Chapter 11 cases often takes months, if not 

longer, to complete.  Meanwhile, the debtor is not required to assume or reject its executory 

contracts (contracts in which both sides still have material performance obligations as of the 

petition date) until confirmation of the plan.11  A creditor or other party in interest seeking any 

form of relief from a bankruptcy court generally must do so through motion practice, which entails 

notice and hearing requirements that delay the moving party’s “day in court” for several weeks at 

least.12  This delay may lead to uncertainty for PJM with regard to the transactions and contracts 

entered into by the debtor Member, prior to and during the bankruptcy case, and its effect on 

customers continuing to take service from that entity during the pendency of the bankruptcy.  At 

the same time, PJM may be put in the untenable position of having to continue to extend credit 

with no assurances that the Member in bankruptcy will perform its obligations.  

                                                 
9 See 11 U.S.C. § 362. 

10 See 11 U.S.C. § 363. 

11 See 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(2). 

12 See, e.g., Fed. R. Bankr. Proc. 2002. 
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At the outset of a bankruptcy case, a debtor will often identify issues for which resolution 

on the usual protracted bankruptcy timelines cannot wait.  The debtor brings these urgent issues 

before the bankruptcy court on or shortly after the bankruptcy filing date through a category of 

motions generally referred to as “first day motions.”  While first day motions can take various 

forms, the general principle of such motions is that they seek relief that is needed on an immediate 

basis to maintain the debtor’s operations. 

PJM takes the position that its interests, and risk, in the event of a Member bankruptcy are 

beyond that of the typical creditor, due to PJM’s role as a RTO.  The ability, or intention, of a 

bankrupt Member to timely and fully satisfy its obligations, financial or otherwise, as a Participant 

in PJM’s markets does not have ramifications for PJM alone.  Financial losses may be socialized 

among PJM members, pursuant to PJM’s Governing Agreements.  Such losses may mount each 

day as the debtor continues to take service from PJM’s markets while its responsibility to pay for 

those services is tied up in bankruptcy proceedings.  Moreover, the failure of a Participant to meet 

supply or purchase commitments may require other Members to meet the resulting gap.   

PJM therefore proposes the following additional language in Attachment Q, Section IX 

that calls for a Member in bankruptcy to seek immediate acknowledgment and protection of PJM’s 

rights through an appropriate first day motion to the bankruptcy court: 

To protect PJM Members and PJM Markets from loss and harm due to uncertainty 
and delay which may be created upon a Participant’s bankruptcy, in the event a 
Participant becomes a debtor under the United States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. 
§§ 101-1532 (the “Bankruptcy Code”), whether voluntarily or involuntarily, the 
Participant shall upon the commencement of the bankruptcy case immediately seek 
through an appropriate “first day” motion or motions the entry of an order of the 
bankruptcy court (i) authorizing and directing the Participant to (a) make prompt 
and full payment of all pre-petition Obligations to PJM; and (b) fulfill all 
obligations under the Tariff and other Agreements in the ordinary course of 
business, including but not limited to deposit of additional Collateral post-petition; 
(ii) authorizing PJM to (x) require, hold and apply Collateral in accordance with 
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this Attachment Q and (y) exercise setoff and recoupment to the fullest extent 
provided under the Tariff and other Agreements, and applicable nonbankruptcy 
law; and (iii) confirming the status of Agreements as a “forward contract”, “swap 
agreement”, or “master netting agreement” under the Bankruptcy Code, as 
applicable.    
 
Should a debtor fail to take these steps itself, PJM may need to seek relief from the 

bankruptcy court to allow the exercise of rights and remedies to protect the PJM Members 

and PJM Markets.  Section 362(d) of the Bankruptcy Code provides that, on request of a 

party in interest and after notice and a hearing, the bankruptcy court shall grant relief from 

the automatic stay for, among other reasons, “cause.”13  The Bankruptcy Code does not 

define “cause,” but for PJM, a demonstration of “cause” would likely hinge largely on the 

aforementioned role of PJM as the protector of Members and its markets and its resulting 

need for clarity at greater speed than is generally afforded to most creditors or parties in 

interest in bankruptcy cases.   

To this end, PJM also proposes the following additional language in Attachment Q, Section 

IX: 

Failure by a debtor Participant to file such “first day” motion within one (1) Business Day 
of the entry of the order for bankruptcy relief and/or obtain a final order from the 
bankruptcy court granting the requested relief within seven (7) days thereof shall constitute 
“cause” entitling PJM to relief from the automatic stay under section 362(d) of the 
Bankruptcy Code, to the extent necessary to permit PJM to exercise any rights and 
remedies under the Tariff and other Agreements. 
 

1. Recognition of Bankruptcy Court’s Jurisdiction over Core Bankruptcy Matters 
 
In proposing this new language in Attachment Q, Section IX, PJM is not presuming to 

assure itself a particular outcome in a bankruptcy court proceeding.  Similarly, PJM does not 

suggest that the Commission’s approval of this language would pre-empt bankruptcy court 

                                                 
13 11 U.S.C. § 362(d). 
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determination of matters that are within a bankruptcy court’s core jurisdiction.  The argument to a 

bankruptcy court, whether by a Member debtor on a “first day motion” or PJM on its own motion 

under Bankruptcy Code section 362(d), could never be that the bankruptcy court is compelled to 

act on such motion in a certain way due to PJM’s inclusion of certain language in the Tariff or the 

Commission’s approval of such language as “just and reasonable” under FPA section 205. 

In developing these proposed revisions to the Tariff, PJM reviewed the universe of case 

law addressing the perceived conflict that exists between Commission jurisdiction and bankruptcy 

court jurisdiction.14   Notably, the reported cases on this issue have all concerned the alleged 

interference by the Commission in the bankruptcy court’s exercise of exclusive jurisdiction over a 

debtor’s ability to reject an executory contract under section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code – an 

issue that is not implicated by PJM’s proposed revisions.  Bankruptcy courts (and other federal 

courts applying bankruptcy law) generally have rejected an assertion that the Commission’s 

approval is required for a debtor’s rejection in bankruptcy of a Commission-regulated contract.  

That being said, the courts have not criticized or questioned the Commission’s approval of the 

terms contained within a regulated contract, or the Commission’s authority to do so.      

While PJM’s proposed language is admittedly not outcome-determinative, its value is that 

                                                 
14 See, e.g., Gulfport Energy Corp. v. FERC, 41 F.4th 667, 672 (5th Cir. 2022)(recognizing the Commission’s power 
to change or cancel filed-rate contracts, and observing that rejection – which allows a debtor to breach a contract 
and excuses the debtor from future performance – is completely distinguishable, stating that “[r]ejection does not 
change or cancel a contract; it breaches that contract, giving the debtor’s counterparty a damages claim for the value 
of the debtor’s continued performance.  The contract itself does not change; nor does the filed rate.  No change is 
wrought where the counterparty’s claim for damages is ‘calculated using the filed rate,’ even if the debtor cannot 
pay that claim in full.”); FERC v. Ultra Resources, Inc. (In re Ultra Petroleum Corp.), 28 F.4th 629 (5th Cir. 2022), 
(holding that challenges to bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction over FERC-related contracts fundamentally 
misunderstand the nature of rejection and held that only the bankruptcy court can decide a debtor’s rejection 
motions); In re Extraction Oil & Gas, 622 B.R. 608, 625-28 (Bankr. D. Del. 2020)(holding that an order authorizing 
rejection does not abrogate or modify a filed rate and does not implicate FERC jurisdiction); see also In re PG&E 
Corp., 603 B.R. 471 (Bankr. N.D. Cal. 2019); In re FirstEnergy Solutions Corp., 945 F.3d 431, 446 (6th Cir. 2019); 
In re Mirant Corp., 378 F.3d 511 (5th Cir. 2004).   
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it indicates to potential debtors that PJM expects that its status and treatment will be addressed 

promptly upon the start of a bankruptcy case, or else PJM will likely file a motion in the bankruptcy 

court to protect its interests.  As a debtor identifies the issues which should be addressed at the 

outset of a bankruptcy case, it behooves PJM for a debtor to understand that PJM is not content to 

wait in limbo for the customary length of time during the case, and that taking proactive steps will 

allow the debtor to circumvent a time-consuming and costly dispute with PJM.   

The language will also carry weight by virtue of its inclusion in the PJM Tariff.  The Tariff 

is not a garden-variety bilateral agreement.  Its terms bind all PJM Members and set not only PJM’s 

expectations of Members, but Members’ expectations of each other – appropriate given that the 

conduct of PJM Members affects all Participants in PJM markets, not just PJM.  The Tariff is also 

a document that falls within the Commission’s undisputedly important federal regulatory scope.  

While none of this suggests that a bankruptcy court would allow PJM or the Commission to dictate 

how bankruptcy law should be interpreted or applied, a bankruptcy court can be expected to 

understand the vitally important context in which this language will have been created and 

approved.  Inclusion of the proposed language in Attachment Q therefore will enhance PJM’s 

ability to take appropriate action to protect the rights and interests of PJM and the PJM Members 

in the event of a Member bankruptcy case.  

A strong indication that PJM’s proposed language is not overreaching can be found at 

Section X of Attachment Q, which in its current form already deals with a bankruptcy-specific 

issue – the qualification of FTR transactions as “forward contracts” or “swap agreements” under 

the Bankruptcy Code.  There again, such provision does not purport to strip a bankruptcy court of 

its ultimate jurisdiction over the issue of what constitutes a “forward contract” under the 

Bankruptcy Code, but the provision still serves a purpose.  If the issue were to be litigated before 
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a bankruptcy court, it surely would be cited as relevant that at least the parties under the Tariff 

(PJM and the Market Participants) understand and intend that FTRs are forward contracts under 

the Bankruptcy Code.  Tellingly, similar provisions confirming that FTRs (or their equivalent 

products) constitute Bankruptcy Code “forward contracts” or “swap agreements” can found in the 

tariffs of other RTOs.15 

Here, the language proposed by PJM in Attachment Q, Section IX similarly works within 

the limits of both Commission and bankruptcy court jurisdiction.  The language does not presume 

the Commission’s ability to interfere with a bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction over a debtor’s core 

bankruptcy powers, such as the ability to assume or reject a contract, or in interpretation of the 

Bankruptcy Code.  By the same token, even when asserting bankruptcy court jurisdiction over 

contract rejection, the courts have recognized the Commission’s jurisdiction over the terms of a 

Commission-regulated contract.  Incorporating PJM’s proposed language into the Commission-

regulated Tariff will support the position that critical Commission regulatory purposes and 

Members’ intent will be served through protection of PJM’s interests in a Member bankruptcy 

case. 

In sum, PJM’s proposed revisions to Attachment Q, Section IX are just and reasonable 

because they would enhance PJM’s ability to reduce financial risk to PJM and its Members in the 

event of a Member bankruptcy. 

                                                 
15 See ISO New England Inc.’s Transmission, Markets and Services Tariff, Section 1, Exhibit 1A, Financial Assurance 

Policy, Section XI.H; New York Independent System Operator, Inc.’s Market Administration and Control Area 
Services Tariff, Section 7.5.4 (“By entering into Transactions under this Tariff, the Customer agrees that its Service 
Agreement and Transactions under this Tariff shall constitute a ‘forward contract’ within the meaning of the United 
States Bankruptcy Code.”). 
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C. Additional Clarifications of FTRs as Special Contracts under Bankruptcy 
Code 

The purpose of Attachment Q is to protect PJM, the PJM Members, and PJM Markets from 

financial risk.  Attachment Q, Section X serves this purpose by stating that FTRs constitute 

“forward contracts”16 and/or “swap agreements”17 within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code, 

and that PJM shall be deemed to be a “forward contract merchant”18 and/or a “swap participant”19 

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code for purposes of FTR transactions.  The automatic stay, 

which absent a statutory exception prevents the exercise of rights and remedies without relief from 

the stay, does not apply to certain categories of financial contracts, including forward contracts 

and swap agreements.20   

The changes to Section X proposed here are light edits intended to enhance Section X’s 

existing role in protecting PJM and PJM Members from financial risk.  The changes include: 

 Revising the Section heading to more directly reflect the purpose of the Section. 

 Removing reference to “each FTR Participant” constituting a forward contract 

merchant and/or swap participant.  The protected parties under the Bankruptcy 

Code are, specifically, the forward contract merchants and swap participants.21  For 

purposes of protecting PJM, what matters is that PJM is the forward contract 

merchant or swap participant.  With this change, Section X would contain what 

                                                 
16 11 U.S.C. § 101(25). 

17 11 U.S.C. § 101(53B). 

18 11 U.S.C. § 101(26). 

19 11 U.S.C. § 101(53C). 

20 11 U.S.C. §§ 362(b)(17), 556, 560. 

21 Id. 
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serves toward protecting PJM – the purpose of Attachment Q – no more and no 

less.22 

 Referencing the right to proceed against Collateral “and additional financial 

assurance.”  While PJM’s definition of Collateral23 encompasses Letters of Credit 

and surety bonds, in the bankruptcy context, “collateral” is generally understood to 

mean a debtor’s property that secures an obligation, but not third party sources of 

credit support, such as letters of credit, surety bonds, or guaranties.  PJM therefore 

proposes a separate reference to “additional financial assurance” so as to ensure 

that the ability to proceed against such third party credit support is not 

compromised. 

 Referencing the right of recoupment in addition to setoff.  Recoupment, like setoff, 

is a common law right that functions much like setoff in permitting a netting of 

obligations between parties.  Recoupment and setoff are very similar concepts and 

are often confused, but their criteria and applications vary.  They therefore warrant 

separate identification.  

 Various ministerial revisions, including consistent use of the defined term “Market 

Participant” where appropriate. 

The proposed revisions to Attachment Q, Section X, while not extensive, are just and 

reasonable because they enhance this Section’s role in reducing financial risk to PJM and its 

                                                 
22 In making this change, PJM is not taking the position that FTR Participants are not protected parties under the 
Bankruptcy Code, or denying FTR Participants the ability to receive such protections to the extent they qualify.  
Notably, ISO New England’s tariff contains a very similar provision, and it only refers to ISO New England itself as 
a forward merchant or swap participant. See ISO New England Inc.’s Transmission, Markets and Services Tariff, 
Section 1, Exhibit 1A, Financial Assurance Policy, Section XI.H 
23 See Tariff, Definitions – C-D. 
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Members and they also more clearly and specifically reflect rates, terms, and conditions of 

Commission-jurisdictional service, thereby enhancing compliance with the Commission’s 

regulations implementing FPA section 205(c). 

II. STAKEHOLDER PROCESS 

The PJM Risk Management Committee (“RMC”) at its July 26, 2022 meeting approved 

the PJM proposal with zero objections and 11 abstentions.24  The MRC endorsed the Tariff 

revisions by acclamation with no objections and one abstention at its September 21, 2022 

meeting,25 and the MC endorsed the revisions by acclamation with no objections and one 

abstention at its October 26, 2022 meeting.26   

III. PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATES 

PJM proposes an effective date of March 21, 2023 for the proposed Tariff revisions 

referenced herein.  PJM requests that the Commission issue an order on this filing by March 20, 

2023. 

IV. DOCUMENTS ENCLOSED 

This filing consists of the following:   
 

1. This transmittal letter: 

2. Electronic versions of the revisions to the Tariff in marked (showing the changes) 
form (as Attachment A); and 

3. Electronic versions of the revisions to the Tariff in clean form (as Attachment B).   
 

                                                 
24 See Minutes of the July 26, 2022 RMC Meeting, https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-
groups/committees/rmc/2022/20220823/draft-minutes---rmc---7262022.ashx. 
25 See Minutes of the September 21, 2022 MRC Meeting, https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-
groups/committees/mrc/2022/20221024/consent-agenda-a---draft-mrc-minutes-9212022.ashx. 

26 See Minutes of the October 26, 2022 MC Meeting, https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-
groups/committees/mc/2022/20221116/consent-agenda-a---draft-mc-minutes-10262022.ashx.   
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V. CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS 

Correspondence and communications regarding this filing should be sent to the following 

individuals: 

 

Craig Glazer 
Vice President, Federal Government Policy 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
1200 G Street, N.W. 
Suite 600  
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 423-4743 
Craig.Glazer@pjm.com 

 

Eric Scherling 
Assistant General Counsel 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
2750 Monroe Boulevard 
Audubon, PA 19403 
(267) 853-3494 
Eric.Scherling@pjm.com 
  
 

VI. SERVICE 

PJM has served a copy of this filing on all PJM Members and on all state utility regulatory 

commissions in the PJM Region by posting this filing electronically.  In accordance with the 

Commission’s regulations,27 PJM will post a copy of this filing to the FERC filings section of its 

internet site, located at the following link: https://www.pjm.com/library/filing-order.aspx with a 

specific link to the newly-filed document, and will send an email on the same date as this filing to 

all PJM Members and all state utility regulatory commissions in the PJM Region28 alerting them 

that this filing has been made by PJM today, and is available by following such link. 

  

                                                 
27 See 18 C.F.R §§ 35.2(e) and 385.2010(f)(3). 

28 PJM already maintains, updates, and regularly uses email lists for all PJM members and affected commissions. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, PJM requests that the Commission accept the revisions to the Tariff, as 

described herein, and issue an order no later than March 20, 2023, with an effective date of March 

21, 2023, as discussed herein. 

 Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Craig Glazer 
Vice President, Federal Government Policy 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
1200 G Street, N.W. 
Suite 600  
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 423-4743 
Craig.Glazer@pjm.com 

_/s/ Eric Scherling_________ 
Eric Scherling 
Assistant General Counsel 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
2750 Monroe Boulevard 
Audubon, PA 19403 
(267) 853-3494 
Eric.Scherling@pjm.com 
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ATTACHMENT Q 
 

CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is the policy of PJM that prior to an entity participating in any PJM Markets or in order to take 
Transmission Service, the entity must demonstrate its ability to meet the requirements in this 
Attachment Q.  This Attachment Q also sets forth PJM’s authority to deny, reject, or terminate a 
Participant’s right to participate in any PJM Markets in order to protect the PJM Markets and 
PJM Members from unreasonable credit risk from any Participant’s activities.  Given the 
interconnectedness and overlapping of their responsibilities, PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. and 
PJM Settlement, Inc. are referred to both individually and collectively herein as “PJM.” 
 
PURPOSE 
 
PJMSettlement is the counterparty to transactions in the PJM Markets.  As a consequence, if a 
Participant defaults on its obligations under this Attachment Q, or PJM determines a Participant 
represents unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets, and the Participant does not post 
Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral in response to a Collateral Call, the 
result is that the Participant represents unsecured credit risk to the PJM Markets.  For this reason, 
PJM must have the authority to monitor and manage credit risk on an ongoing basis, and to act 
promptly to mitigate or reduce any unsecured credit risk, in order to protect the PJM Markets and 
PJM Members from losses. 
 
This Attachment Q describes requirements for: (1) eligibility to be a Market Participant, (2) 
establishment and maintenance of credit by Market Participants, and (3) collateral requirements 
and forms of credit support that will be deemed as acceptable to mitigate risk to any PJM 
Markets.  
 
This Attachment Q also sets forth (1) PJM’s authority to monitor and manage credit risk that a 
Participant may represent to the PJM Markets and/or PJM membership in general, (2) the basis 
for establishing limits that will be imposed on a Market Participant in order to minimize risk, and 
(3) various obligations and requirements the violation of which will result in an Event of Default 
pursuant to this Attachment Q and the Agreements.  
 
Attachment Q describes the types of data and information PJM will review in order to determine 
whether an Applicant or Market Participant presents an unreasonable risk to any PJM Markets 
and/or PJM membership in general, and the steps PJM may take in order to address that risk.   
 
APPLICABILITY 
 
This Attachment Q applies to all Applicants and Market Participants who take Transmission 
Service under this Tariff, or participate in any PJM Markets or market activities under the 
Agreements.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Attachment Q, simply taking 
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transmission service or procuring Ancillary Services via market-based rates does not imply 
market participation for purposes of applicability of this Attachment Q. 
 
II. RISK EVALUATION PROCESS 
 
PJM will conduct a risk evaluation to determine eligibility to become and/or remain a Market 
Participant or Guarantor that: (1) assesses the entity’s financial strength, risk profile, 
creditworthiness, and other relevant factors; (2) determines an Unsecured Credit Allowance, if 
appropriate; (3) determines appropriate levels of Collateral; and (4) evaluates any Credit 
Support, including Guaranties or Letters of Credit. 
 
A. Initial Risk Evaluation  
 
PJM will perform an initial risk evaluation of each Applicant and/or its Guarantor.  As part of the 
initial risk evaluation, PJM will consider certain Minimum Participation Requirements, assign an 
Internal Risk Score, establish an Unsecured Credit Allowance if appropriate, and make a 
determination regarding required levels of Collateral, creditworthiness, credit support, Restricted 
Collateral and other assurances for participation in certain PJM Markets.   
 
Each Applicant and/or its Guarantor must provide the information set forth below at the time of 
its initial application pursuant to this Attachment Q and on an ongoing basis in order to remain 
eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  The same quantitative and qualitative factors will be 
used to evaluate Participants whether or not they have rated debt. 
 
1.  Rating Agency Reports  
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports from Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service, 
Fitch Ratings, or other Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization for each Applicant 
and/or Guarantor.  The review will focus on the Applicant’s or its Guarantor’s senior unsecured 
debt ratings.  If senior unsecured debt ratings are not available, PJM may consider other ratings, 
including issuer ratings, corporate ratings and/or an implied rating based on an internally derived 
Internal Credit Score pursuant to section II.A.3 below.  
 
2.  Financial Statements and Related Information  
 
Each Applicant and/or its Guarantor must submit, or cause to be submitted, audited financial 
statements, except as otherwise indicated below, prepared in accordance with United States 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“US GAAP”) or any other format acceptable to PJM 
for the three (3) fiscal years most recently ended, or the period of existence of the Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor, if shorter.  Applicants and/or their Guarantors must submit, or cause to be 
submitted, financial statements, which may be unaudited, for each completed fiscal quarter of the 
current fiscal year.  All audited financial statements provided by the Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor must be audited by an Independent Auditor.   
 
The information should include, but not be limited to, the following:  
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(a)  If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor has publicly traded securities: 
 

(i) Annual reports on Form 10-K, together with any amendments thereto; 
 
(ii) Quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, together with any amendments thereto; 
 
(iii) Form 8-K reports, if any, that have been filed since the most recent Form 

10-K;   
 
(iv) A summary provided by the Principal responsible, or to be responsible, for 

PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets.    

 
(v) All audited financial statements provided by an Applicant with publicly 

traded securities and/or its Guarantor with publicly traded securities must 
be audited by an Independent Auditor that satisfies the requirements set 
forth in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 

 
(b) If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor does not have publicly-traded securities:  

 
(i) Annual Audited Financial Statements or equivalent independently audited 

financials, and quarterly financial statements, generally found on: 
- Balance Sheets 
- Income Statements 
- Statements of Cash Flows 
- Statements of Stockholder’s or Member’s Equity or Net Worth; 

 
(ii) Notes to Annual Audited Financial Statements, and notes to quarterly 

financial statements if any, including disclosures of any material changes 
from the last report;  

 
(iii) Disclosure equivalent to a Management’s Discussion & Analysis, 

including an executive overview of operating results and outlook, and 
compliance with debt covenants and indentures, and off balance sheet 
arrangements, if any; 

 
(iv) Auditor’s Report with an unqualified opinion or written letter from auditor 

containing the opinion whether the annual audited financial statements 
comply with the US GAAP or any other format acceptable to PJM; and 
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(v) A summary provided by the Principal responsible or to be responsible for 
PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets. 

 
(c) If Applicant and/or Guarantor is newly formed, does not yet have three (3) years 

of audited financials, or does not routinely prepare audited financial statements, 
PJM may specify other information to allow it to assess the entity’s 
creditworthiness, including but not limited to: 

 
(i) Equivalent financial information traditionally found in: 

- Balance Sheets 
- Income Statements 
- Statements of Cash Flows 

 
(ii) Disclosure equivalent to a Management’s Discussion & Analysis, 

including an executive overview of operating results and outlook, and 
compliance with debt covenants and indentures, and off balance sheet 
arrangements, if any; and 

 
(iii) A summary provided by the Principal responsible or to be responsible for 

PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets. 

 
(d) During a two year transition period from June 1, 2020 to May 31, 2022, the 

Applicant or Guarantor may provide a combination of audited financial 
statements and/or equivalent financial information. 

 
If any of the above information in this section II.A.2 is available on the internet, the Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor may provide a letter stating where such statements can be located and 
retrieved by PJM.  If an Applicant and/or its Guarantor files Form 10-K, Form 10-Q, or Form 8-
K with the SEC, then the Applicant and/or its Guarantor will be deemed to have satisfied the 
requirement by indicating to PJM where the information in this section II.A.2 can be located on 
the internet.  
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If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor fails, for any reason, to provide the information required 
above in this section II.A.2, PJM has the right to (1) request Collateral and/or Restricted 
Collateral to cover the amount of risk reasonably associated with the Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor’s expected activity in any PJM Markets, and/or (2) restrict the Applicant from 
participating in certain PJM Markets, including but not limited to restricting the positions the 
Applicant (once it becomes a Market Participant) takes in the market. 
 
For certain Applicants and/or their Guarantors, some of the above submittals may not be 
applicable and alternate requirements for compliant submittals may be specified by PJM.  In the 
credit evaluation of Municipalities and Cooperatives, PJM may also request additional 
information as part of the initial and ongoing review process and will consider other qualitative 
factors in determining financial strength and creditworthiness. 
 
3. Credit Rating and Internal Credit Score 
 
PJM will use credit risk scoring methodologies as a tool in determining an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance for each Applicant and/or its Guarantor.  As its source for calculating the Unsecured 
Credit Allowance, PJM will rely on the ratings from a Rating Agency, if any, on the Applicant’s 
or Guarantor’s senior unsecured debt or their issuer ratings or corporate ratings if senior 
unsecured debt ratings are not available.  If there is a split rating between the Rating Agencies, 
the lower of the ratings shall apply.  If no external credit rating is available PJM will utilize its 
Internal Credit Score in order to calculate the Unsecured Credit Allowance.   
 
The model used to develop the Internal Credit Score will be quantitative, based on financial data 
found in the income statement, balance sheet, and cash flow statement, and it will be qualitative 
based on relevant factors that may be internal or external to a particular Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor. 
 
PJM will employ a framework, as outlined in Tables 1-5 below, based on metrics internal to the 
Applicant and/or its Guarantor, including capital and leverage, cash flow coverage of fixed 
obligations, liquidity, profitability, and other qualitative factors.  The particular metrics and 
scoring rules differ according to the Applicant’s or Guarantor’s line of business and the PJM 
Markets in which it anticipates participating, in order to account for varying sources and degrees 
of risk to the PJM Markets and PJM members.   
 
The formulation of each metric will be consistently applied to all Applicants and Guarantors 
across industries with slight variations based on identifiable differences in entity type, 
anticipated market activity, and risks to the PJM Markets and PJM members.  In instances where 
the external credit rating is used to calculate the unsecured credit allowance, PJM may also use 
the Internal Credit Score as an input into determining the overall risk profile of an Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor. 
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Table 1. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Leverage and Capital 
Structure 
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Debt / Total Capitalization (%)           
FFO / Debt (%)           
Debt / EBITDA (x)           
Debt / Property, Plant & Equipment 
(%) 

          

Retained Earnings / Total Assets (%)           
Debt / Avg Daily Production or KwH 
($) 

          

Tangible Net Worth ($)           
Core Capital / Total Assets (%)           
Risk-Based Capital / RWA (%)           
Tier 1 Capital / RWA (%)           
Equity / Investments (%)           
Debt / Investments (%)           
 primary metric  secondary metric  FFO = Funds From Operations      RWA = Risk-Weighted Asserts 
 
 
Table 2. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Fixed Charge 
Coverage and Funding 
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EBIT / Interest Expense (x)           
EBITDA / Interest Expense (x)           
EBITDA / [Interest Exp + CPLTD] (x)           
[FFO + Interest Exp] / Interest Exp (x)           
Loans / Total Deposits (%)           
NPL / Gross Loans (%)           
NPL / [Net Worth + LLR] (%)           
Market Funding / Tangible Bank 
Assets (%) 

          

primary metric  secondary metric  CPLTD = Current Portion of Long-Term Debt   EBIT = Earnings Before Interest and Taxes  EBITDA = 
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization   LLR = Loan Loss Reserves   NPL = Non-Performing Loans 
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Table 3. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Liquidity 
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CFFO / Total Debt (x)           
Current Assets / Current Liabilities (x)           
Liquid Assets / Tangible Bank Assets 
(%) 

          

Sources / Uses of Funds (x)           
Weighted Avg Maturity of Debt (yrs)           
Floating Rate Debt / Total Debt (%)           
primary metric  secondary metric   CFFO = Cash Flow From Operations 
 
 
Table 4. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Profitability 
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Return on Assets (%)           
Return on Equity (%)           
Profit Volatility (%)           
Return on Revenue (%)           
Net Income / Tangible Assets (%)           
Net Profit ($)           
Net Income / Dividends (x)           
primary metric  secondary metric   
 
 
 
Table 5. 
Qualitative 
Factors:  
Industry Level 
 
 
 

Sample 
Reference 
Metrics 
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Need for PJM 
Markets to 
Achieve Business 
Goals 
 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Low 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

Ability to 
Grow/Enter 
Markets other 
than PJM 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Med 
 
 

High 
 
 

N/A 
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Other 
Participants’ 
Ability to Serve 
Customers 
 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Med 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

High 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

Regulation of 
Participant’s 
Business 

RRA 
regulatory 
climate 
scores, S&P 
BICRA 

PUCS 
 
 

Govt 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

FERC 
PUCs 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 

Primary Purpose 
of PJM Activity 

Investment 
(“Inv.”)/ 
Trading 
(“Trade”)/ 
Hedging or 
Mitigating 
Commercial 
Risk of 
Operations 
(“CRH”) 

CRH  CRH CRH CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

 
RRA = Regulatory Research Associates, a division of S&P Global, Inc.     BICRA = Bank Industry Country Risk Assessment 
 
The scores developed will range from 1-6, with the following mappings:  
 

1 = Very Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: AAA to AA-; Moody’s: Aaa to Aa3) 
2 = Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: A+ to BBB+; Moody’s: A1 to Baa1) 
3 = Low to Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB; Moody’s: Baa2) 
4 = Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB-; Moody’s: Baa3) 
5 = Medium to High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB+ to BB; Moody’s Ba1 to Ba2) 
6 = High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB- and below; Moody’s: Ba3 and below) 

 
4.  Trade References  
 
If deemed necessary by PJM, whether because the Applicant is newly or recently formed or for 
any other reason, each Applicant and/or its Guarantor shall provide at least one (1) bank 
reference and three (3) Trade References to provide PJM with evidence of Applicant’s 
understanding of the markets in which the Applicant is seeking to participate and the Applicant’s 
experience and ability to manage risk.   PJM may contact the bank references and Trade 
References provided by the Applicant to verify their business experience with the Applicant.   
 
5.  Litigation and Contingencies  
 
Unless prohibited by law, each Applicant and Guarantor is also required to disclose and provide 
information as to the occurrence of, within the five (5) years prior to the submission of the 
information to PJM (i) any litigation, arbitration, investigation (formal inquiry initiated by a 
governmental or regulatory entity), or proceeding,  pending or, to the knowledge of the 
involving, Applicant or its Guarantor or any of their Principals that would likely have a material 
adverse impact on its financial condition and/or would likely materially affect the risk of non-
payment by the Applicant or Guarantor, or (ii) any finding of material defalcation, market 
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manipulation or fraud by or involving the Applicant, Guarantor, or any of their Principals, 
predecessors, subsidiaries, or Credit Affiliates that participate in any United States power 
markets based upon a final adjudication of regulatory and/or legal proceedings, (iii) any 
bankruptcy declarations or petitions by or against an Applicant and/or Guarantor, or (iv) any 
violation by any of the foregoing of any federal or state regulations or laws regarding energy 
commodities, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) or FERC requirements, 
the rules of any exchange monitored by the National Futures Association, any self-regulatory 
organization or any other governing, regulatory, or standards body responsible for regulating 
activity in North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related commodity 
products.  Each Applicant and Guarantor shall take reasonable measures to obtain permission to 
disclose information related to a non-public investigation.  These disclosures shall be made by 
Applicant and Guarantor upon application, and within ten (10) Business Days of any material 
change with respect to any of the above matters. 
 
6.  History of Defaults in Energy Projects 
 
Each Applicant and Guarantor shall disclose their current default status and default history for 
any energy related generation or transmission project (e.g. generation, solar, development), and 
within any wholesale or retail energy market, including but not limited to within PJM, any 
Independent System Operator or Regional Transmission Organization, and exchange that has not 
been cured within the past five (5) years.  Defaults of a non-recourse project financed entity may 
not be included in the default history.   
 
7.  Other Disclosures and Additional Information  
 
Each Applicant and Guarantor is required to disclose any Credit Affiliates that are currently 
Members of PJM, applying for membership with PJM, Transmission Customers, Participants, 
applying to become Market Participants, or that participate directly or indirectly in any PJM 
Markets or any other North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related 
commodity products.  Each Applicant and Guarantor shall also provide a copy of its limited 
liability company agreement or equivalent agreement, certification of formation, articles of 
incorporation or other similar organization document, offering memo or equivalent, the names of 
its five (5) most senior Principals, and information pertaining to any non-compliance with debt 
covenants and indentures. 
Applicants shall provide PJM the credit application referenced in section III.A and any other 
information or documentation reasonably required for PJM to perform the initial risk evaluation 
of Applicant’s or Guarantor’s creditworthiness and ability to comply with the requirements 
contained in the Agreements related to settlements, billing, credit requirements, and other 
financial matters. 
 
B. Supplemental Risk Evaluation Process 
 
As described in section VI below, PJM will conduct a supplemental risk evaluation process for 
Applicants, Participants, and Guarantors applying to conduct virtual and export transactions or 
participate in any PJM Markets. 
C. Unsecured Credit Allowance  
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A Market Participant may request that PJM consider it for an Unsecured Credit Allowance 
pursuant to the provisions herein.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, an FTR Participant shall not 
be considered for an Unsecured Credit Allowance for participation in the FTR markets. 
 
1. Unsecured Credit Allowance Evaluation 
 
PJM will perform a credit evaluation on each Participant that has requested an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance, both initially and at least annually thereafter.  PJM shall determine the amount of 
Unsecured Credit Allowance, if any, that can be provided to the Market Participant in 
accordance with the creditworthiness and other requirements set forth in this Attachment Q.  In 
completing the credit evaluation, PJM will consider: 
 

(a)  Rating Agency Reports 
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports as for each Market Participant on the same basis as 
described in section II.A.1 above and section II.E.1 below.    
 

(b) Financial Statements and Related Information 
 
All financial statements and related information considered for an Unsecured Credit Allowance 
must satisfy all of the same requirements described in section II.A.2 above and section II.E.2 
below. 
 
2.  Material Adverse Changes 
 
Each Market Participant is responsible for informing PJM, in writing, of any Material Adverse 
Change in its financial condition (or the financial condition of its Guarantor) since the date of the 
Market Participant or Guarantor’s most recent annual financial statements provided to PJM, 
pursuant to the requirements reflected in section II.A.2 above and section II.E.3 below.  
 
In the event that PJM determines that a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition of a 
Market Participant warrants a requirement to provide Collateral, additional Collateral or 
Restricted Collateral, PJM shall comply with the process and requirements described in section 
II.A above and section II.E below. 
 
3. Other Disclosures  
 
Each Market Participant desiring an Unsecured Credit Allowance is required to make the 
disclosures and upon the same requirements reflected in section II.A.7 above and section II.E.7 
below. 
 
D. Determination of Unreasonable Credit Risk 
 
Unreasonable credit risk shall be determined by the likelihood that an Applicant will default on a 
financial obligation arising from its participation in any PJM Markets.  Indicators of potentially 
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unreasonable credit risk include, but are not limited to, a history of market manipulation based 
upon a final adjudication of regulatory and/or legal proceedings, a history of financial defaults, a 
history of bankruptcy or insolvency within the past five (5) years, or a combination of current 
market and financial risk factors such as low capitalization, a reasonably likely future material 
financial liability, a low Internal Credit Score (derived pursuant to section II.A.3 above) and/or a 
low externally derived credit score.  PJM’s determination will be based on, but not limited to, 
information and material provided to PJM during its initial risk evaluation process, information 
and material provided to PJM in the Officer’s Certification, and/or information gleaned by PJM 
from public and non-public sources.    
 
If PJM determines that an Applicant poses an unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets, PJM 
may require Collateral, additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral commensurate with the 
Applicant’s risk of financial default, reject an application, and/or limit or deny Applicant’s 
participation in the PJM Markets, to the extent and for the time period it determines is necessary 
to mitigate the unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets.  PJM will reject an application if it 
determines that Collateral, additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral cannot address the risk.   
 
PJM will communicate its concerns regarding whether the Applicant presents an unreasonable 
credit risk, if any, in writing to the Applicant and attempt to better understand the circumstances 
surrounding that Applicant’s financial and credit position before making its determination.  In 
the event PJM determines that an Applicant presents an unreasonable credit risk that warrants a 
requirement to provide Collateral of any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide 
the Applicant with a written explanation of why such determination was made.    
 
E. Ongoing Risk Evaluation 
 
In addition to the initial risk evaluation set forth in sections II.A through II.D above and the 
annual certification requirements set forth in section III.A below, each Market Participant and/or 
its Guarantor has an ongoing obligation to provide PJM with the information required in section 
IV.A described in more detail below.  PJM may also review public information regarding a 
Market Participant and/or its Guarantor as part of its ongoing risk evaluation.  If appropriate, 
PJM will revise the Market Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or change its 
determination of creditworthiness, credit support, Restricted Collateral, required Collateral or 
other assurances pursuant to PJM’s ongoing risk evaluation process. 
 
Each Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must provide the information set forth below on an 
ongoing basis in order to remain eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  The same 
quantitative and qualitative factors will be used to evaluate Market Participants whether or not 
they have rated debt. 
 
1.  Rating Agency Reports  
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports for each Market Participant and/or Guarantor on the 
same basis as described in section II.A.1 above.  
 
2.  Financial Statements and Related Information  
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On an ongoing basis, Market Participants and/or their Guarantors shall provide the information 
they are required to provide as described in section II.A.2 above, pursuant to the schedule 
reflected below, with one exception.  With regard to the summary that is required to be provided 
by the Principal responsible for PJM Market activity, with respect to experience of the 
Participant or its Principals in managing risks in similar markets, the Principal only needs to 
provide that information for a new Principal that was not serving in the position when the prior 
summary was provided.  PJM will review financial statements and related information for each 
Market Participant and/or Guarantor on the same basis as described in section II.A.2 above.    
 
Each Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must submit, or cause to be submitted, annual 
audited financial statements, except as otherwise indicated below, prepared in accordance with 
US GAAP or any other format acceptable to PJM for the fiscal year most recently ended within 
ten (10) calendar days of the financial statements becoming available and no later than one 
hundred twenty (120) calendar days after its fiscal year end.  Market Participants and/or their 
Guarantors must submit, or cause to be submitted, financial statements, which may be unaudited, 
for each completed fiscal quarter of the current fiscal year, promptly upon their issuance, but no 
later than sixty (60) calendar days after the end of each fiscal quarter.  All audited financial 
statements provided by the Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must be audited by an 
Independent Auditor.   
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, PJM may upon request, grant a Market Participant or Guarantor 
an extension of time, if the financials are not available within the time frame stated above. 
 
3. Material Adverse Changes 
 
Each Market Participant and each Guarantor is responsible for informing PJM, in writing, of any 
Material Adverse Change in its or its Guarantor’s financial condition within five (5) Business 
Days of any Principal becoming aware of the occurrence of a Material Adverse Change since the 
date of the Market Participant or Guarantor’s most recent annual financial statements provided to 
PJM.  However, PJM may also independently establish from available information that a 
Participant and/or its Guarantor has experienced a Material Adverse Change in its financial 
condition without regard to whether such Market Participant or Guarantor  has informed PJM of 
the same. 
 
For the purposes of this Attachment Q, a Material Adverse Change in financial condition may 
include, but is not be limited to, any of the following: 
 

(a) a bankruptcy filing; 
(b) insolvency; 
(c) a significant decrease in market capitalization; 
(d) restatement of prior financial statements unless required due to regulatory 

changes; 
(e) the resignation or removal of a Principal unless there is a new Principal appointed 

or expected to be appointed, a transition plan in place pending the appointment of 
a new Principal, or a planned restructuring of such roles;  
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(f) the filing of a lawsuit or initiation of an arbitration, investigation, or other 
proceeding that would likely have a material adverse effect on any current or 
future financial results or financial condition or increase the likelihood of non-
payment; 

(g) a material financial default in any other organized energy, ancillary service, 
financial transmission rights and/or capacity markets including but not limited to 
those of another Regional Transmission Organization or Independent System 
Operator, or on any commodity exchange, futures exchange or clearing house, 
that has not been cured or remedied after any required notice has been given and 
any cure period has elapsed;   

(h) a revocation of a license or other authority by any Federal or State regulatory 
agency; where such license or authority is necessary or important to the 
Participant’s continued business, for example, FERC market-based rate authority, 
or State license to serve retail load;  

(i) a significant change in credit default swap spreads, market capitalization, or other 
market-based risk measurement criteria, such as a recent increase in Moody’s 
KMV Expected Default Frequency (EDFtm) that is materially greater than the 
increase in its peers’ EDFtm rates, or a collateral default swap (CDS) premium 
normally associated with an entity rated lower than investment grade;  

(j) a confirmed, undisputed material financial default in a bilateral arrangement with 
another Participant or counterparty that has not been cured or remedied after any 
required notice has been given and any cure period has elapsed;  

(k) the sale by a Participant of all or substantially all of its bilateral position(s) in the 
PJM Markets; 

(l) any adverse changes in financial condition which, individually, or in the 
aggregate, are material; and, 

(m) any adverse changes, events or occurrences which, individually or in the 
aggregate, could affect the ability of the entity to pay its debts as they become due 
or could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on any current 
or future financial results or financial condition. 

 
Upon identification of a Material Adverse Change, PJM shall evaluate the financial strength and 
risk profile of the Market Participant and/or its Guarantor at that time and may do so on a more 
frequent basis going forward. If the result of such evaluation identifies unreasonable credit risk 
to any PJM Market as further described in section II.E.8 below, PJM will take steps to mitigate 
the financial exposure to the PJM Markets. These steps include, but are not limited to requiring 
the Market Participant and/or each Guarantor to provide Collateral, additional Collateral or 
additional Restricted Collateral that is commensurate with the amount of risk in which the 
Market Participant wants to engage, and/or limiting the Market Participant’s ability to participate 
in any PJM Market to the extent, and for the time-period necessary to mitigate the unreasonable 
credit risk. In the event PJM determines that a Material Adverse Change in the financial 
condition or risk profile of a Market Participant and/or Guarantor, warrants a requirement to 
provide Collateral of any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide the Market 
Participant and/or Guarantor, a written explanation of why such determination was made.  
Conversely, in the event PJM determines there has been an improvement in the financial 
condition or risk profile of a Market Participant and/or Guarantor such that the amount of 
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Collateral needed for that Market Participant  and/or Guarantor can be reduced, PJM shall 
provide a written explanation why such determination was made, including the amount of the 
Collateral reduction and indicating when and how the reduction will be made. 

 
4. Litigation and Contingencies  

 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to disclose and provide information 
regarding litigation and contingencies as outlined in section II.A.5 above. 
 
5. History of Defaults in Energy Projects 
 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to disclose current default status and 
default history as outlined in section II.A.6 above. 
 
6. Internal Credit Score 
 
As part of its ongoing risk evaluation, PJM will use credit risk scoring methodologies as a tool in 
determining an Internal Credit Score for each Market Participant and/or Guarantor, utilizing the 
same model and framework outlined in section II.A.3 above.   
 
7.  Other Disclosures and Additional Information  
 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to make other disclosures and provide 
additional information outlined in section II.A.7 above. 
 
PJM will monitor each Market Participant’s use of services and associated financial obligations 
on a regular basis to determine their total potential financial exposure and for credit monitoring 
purposes, and may require the Market Participant and/or Guarantor to provide additional 
information, pursuant to the terms and provisions described herein.  
 
Market Participants shall provide PJM, upon request, any information or documentation 
reasonably required for PJM to monitor and evaluate a Market Participant’s creditworthiness and 
compliance with the Agreements related to settlements, billing, credit requirements, and other 
financial matters. 
 
8. Unreasonable Credit Risk 
 
If PJM has reasonable grounds to believe that a Market Participant and/or its Guarantor poses an 
unreasonable credit risk to any PJM Markets, PJM may immediately notify the Market 
Participant of such unreasonable credit risk and (1) issue a Collateral Call to demand Collateral, 
additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral or other assurances commensurate with the Market 
Participant’s and/or its Guarantor’s risk of financial default or other risk posed by the Market 
Participant’s or Guarantor’s financial condition or risk profile to the PJM Markets and PJM 
members, or (2) limit or suspend the Market Participant’s participation in any PJM Markets, to 
the extent and for such time period PJM determines is necessary to mitigate the unreasonable 
credit risk to any PJM Markets.  PJM will only limit or suspend a Market Participant’s market 
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participation if Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral cannot address the 
unreasonable credit risk. 
 
PJM’s determination will be based on, but not limited to, information and material provided to 
PJM during its ongoing risk evaluation process or in the Officer’s Certification, and/or 
information gleaned by PJM from public and non-public sources.  PJM will communicate its 
concerns, if any, in writing to the Market Participant and attempt to better understand the 
circumstances surrounding the Market Participant’s financial and credit position before making 
its determination.  At PJM’s request or upon its own initiative, the Market Participant or its 
Guarantor may provide supplemental information to PJM that would allow PJM to consider 
reducing the additional Collateral requested or reducing the severity of limitations or other 
restrictions designed to mitigate the Market Participant’s credit risk.  Such information shall 
include, but not be limited to: (i) the Market Participant’s estimated exposure, (ii) explanations 
for any recent change in the Market Participant’s market activity, (iii) any relevant new load or 
unit outage information; or (iv) any default or supply contract expiration, termination or 
suspension.   
 
The Market Participant shall have five (5) Business Days to respond to PJM’s request for 
supplemental information.  If the requested information is provided in full to PJM’s satisfaction 
during said period, the additional Collateral requirement shall reflect the Market Participant’s 
anticipated exposure based on the information provided.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any 
additional Collateral requested by PJM in a Collateral Call must be provided by the Market 
Participant within the applicable cure period.  
 
In the event PJM determines that an Market Participant and/or its Guarantor presents an 
unreasonable credit risk, as described above, that warrants a requirement to provide Collateral of 
any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide the Market Participant with a written 
explanation of why such final determination was made.   
 
PJM has the right at any time to modify any Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or require 
additional Collateral as may be deemed reasonably necessary to support current or anticipated 
market activity as set forth in Tariff, Attachment Q, sections II.A.2 and II.C.1.b.  Failure to remit 
the required amount of additional Collateral within the applicable cure period shall constitute an 
Event of Default. 
 
F. Collateral and Credit Restrictions  
 
PJM may establish certain restrictions on available credit by requiring that some amounts of 
credit, i.e. Restricted Collateral, may not be available to satisfy credit requirements.  Such 
designations shall be construed to be applicable to the calculation of credit requirements only, 
and shall not restrict PJM’s ability to apply such designated credit to any obligation(s) in case of 
a default.  Any such Restricted Collateral will be held by PJM, as applicable.  Such Restricted 
Collateral will not be returned to the Participant until PJM has determined that the risk for which 
such Restricted Collateral is being held has subsided or been resolved. 
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PJM may post on PJM's web site, and may reference on OASIS, a supplementary document 
which contains additional business practices (such as algorithms for credit scoring) that are not 
included in this Attachment Q.  Changes to the supplementary document will be subject to 
stakeholder review and comment prior to implementation.  PJM may specify a required 
compliance date, not less than fifteen (15) calendar days from notification, by which time all 
Participants and their Guarantors must comply with provisions that have been revised in the 
supplementary document.  
 
PJM will regularly post each Participant’s and/or its Guarantor’s credit requirements and credit 
provisions on the PJM web site in a secure, password-protected location.  Each Participant and/or 
its Guarantor is responsible for monitoring such information, and maintaining sufficient credit to 
satisfy the credit requirements described herein. Failure to maintain credit sufficient to satisfy the 
credit requirements of the Attachment Q shall constitute a Credit Breach, and the Participant will 
be subject to the remedies established herein and in any of the Agreements. 
 
G. Unsecured Credit Allowance Calculation 
 
The external rating from a Rating Agency will be used as the source for calculating the 
Unsecured Credit Allowance, unless no external credit rating is available in which case PJM will 
utilize its Internal Credit Score for such purposes.  If there is a split rating between the Rating 
Agencies, the lower of the ratings shall apply.   
 
Where two or more entities, including Participants, are considered Credit Affiliates, Unsecured 
Credit Allowances will be established for each individual Participant, subject to an aggregate 
maximum amount for all Credit Affiliates as provided for in Attachment Q, section II.G.3. 
 
In its credit evaluation of Municipalities and Cooperatives, PJM may request additional 
information as part of the ongoing risk evaluation process and will also consider qualitative 
factors in determining financial strength and creditworthiness.   
 
1. Credit Rating and Internal Credit Score 
 
As previously described in section II.A.3 above, PJM will determine the Internal Credit Score for 
an Applicant, Market Participant and/or its Guarantor using the credit risk scoring methodologies 
contained therein.  Internal Credit Scores, ranging from 1-6, for each Applicant, Market 
Participant and/or its Guarantor, will be determined with the following mappings:  
 

1 = Very Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: AAA to AA-; Moody’s: Aaa to Aa3) 
2 = Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: A+ to BBB+; Moody’s: A1 to Baa1) 
3 = Low to Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB; Moody’s: Baa2) 
4 = Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB-; Moody’s: Baa3) 
5 = Medium to High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB+ to BB; Moody’s Ba1 to Ba2) 
6 = High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB- and below; Moody’s: Ba3 and below)  
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In instances where the external credit rating is used to calculate the unsecured credit allowance, 
PJM may also use the Internal Credit Score as an input into its determination of the overall risk 
profile of an Applicant and/or its Guarantor   
 
2. Unsecured Credit Allowance 
 
PJM will determine a Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance based on its external rating or 
its Internal Credit Score, as applicable, and the parameters in the table below.  The maximum 
Unsecured Credit Allowance is the lower of: 
 

(a) A percentage of the Participant’s Tangible Net Worth, as stated in the table 
below, with the percentage based on the Participant’s external rating or Internal 
Credit Score, as applicable;  and  

 
(b) A dollar cap based on the external rating or Internal Credit Score, as applicable, as 

stated in the table below: 
 

Internal Credit Score Risk Ranking Tangible Net 
Worth Factor 

Maximum Unsecured 
Credit Allowance 
($ Million) 

1.00 – 1.99 1 – Very Low 
(AAA to AA-) 

Up to 10.00% $50 

2.00 – 2.99 2 – Low (A+ to 
BBB+) 

Up to 8.00% $42 

3.00 – 3.49 3 – Low to 
Medium (BBB) 

Up to 6.00% $33 

3.50 – 4.49 4 – Medium 
(BBB-) 

Up to 5.00% $7 

4.50 – 5.49 5 – Medium to 
High (BB+ to BB) 

0% $0 

 > 5.49 6 – High (BB- and 
below) 

0% $0 

 
If a Corporate Guaranty is utilized to establish an Unsecured Credit Allowance for a Participant, 
the value of a Corporate Guaranty will be the lesser of: 

 
(a) The limit imposed in the Corporate Guaranty; 
 
(b) The Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for the Guarantor; and 
 
(c) A portion of the Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for the Guarantor in the 

case of Credit Affiliates. 
 

PJM has the right at any time to modify any Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or require 
additional Collateral as may be deemed reasonably necessary to support current market activity.  
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Failure to remit the required amount of additional Collateral within the applicable cure period 
shall be deemed an Event of Default. 

 
PJM will maintain a posting of each Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance, along with 
certain other credit related parameters, on the PJM website in a secure, password-protected 
location.  Each Participant will be responsible for monitoring such information and recognizing 
changes that may occur.   

3. Unsecured Credit Limits For Credit Affiliates 
 
If two or more Participants are Credit Affiliates and have requested an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance, PJM will consider the overall creditworthiness of the Credit Affiliates when 
determining the Unsecured Credit Allowances in order not to establish more Unsecured Credit 
for the Credit Affiliates collectively than the overall corporate family could support. 
 

Example: Participants A and B each have a $10.0 million Corporate Guaranty from their 
common parent, a holding company with an Unsecured Credit Allowance calculation of 
$12.0 million.  PJM may limit the Unsecured Credit Allowance for each Participant to 
$6.0 million, so the total Unsecured Credit Allowance does not exceed the corporate 
family total of $12.0 million. 
 

PJM will work with the Credit Affiliates to allocate the total Unsecured Credit Allowance among 
the Credit Affiliates while assuring that no individual Participant, nor common guarantor, 
exceeds the Unsecured Credit Allowance appropriate for its credit strength.  The aggregate 
Unsecured Credit for a Participant, including Unsecured Credit Allowance granted based on its 
own creditworthiness and risk profile, and any Unsecured Credit Allowance conveyed through a 
Guaranty shall not exceed $50 million. The aggregate Unsecured Credit for a Credit Affiliates 
corporate family shall not exceed $50 million.  A Credit Affiliate corporate family subject to this 
cap shall request PJM to allocate the maximum Unsecured Credit amongst the corporate family, 
assuring that no individual Participant or common guarantor, shall exceed the Unsecured Credit 
level appropriate for its credit strength and activity. 
H. Contesting an Unsecured Credit Evaluation 
 
PJM will provide to a Participant, upon request, a written explanation for any determination of or 
change in Unsecured Credit or credit requirement within ten (10) Business Days of receiving 
such request. 
 
If a Participant believes that either its level of Unsecured Credit or its credit requirement has 
been incorrectly determined, according to this Attachment Q, then the Participant may send a 
request for reconsideration in writing to PJM.  Such a request should include: 
 
(1) A citation to the applicable section(s) of this Attachment Q along with an explanation of 

how the respective provisions of this Attachment Q were not carried out in the 
determination as made; and 
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(2) A calculation of what the Participant believes should be the appropriate Unsecured Credit 
or Collateral requirement, according to terms of this Attachment Q. 

 
PJM will provide a written response as promptly as practical, but no more than ten (10) Business 
Days after receipt of the request.  If the Participant still feels that the determination is incorrect, 
then the Participant may contest that determination.  Such contest should be in written form, 
addressed to PJM, and should contain: 
 
(1) A complete copy of the Participant’s earlier request for reconsideration, including 

citations and calculations; 
 
(2) A copy of PJM’s written response to its request for reconsideration; and 
 
(3) An explanation of why it believes that the determination still does not comply with this 

Attachment Q. 
 
PJM will investigate and will respond to the Participant with a final determination on the matter 
as promptly as practical, but no more than twenty (20) Business Days after receipt of the request. 
 
Neither requesting reconsideration nor contesting the determination following such request shall 
relieve or delay Participant's responsibility to comply with all provisions of this Attachment Q, 
including without limitation posting Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral in 
response to a Collateral Call.   
 
If a Corporate Guaranty is being utilized to establish credit for a Participant, the Guarantor will 
be evaluated and the Unsecured Credit Allowance granted, if any, based on the financial strength 
and creditworthiness, and risk profile of the Guarantor. Any utilization of a Corporate Guaranty 
will only be applicable to non-FTR credit requirements, and will not be applicable to cover FTR 
credit requirements. 
 
PJM will identify any necessary Collateral requirements and establish a Working Credit Limit 
for each Participant.  Any Unsecured Credit Allowance will only be applicable to non-FTR 
credit requirements, for positions in PJM Markets other than the FTR market, because all FTR 
credit requirements must be satisfied by posting Collateral. 
 
III. MINIMUM PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS 
 
A Participant seeking to participate in any PJM Markets shall submit to PJM any information or 
documentation reasonably required for PJM to evaluate its experience and resources.  If PJM 
determines, based on its review of the relevant information and after consultation with the 
Participant, that the Participant’s participation in any PJM Markets presents an unreasonable 
credit risk, PJM may reject the Participant’s application to become a Market Participant, 
notwithstanding applicant’s ability to meet other minimum participation criteria, registration 
requirements and creditworthiness requirements.   
 
A.  Annual Certification  
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Before they are eligible to transact in any PJM Market, all Applicants shall provide to PJM (i) an 
executed copy of a credit application and (ii) a copy of the annual certification set forth in 
Attachment Q, Appendix 1. As a condition to continued eligibility to transact in any PJM 
Market, Market Participants shall provide to PJM the annual certification set forth in Attachment 
Q, Appendix 1.   
 
After the initial submission, the annual certification must be submitted each calendar year by all 
Market Participants between January 1 and April 30.  PJM will accept such certifications as a 
matter of course and the Market Participants will not need further notice from PJM before 
commencing or maintaining their eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets.   
 
A Market Participant that fails to provide its annual certification by April 30 shall be ineligible to 
transact in any PJM Markets and PJM will disable the Market Participant’s access to any PJM 
Markets until such time as PJM receives the certification.  In addition, failure to provide an 
executed annual certification in a form acceptable to PJM and by the specified deadlines may 
result in a default under the Tariff. 
 
Market Participants acknowledge and understand that the annual certification constitutes a 
representation upon which PJM will rely. Such representation is additionally made under the 
Tariff, filed with and accepted by FERC, and any false, misleading or incomplete statement 
knowingly made by the Market Participant and that is material to the Market Participant’s ability 
to perform may be considered a violation of the Tariff and subject the Market Participant to 
action by FERC.  Failure to comply with any of the criteria or requirements listed herein or in the 
certification may result in suspension or limitation of a Market Participant’s transaction rights in 
any PJM Markets. 
 
Applicants and Market Participants shall submit to PJM, upon request, any information or 
documentation reasonably and/or legally required to confirm Applicant’s or Market Participant’s 
compliance with the Agreements and the annual certification.   
 
B. PJM Market Participation Eligibility Requirements 
 
PJM may conduct periodic verification to confirm that Applicants and Market Participants can 
demonstrate that they meet the definition of “appropriate person” to further ensure minimum 
criteria are in place.  Such demonstration will consist of the submission of evidence and an 
executed Annual Officer Certification form as set forth in Attachment Q, Appendix 1 in a form 
acceptable to PJM.  If an Applicant or Market Participant does not provide sufficient evidence 
for verification to PJM within five (5) Business Days of written request, then such Applicant or 
Market Participant may result in a default under this Tariff.  Demonstration of “appropriate 
person” status and support of other certifications on the annual certification is one part of the 
Minimum Participation Requirements for any PJM Markets and does not obviate the need to 
meet the other Minimum Participation Requirements such as those for minimum capitalization 
and risk profile as set forth in this Attachment Q.  
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To be eligible to transact in any PJM Markets, an Applicant or Participant must demonstrate in 
accordance with the Risk Management and Verification processes set forth below that it qualifies 
in one of the following ways: 
 

1. an “appropriate person,” as that term is defined under Commodity Exchange Act, 
section 4(c)(3), or successor provision, or; 
 

2. an “eligible contract participant,” as that term is defined in Commodity Exchange 
Act, section 1a(18), or successor provision, or; 

 
3. a business entity or person who is in the business of:  (1) generating, transmitting, or 

distributing electric energy, or (2) providing electric energy services that are 
necessary to support the reliable operation of the transmission system, or; 

 
4. an Applicant or Market Participant seeking eligibility as an “appropriate person” 

providing an unlimited Corporate Guaranty in a form acceptable to PJM as described 
in section V below from a Guarantor that has demonstrated it is an “appropriate 
person,” and has at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Applicant and Market Participant for which the Guarantor has issued an unlimited 
Corporate Guaranty, or; 

 
5. an Applicant or Market Participant providing a Letter of Credit of at least $5 million 

to PJM in a form acceptable to PJM as described in section V below, that the 
Applicant or Market Participant acknowledges is separate from, and cannot be 
applied to meet, its credit requirements to PJM, or; 

 
6. an Applicant or Market Participant providing a surety bond of at least $5 million to 

PJM in a form acceptable to PJM as described in section V below, that the Applicant 
or Market Participant acknowledges is separate from, and cannot be applied to meet, 
its credit requirements to PJM. 

 
If, at any time, a Market Participant cannot meet the eligibility requirements set forth above, it 
shall immediately notify PJM and immediately cease conducting transactions in any PJM 
Markets.  PJM may terminate a Market Participant’s transaction rights in any PJM Markets if, at 
any time, it becomes aware that the Market Participant does not meet the minimum eligibility 
requirements set forth above. 
 
In the event that a Market Participant is no longer able to demonstrate it meets the minimum 
eligibility requirements set forth above, and possesses, obtains or has rights to possess or obtain, 
any open or forward positions in any PJM Markets, PJM may take any such action it deems 
necessary with respect to such open or forward positions, including, but not limited to, 
liquidation, transfer, assignment or sale; provided, however, that the Market Participant will, 
notwithstanding its ineligibility to participate in any PJM Markets, be entitled to any positive 
market value of those positions, net of any obligations due and owing to PJM. 
 
C. Risk Management and Verification 
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All Market Participants must maintain current written risk management policies, procedures, or 
controls to address how market and credit risk is managed, and are required to submit to PJM (at 
the time they make their annual certification) a copy of their current governing risk control 
policies, procedures and controls applicable to their market activities.  PJM will review such 
documentation to verify that it appears generally to conform to prudent risk management 
practices for entities participating in any PJM Markets.   
 
All Market Participants subject to this provision shall make a one-time payment of $1,500.00 to 
PJM to cover administrative costs.  Thereafter, if such Participant’s risk policies, procedures and 
controls applicable to its market activities change substantively, it shall submit such modified 
documentation, with applicable administrative charge determined by PJM, to PJM for review and 
verification at the time it makes its annual certification.  All Market Participant’s continued 
eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets is conditioned on PJM notifying a Participant that 
its annual certification, including the submission of its risk policies, procedures and controls, has 
been accepted by PJM.  PJM may retain outside expertise to perform the review and verification 
function described in this section, however, in all circumstances, PJM and any third-party it may 
retain will treat as confidential the documentation provided by a Participant under this section, 
consistent with the applicable provisions of the Operating Agreement. 
 
Participants must demonstrate that they have implemented prudent risk management policies and 
procedures in order to be eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  Participants must 
demonstrate on at least an annual basis that they have implemented and maintained prudent risk 
management policies and procedures in order to continue to participate in any PJM Markets.  
Upon written request, the Participant will have fourteen (14) calendar days to provide to PJM 
current governing risk management policies, procedures, or controls applicable to Participant’s 
activities in any PJM Markets.   
 
D. Capitalization 
 
In advance of certification, Applicants shall meet the minimum capitalization requirements 
below.  In addition to the annual certification requirements in Attachment Q, Appendix 1, a 
Market Participant shall satisfy the minimum capitalization requirements on an annual basis 
thereafter.  A Participant must demonstrate that it meets the minimum financial requirements 
appropriate for the PJM Markets in which it transacts by satisfying either the minimum 
capitalization or the provision of Collateral requirements listed below: 
 
1. Minimum Capitalization 
 
Minimum capitalization may be met by demonstrating minimum levels of Tangible Net Worth or 
tangible assets.  FTR Participants must demonstrate a Tangible Net Worth in excess of $1 
million or tangible assets in excess of $10 million.  Other Market Participants must demonstrate 
a Tangible Net Worth in excess of $500,000 or tangible assets in excess of $5 million. 

 
(a) Consideration of tangible assets and Tangible Net Worth shall exclude assets which PJM 
reasonably believes to be restricted, highly risky, or potentially unavailable to settle a claim in 
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the event of default.  Examples include, but are not limited to, restricted assets, derivative assets, 
goodwill, and other intangible assets. 

 
(b) Demonstration of “tangible” assets and Tangible Net Worth may be satisfied through 
presentation of an acceptable Corporate Guaranty, provided that both: 

 
(i) the Guarantor is a Credit Affiliate company that satisfies the Tangible Net Worth 

or tangible assets requirements herein, and; 
 

 (ii) the Corporate Guaranty is either unlimited or at least $500,000. 
 

If the Corporate Guaranty presented by the Participant to satisfy these 
capitalization requirements is limited in value, then the Participant’s resulting 
Unsecured Credit Allowance shall be the lesser of: 

 
(1) the applicable Unsecured Credit Allowance available to the Participant by 

the Corporate Guaranty pursuant to the creditworthiness provisions of this 
Attachment Q, or, 
 

(2) the face value of the Corporate Guaranty, reduced by $500,000 and further 
reduced by 10%.  (For example, a $10.5 million Corporate Guaranty 
would be reduced first by $500,000 to $10 million and then further 
reduced 10% more to $9 million.  The resulting $9 million would be the 
Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance available through the Corporate 
Guaranty). 
 

 In the event that a Participant provides Collateral in addition to a limited 
Corporate Guaranty to increase its available credit, the value of such 
Collateral shall be reduced by 10%.  This reduced value shall be 
considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this Attachment 
Q. 
 

(c) Demonstrations of minimum capitalization (minimum Tangible Net Worth or tangible 
assets) must be presented in the form of audited financial statements for the Participant’s most 
recent fiscal year during the initial risk evaluation process and ongoing risk evaluation process. 

 
2. Provision of Collateral 
 
If a Participant does not demonstrate compliance with its applicable minimum capitalization 
requirements above, it may still qualify to participate in any PJM Markets by posting Collateral, 
additional Collateral, and/or Restricted Collateral, subject to the terms and conditions set forth 
herein. 

 
Any Collateral provided by a Participant unable to satisfy the minimum capitalization 
requirements above will also be restricted in the following manner:  
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(a) Collateral provided by Market Participants that engage in FTR transactions shall 
be reduced by an amount of the current risk plus any future risk to any PJM 
Markets and PJM membership in general, and may coincide with limitations on 
market participation.  The amount of this Restricted Collateral shall not be 
available to cover any credit requirements from market activity.  The remaining 
value shall be considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this 
Attachment Q. 

(b) Collateral provided by other Participants that engage in Virtual Transactions or 
Export Transactions shall be reduced by $200,000 and then further reduced by 
10%.  The amount of this Restricted Collateral shall not be available to cover any 
credit requirements from market activity.  The remaining value shall be 
considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this Attachment Q. 

(c) Collateral provided by other Participants that do not engage in Virtual 
Transactions or Export Transactions shall be reduced by 10%.  The amount of this 
Restricted Collateral shall not be available to cover any credit requirements from 
market activity.  The remaining value shall be considered the amount available to 
satisfy requirements of this Attachment Q. 

In the event a Participant that satisfies the minimum capital requirement through provision of 
Collateral also provides a Corporate Guaranty to increase its available credit, then the 
Participant’s resulting Unsecured Credit Allowance conveyed through such Corporate Guaranty 
shall be the lesser of: 

(a) the applicable Unsecured Credit Allowance available to the Participant by the 
Corporate Guaranty pursuant to the creditworthiness provisions of this 
Attachment Q; or  

(b) the face value of the Corporate Guaranty, reduced commensurate with the amount 
of the current risk plus any anticipated future risk to any PJM Markets and PJM membership in 
general, and may coincide with limitations on market participation.  
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IV.   ONGOING COVENANTS  
 
A. Ongoing Obligation to Provide Information to PJM 
 

So long as a Participant is eligible to participate, or participates or holds positions, in any PJM 
Markets, it shall deliver to PJM, in form and detail satisfactory to PJM: 

(1) All financial statements and other financial disclosures as required by section II.E.2 by 
the deadline set forth therein; 

(2) Notice, within five (5) Business Days, of any Principal becoming aware that the 
Participant does not meet the Minimum Participation Requirements set forth in section 
III;  

(3) Notice when any Principal becomes aware of any matter that has resulted or would 
reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition 
of the Participant or its Guarantor, if any, a description of such Material Adverse Change 
in detail reasonable to allow PJM to determine its potential effect on, or any change in, 
the Participant’s risk profile as a participant in any PJM Markets, by the deadline set forth 
in section II.E.3 above; 

(4) Notice, within the deadline set forth therein, of any Principal becoming aware of a 
litigation or contingency event described in section II.E.4, or of a Material Adverse 
Change in any such litigation or contingency event previously disclosed to PJM, 
information in detail reasonable to allow PJM to determine its potential effect on, or any 
change in, the Market Participant’s risk profile as a participant in any PJM Markets by 
the deadline set forth therein; 

(5) Notice, within two (2) Business Days after any Principal becomes aware of a Credit 
Breach, Financial Default, or Credit Support Default, that includes a description of such 
default or event and the Participant’s proposals for addressing the default or event; 

(6)   As soon as available but not later than April 30th of any calendar year, the annual 
Certification described in section III.A in a form set forth in Attachment Q, Appendix 1; 

(7) Concurrently with submission of the annual certification, demonstration that the 
Participant meets the minimum capitalization requirements set forth in section III.D;  

(8) Concurrently with submission of the annual certification and within the applicable 
deadline of any substantive change, or within the applicable deadline of a request from 
PJM, a copy of the Participant’s written risk management policies, procedures or controls 
addressing how the Participant manages market and credit risk in the PJM Markets in 
which it participates, as well as a high level summary by the chief risk officer or other 
Principal regarding any material violations, breaches, or compliance or disciplinary 
actions related to the risk management policies, by the Participant under the policies, 
procedures or controls within the prior 12 months, as set forth in section IV.B below;  

(9) Within five (5) Business Days of request by PJM, evidence demonstrating the Participant 
meets the definition of “appropriate person” or “eligible contract participant,” as those 
terms are defined in the Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC regulations 
promulgated thereunder, or of any other certification in the annual Certification; or 
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(10) Within a reasonable time after PJM requests, any other information or documentation 
reasonably and/or legally required by PJM to confirm Participant’s compliance with the 
Tariff and its eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets. 

Participants acknowledge and understand that the deliveries constitute representations upon 
which PJM will rely in allowing the Participant to continue to participate in its markets, with the 
Internal Credit Score and Unsecured Credit Allowance, if any, previously determined by PJM.   

B. Risk Management Review 

PJM shall also conduct a periodic compliance verification process to review and verify, as 
applicable, Participants’ risk management policies, practices, and procedures pertaining to the 
Participant’s activities in any PJM Markets.  PJM shall review such documentation to verify that 
it appears generally to conform to prudent risk management practices for entities trading in any 
PJM Markets. Participant shall also provide a high level summary by the chief risk officer or 
other Principal regarding any material violations, breaches, or compliance or disciplinary actions 
in connection with such risk management policies, practices and procedures within the prior 
twelve (12) months. 

If a third-party industry association publishes or modifies principles or best practices relating to 
risk management in North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related 
commodity products, PJM may, following stakeholder discussion and with no less than six (6) 
months prior notice to stakeholders, consider such principles or best practices in evaluating the 
Participant’s risk controls.   
 
PJM will prioritize the verification of risk management policies based on a number of criteria, 
including but not limited to how long the entity has been in business, the Participant’s and its 
Principals’ history of participation in any PJM Markets, and any other information obtained in 
determining the risk profile of the Participant. 
 
Each Participant’s continued eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets is conditioned upon 
PJM notifying the Participant of successful completion of PJM’s verification of the Participant’s 
risk management policies, practices and procedures, as discussed herein.  However, if PJM 
notifies the Participant in writing that it could not successfully complete the verification process, 
PJM shall allow such Participant fourteen (14) calendar days to provide sufficient evidence for 
verification prior to declaring the Participant as ineligible to continue to participate in any PJM 
Markets, which declaration shall be in writing with an explanation of why PJM could not 
complete the verification.  If the Participant does not provide sufficient evidence for verification 
to PJM within the required cure period, such Participant will be considered in default under this 
Tariff. PJM may retain outside expertise to perform the review and verification function 
described in this paragraph.  PJM and any third party it may retain will treat as confidential the 
documentation provided by a Participant under this paragraph, consistent with the applicable 
provisions of the Agreements.  If PJM retains such outside expertise, a Participant may direct in 
writing that PJM perform the risk management review and verification for such Participant 
instead of utilizing a third party, provided however, that employees and contract employees of 
PJM and PJM shall not be considered to be such outside expertise or third parties.   
 
Participants are solely responsible for the positions they take and the obligations they assume in 
any PJM Markets.  PJM hereby disclaims any and all responsibility to any Participant or PJM 
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Member associated with Participant’s submitting or failure to submit its annual certification or 
PJM’s review and verification of a Participant’s risk policies, procedures and controls.  Such 
review and verification is limited to demonstrating basic compliance by a Participant showing 
the existence of written policies, procedures and controls to limit its risk in any PJM Markets and 
does not constitute an endorsement of the efficacy of such policies, procedures or controls. 
 
V.   FORMS OF CREDIT SUPPORT 
 
In order to satisfy their PJM credit requirements Participants may provide credit support in a 
PJM-approved form and amount pursuant to the guidelines herein, provided that, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this section, a Market Participant in PJM’s FTR 
markets shall meet its credit support requirements related to those FTR markets with either cash 
or Letters of Credit.   
 
Unless otherwise restricted by PJM, credit support provided may be used by PJM to secure the 
payment of Participant’s financial obligations under the Agreements.  
 
Collateral which may no longer be required to be maintained under provisions of the 
Agreements, shall be returned at the request of a Participant, no later than two (2) Business Days 
following determination by PJM within a commercially reasonable period of time that such 
Collateral is not required. 
 
Except when an Event of Default has occurred, a Participant may substitute an approved PJM 
form of Collateral for another PJM approved form of Collateral of equal value.   
 
A. Cash Deposit 
 
A Participant’s delivery of a cash deposit to PJM as Collateral shall constitute the grant of a first-
priority security interest in the cash in favor of PJM and PJM shall be authorized by such 
delivery to hold the cash as security and to apply it to the Participant’s financial obligations 
under the Tariff or other Agreements.  Cash provided by a Participant as Collateral will be held 
in a depository account by PJM.  Interest on a cash deposit shall accrue to the benefit of the 
Participant, provided that PJM may require Participants to provide appropriate tax and other 
information in order to accrue such interest credits.  A Participant who delivers cash to PJM 
hereunder agrees that the Tariff and any other agreements incorporating the terms of the Tariff 
shall for all purposes constitute a security agreement. 
 
PJM may establish an array of investment options among which a Participant may choose to 
invest its cash deposited as Collateral.  The depository account shall be held in PJM’s name in a 
banking or financial institution acceptable to PJM.  Where practicable, PJM may establish a 
means for the Participant to communicate directly with the bank or financial institution to permit 
the Participant to direct certain activity in the PJM account in which its Collateral is held.  PJM 
will establish and publish procedural rules, identifying the investment options and respective 
discounts in Collateral value that will be taken to reflect any liquidation, market and/or credit 
risk presented by such investments.   
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Cash Collateral may not be pledged or in any way encumbered or restricted from full and timely 
use by PJM in accordance with terms of the Agreements.   
 
PJM has the right to liquidate all or a portion of the Collateral account balance at its discretion to 
satisfy a Participant’s Total Net Obligation to PJM in the Event of Default under this Attachment 
Q or one or more of the Agreements.   
 
B. Letter of Credit   
 
An unconditional, irrevocable standby Letter of Credit can be utilized to meet the Collateral 
requirement.  As stated below, the form, substance, and provider of the Letter of Credit must all 
be acceptable to PJM.  
 
(1) The Letter of Credit will only be accepted from U.S.-based financial institutions or U.S. 

branches of foreign financial institutions (“financial institutions”) that have a minimum 
corporate debt rating of “A” by Standard & Poor’s or Fitch Ratings, or “A2” from 
Moody’s Investors Service, or an equivalent short term rating from one of these agencies.  
PJM will consider the lowest applicable rating to be the rating of the financial institution.  
If the rating of a financial institution providing a Letter of Credit is lowered below A/A2 
by any Rating Agency, then PJM may require the Participant to provide a Letter of Credit 
from another financial institution that is rated A/A2 or better, or to provide a cash 
deposit.  If a Letter of Credit is provided from a U.S. branch of a foreign institution, the 
U.S. branch must itself comply with the terms of this Attachment Q, including having its 
own acceptable credit rating. 

 
(2) The Letter of Credit shall state that it shall renew automatically for successive one-year 

periods, until terminated upon at least ninety (90) calendar days prior written notice from 
the issuing financial institution.  If PJM or PJM receives notice from the issuing financial 
institution that the current Letter of Credit is being cancelled or expiring, the Participant 
will be required to provide evidence, acceptable to PJM, that such Letter of Credit will be 
replaced with appropriate Collateral, effective as of the cancellation date of the Letter of 
Credit, no later than thirty (30) calendar days before the cancellation date of the Letter of 
Credit, and no later than ninety (90) calendar days after the notice of cancellation.  
Failure to do so will constitute a default under this Attachment Q and one or more of the 
Agreements.  

 
(3) PJM will post on its web site an acceptable standard form of a Letter of Credit that should 

be utilized by a Participant choosing to submit a Letter of Credit to establish credit at 
PJM.  If the Letter of Credit varies in any way from the standard format, it must first be 
reviewed and approved by PJM.  All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a 
Letter of Credit and meeting the Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the 
Participant. 

 
(4) PJM may accept a Letter of Credit from a financial institution that does not meet the 

credit standards of this Attachment Q provided that the Letter of Credit has third-party 
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support, in a form acceptable to PJM, from a financial institution that does meet the credit 
standards of this Attachment Q. 

 
C. Corporate Guaranty  
 
An irrevocable and unconditional Corporate Guaranty may be utilized to establish an Unsecured 
Credit Allowance for a Participant.  Such credit will be considered a transfer of Unsecured Credit 
from the Guarantor to the Participant, and will not be considered a form of Collateral.  
 
PJM will post on its web site an acceptable form that should be utilized by a Participant choosing 
to establish its credit with a Corporate Guaranty.  If the Corporate Guaranty varies in any way 
from the PJM format, it must first be reviewed and approved by PJM before it may be applied to 
satisfy the Participant’s credit requirements.   
The Corporate Guaranty must be signed by an officer of the Guarantor, and must demonstrate 
that it is duly authorized in a manner acceptable to PJM.  Such demonstration may include either 
a corporate seal on the Corporate Guaranty itself, or an accompanying executed and sealed 
secretary’s certificate from the Guarantor’s corporate secretary noting that the Guarantor was 
duly authorized to provide such Corporate Guaranty and that the person signing the Corporate 
Guaranty is duly authorized, or other manner acceptable to PJM.  
  
PJM will evaluate the creditworthiness of a Guarantor and will establish any Unsecured Credit 
granted through a Corporate Guaranty using the methodology and requirements established for 
Participants requesting an Unsecured Credit Allowance as described herein.  Foreign Guaranties 
and Canadian Guaranties shall be subject to additional requirements as established herein.  
If PJM determines at any time that a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition of the 
Guarantor has occurred, or if the Corporate Guaranty comes within thirty (30) calendar days of 
expiring without renewal, PJM may reduce or eliminate any Unsecured Credit afforded to the 
Participant through the guaranty.  Such reduction or elimination may require the Participant to 
provide Collateral within the applicable cure period. If the Participant fails to provide the 
required Collateral, the Participant shall be in default under this Attachment Q. 
 
All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a Corporate Guaranty and meeting the 
Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the Participant.   
 
1. Foreign Guaranties 
 
A Foreign Guaranty is a Corporate Guaranty that is provided by a Credit Affiliate entity that is 
domiciled in a country other than the United States or Canada. The entity providing a Foreign 
Guaranty on behalf of a Participant is a Foreign Guarantor.  A Participant may provide a Foreign 
Guaranty in satisfaction of part of its credit obligations or voluntary credit provision at PJM 
provided that all of the following conditions are met: 
 
PJM reserves the right to deny, reject, or terminate acceptance of any Foreign Guaranty at any 
time, including for material adverse circumstances or occurrences.  
 
(a) A Foreign Guaranty: 
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(i) Must contain provisions equivalent to those contained in PJM’s standard form of 
Foreign Guaranty with any modifications subject to review and approval by PJM 
counsel. 

(ii) Must be denominated in US currency. 
(iii) Must be written and executed solely in English, including any duplicate originals. 
(iv) Will not be accepted towards a Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance for 

more than the following limits, depending on the Foreign Guarantor's credit 
rating: 

 
 
(v) May not exceed 50% of the Participant’s total credit, if the Foreign Grantor is 

rated less than BBB+. 
 
(b) A Foreign Guarantor: 

(i) Must satisfy all provisions of this Attachment Q applicable to domestic 
Guarantors. 

(ii) Must be a Credit Affiliate of the Participant. 
(iii) Must maintain an agent for acceptance of service of process in the United States; 

such agent shall be situated in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, absent legal 
constraint. 

(iv) Must be rated by at least one Rating Agency acceptable to PJM; the credit 
strength of a Foreign Guarantor may not be determined based on an evaluation of 
its audited financial statements without an actual credit rating as well. 

(v) Must have a senior unsecured (or equivalent, in PJM’s sole discretion) rating of 
BBB (one notch above BBB-) or greater by any and all agencies that provide 
rating coverage of the entity. 

(vi) Must provide audited financial statements, in US GAAP format or any other 
format acceptable to PJM, with clear representation of net worth, intangible 
assets, and any other information PJM may require in order to determine the 
entity’s Unsecured Credit Allowance. 

(vii) Must provide a Secretary’s Certificate from the Participant’s corporate secretary 
certifying the adoption of Corporate Resolutions: 
1. Authorizing and approving the Guaranty; and 
2. Authorizing the Officers to execute and deliver the Guaranty on behalf of 

the Guarantor.   
(viii) Must be domiciled in a country with a minimum long-term sovereign (or 

equivalent) rating of AA+/Aa1, with the following conditions: 
1. Sovereign ratings must be available from at least two rating agencies 

acceptable to PJM (e.g. S&P, Moody’s, Fitch, DBRS).  

Rating of Foreign Guarantor 

Maximum Accepted 
Guaranty if Country Rating is 

AAA 

Maximum Accepted 
Guaranty if Country 

Rating is AA+ 
A- and above USD50,000,000 USD30,000,000 

BBB+ USD30,000,000 USD20,000,000 
BBB USD10,000,000 USD10,000,000 

BBB- or below USD 0 USD 0 
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2. Each agency’s sovereign rating for the domicile will be considered to be 
the lowest of: country ceiling, senior unsecured government debt, long-
term foreign currency sovereign rating, long-term local currency sovereign 
rating, or other equivalent measures, at PJM’s sole discretion.  

3. Whether ratings are available from two or three agencies, the lowest of the 
two or three will be used. 

(ix) Must be domiciled in a country that recognizes and enforces judgments of US 
courts. 

(x) Must demonstrate financial commitment to activity in the United States as 
evidenced by one of the following: 
1. American Depository Receipts (ADR) are traded on the New York Stock 

Exchange, American Stock Exchange, or NASDAQ. 
2. Equity ownership worth over USD 100,000,000 in the wholly-owned or 

majority owned subsidiaries in the United States. 
(xi) Must satisfy all other applicable provisions of the PJM Tariff and/or Operating 

Agreement, including this Attachment Q. 
(xii) Must pay for all expenses incurred by PJM related to reviewing and accepting a 

foreign guaranty beyond nominal in-house credit and legal review. 
(xiii) Must, at its own cost, provide PJM with independent legal opinion from an 

attorney/solicitor of PJM’s choosing and licensed to practice law in the United 
States and/or Guarantor’s domicile, in form and substance acceptable to PJM in 
its sole discretion, confirming the enforceability of the Foreign Guaranty, the 
Guarantor’s legal authorization to grant the Guaranty, the conformance of the 
Guaranty, Guarantor, and Guarantor's domicile to all of these requirements, and 
such other matters as PJM may require in its sole discretion. 

 
2. Canadian Guaranties 
 
The entity providing a Canadian Guaranty on behalf of a Participant is a Canadian Guarantor.  A 
Participant may provide a Canadian Guaranty in satisfaction of part of its credit obligations or 
voluntary credit provision at PJM provided that all of the following conditions are met. 
 
PJM reserves the right to deny, reject, or terminate acceptance of any Canadian Guaranty at any 
time for reasonable cause, including material adverse circumstances or occurrences. 
 
(a) A Canadian Guaranty: 

(i) Must contain provisions equivalent to those contained in PJM’s standard form of 
Foreign Guaranty with any modifications subject to review and approval by PJM 
counsel. 

(ii) Must be denominated in US currency. 
(iii) Must be written and executed solely in English, including any duplicate originals. 

 
(b) A Canadian Guarantor: 

(i) Must be a Credit Affiliate of the Participant. 
(ii) Must satisfy all provisions of this Attachment Q applicable to domestic 

Guarantors. 
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(iii) Must maintain an agent for acceptance of service of process in the United States; 
such agent shall be situated in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, absent legal 
constraint. 

(iv) Must be rated by at least one Rating Agency acceptable to PJM; the credit 
strength of a Canadian Guarantor may not be determined based on an evaluation 
of its audited financial statements without an actual credit rating as well. 

(v) Must provide audited financial statements, in US GAAP format or any other 
format acceptable to PJM with clear representation of net worth, intangible assets, 
and any other information PJM may require in order to determine the entity's 
Unsecured Credit Allowance. 

(vi) Must satisfy all other applicable provisions of the PJM Tariff and/or Operating 
Agreement, including this Attachment Q.  

 
D. Surety Bond   
 
An unconditional, irrevocable surety bond can be utilized to meet the Collateral requirement for 
Participants.  As stated below, the form, substance, and provider of the surety bond must all be 
acceptable to PJM. 
 

(i) An acceptable surety bond must be payable immediately upon demand without 
prior demonstration of the validity of the demand.  The surety bond will only be 
accepted from a U.S. Treasury-listed approved surety that has either (i) a 
minimum corporate debt rating of “A” by Standard & Poor’s or Fitch Ratings, or 
“A2” from Moody’s Investors Service, or an equivalent short term rating from 
one of these agencies, or (ii) a minimum insurer rating of “A” by A.M. Best.  
PJMSettlement will consider the lowest applicable rating to be the rating of the 
surety.  If the rating of a surety providing a surety bond is lowered below A/A2 by 
any rating agency, then PJMSettlement may require the Participant to provide a 
surety bond from another surety that is rated A/A2 or better, or to provide another 
form of Collateral.  
 

(ii) The surety bond shall have an initial period of at least one year, and shall state 
that it shall renew automatically for successive one-year periods, until terminated 
upon at least ninety (90) days prior written notice from the issuing surety.  If PJM 
receives notice from the issuing surety that the current surety bond is being 
cancelled, the Participant will be required to provide evidence, acceptable to PJM, 
that such surety bond will be replaced with appropriate Collateral, effective as of 
the cancellation date of the surety bond, no later than thirty (30) days before the 
cancellation date of the surety bond, and no later than ninety (90) days after the 
notice of cancellation.  Failure to do so will constitute a default under this 
Attachment Q and one of more of the Agreements enabling PJM to immediately 
demand payment of the full value of the surety bond.  

 
(iii) PJM will post on its web site an acceptable standard form of a surety bond that 

should be utilized by a Participant choosing to submit a surety bond to establish 
credit at PJM.  The acceptable standard form of surety bond will include non-
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negotiable provisions, including but not be limited to, a payment on demand 
feature, requirement that the bond be construed pursuant to Pennsylvania law,  
making the surety’s obligation to pay out on the bond absolute and unconditional 
irrespective of the principal’s (Market Participant’s) bankruptcy, terms of any 
other agreements, investigation of the Market Participant by any entity or 
governmental authority, or PJM first attempting to collect payment from the 
Market Participant, and will require, among other things, that (a) the surety waive 
all rights that would be available to a principal or surety under the law, including 
but not limited to any right to investigate or verify any matter related to a demand 
for payment, rights to set-off amounts due by PJM to the Market Participant, and 
all counterclaims, (b) the surety expressly waive all of its and the principal’s 
defenses, including illegality, fraud in the inducement, reliance on statements or 
representations of PJM and every other typically available defense; (c) the 
language of the bond that is determinative of the surety’s obligation, and not the 
underlying agreement or arrangement between the principal and the oblige; (d) 
the bond shall not be conditioned on PJM first resorting to any other means of 
security or collateral, or pursuing any other remedies it may have; and (e) the 
surety acknowledge the continuing nature of its obligations in the event of 
termination or nonrenewal of the surety bond to make clear the surety remains 
liable for any obligations that arose before the effective date of its notice of 
cancellation of the surety bond.  If the surety bond varies in any way from the 
standard format, it must first be reviewed and approved by PJM.  PJM shall not 
accept any surety bond that varies in any material way from the standard format.   

 
(iv) All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a surety bond and meeting the 

Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the Participant. 
 
(v) PJM shall not accept surety bonds with an aggregate value greater than $10 

million dollars ($10,000,000) issued by any individual surety on behalf of any 
individual Participant.  

 
(vi) PJM shall not accept surety bonds with an aggregate value greater than $50 

million dollars ($50,000,000) issued by any individual surety. 
 
E.  PJM Administrative Charges 
 
Collateral or credit support held by PJM shall also secure obligations to PJM for PJM 
administrative charges, and may be liquidated to satisfy all such obligations in an Event of 
Default. 
 
F. Collateral and Credit Support Held by PJM  
 
Collateral or credit support submitted by Participants and held by PJM shall be held by PJM for 
the benefit of PJM. 
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VI. SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR SCREENED 
TRANSACTIONS 

 
A. Virtual and Export Transaction Screening 
 
1. Credit for Virtual and Export Transactions 
 
Export Transactions and Virtual Transactions both utilize Credit Available for Virtual 
Transactions to support their credit requirements.   
 
PJM does not require a Market Participant to establish separate or additional credit for 
submitting Virtual or Export Transactions; however, once transactions are submitted and 
accepted by PJM, PJM may require credit supporting those transactions to be held until the 
transactions are completed and their financial impact incorporated into the Market Participant’s 
Obligations.  If a Market Participant chooses to establish additional Collateral and/or Unsecured 
Credit Allowance in order to increase its Credit Available for Virtual Transactions, the Market 
Participant’s Working Credit Limit for Virtual Transactions shall be increased in accordance 
with the definition thereof.  The Collateral and/or Unsecured Credit Allowance available to 
increase a Market Participant’s Credit Available for Virtual Transactions shall be the amount of 
Collateral and/or Unsecured Credit Allowance available after subtracting any credit required for 
Minimum Participation Requirements, FTR, RPM or other credit requirement determinants 
defined in this Attachment Q, as applicable. 
 
If a Market Participant chooses to provide additional Collateral in order to increase its Credit 
Available for Virtual Transactions PJM may establish a reasonable timeframe, not to exceed 
three months, for which such Collateral must be maintained.  PJM will not impose such 
restriction on a deposit unless a Market Participant is notified prior to making the deposit.  Such 
restriction, if applied, shall be applied to all future deposits by all Market Participants engaging 
in Virtual Transactions. 
 
A Market Participant may increase its Credit Available for Virtual Transactions by providing 
additional Collateral to PJM.  PJM will make a good faith effort to make new Collateral 
available as Credit Available for Virtual Transactions as soon as practicable after confirmation of 
receipt.  In any event, however, Collateral received and confirmed by noon on a Business Day 
will be applied (as provided under this Attachment Q) to Credit Available for Virtual 
Transactions no later than 10:00 am on the following Business Day.  Receipt and acceptance of 
wired funds for cash deposit shall mean actual receipt by PJM’s bank, deposit into PJM’s 
customer deposit account, confirmation by PJM that such wire has been received and deposited, 
and entry into PJM’s credit system.  Receipt and acceptance of letters of credit or surety bonds 
shall mean receipt of the original Letter of Credit or surety bond, or amendment thereto, 
confirmation from PJM’s credit and legal staffs that such Letter of Credit or surety bond, or 
amendment thereto conforms to PJM’s requirements, which confirmation shall be made in a 
reasonable and practicable timeframe, and entry into PJM’s credit system.  To facilitate this 
process, bidders submitting additional Collateral for the purpose of increasing their Credit 
Available for Virtual Transactions are advised to submit such Collateral well in advance of the 
desired time, and to specifically notify PJM of such submission. 
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A Market Participant wishing to submit Virtual or Export Transactions must allocate within 
PJM’s credit system the appropriate amount of Credit Available for Virtual Transactions to the 
virtual and export allocation sections within each customer account in which it wishes to submit 
such transactions.  
 
2. Virtual Transaction Screening  
 
All Virtual Transactions submitted to PJM shall be subject to a credit screen prior to acceptance 
in the Day-ahead Energy Market.  The credit screen is applied separately for each of a Market 
Participant’s customer accounts.  The credit screen process will automatically reject Virtual 
Transactions submitted by the Market Participant in a customer account if the Market 
Participant’s Credit Available for Virtual Transactions, allocated on a customer account basis, is 
exceeded by the Virtual Credit Exposure that is calculated based on the Market Participant’s 
Virtual Transactions submitted, as described below. 
 
A Market Participant’s Virtual Credit Exposure will be calculated separately for each customer 
account on a daily basis for all Virtual Transactions submitted by the Market Participant for the 
next Operating Day using the following equation: 
 
Virtual Credit Exposure = INC and DEC Exposure + Up-to Congestion Exposure  
Where: 
 
(a) INC and DEC Exposure for each customer account is calculated as: 
 
 (i) ((the total MWh bid or offered, whichever is greater, hourly at each node) x the Nodal 
Reference Price x 1 day) summed over all nodes and all hours; plus (ii) ((the difference between 
the total bid MWh cleared and total offered MWh cleared hourly at each node) x Nodal 
Reference Price) summed over all nodes and all hours for the previous cleared Day-ahead 
Energy Market. 
 
(b) Up-to Congestion Exposure for each customer account is calculated as: 
 

(i) Total MWh bid hourly for each Up-to Congestion Transaction x (price bid – Up-to 
Congestion Reference Price) summed over all Up-to Congestion Transactions and all hours; plus 
(ii) Total MWh cleared hourly for each Up-to Congestion Transaction x (cleared price – Up-to 
Congestion Reference Price) summed over all Up-to Congestion Transactions and all hours for 
the previous cleared Day-ahead Energy Market, provided that hours for which the calculation for 
an Up-to Congestion Transaction is negative, it shall be deemed to have a zero contribution to 
the sum. 

 
3. Export Transaction Screening 
 
Export Transactions in the Real-time Energy Market shall be subject to Export Transaction 
Screening.  Export Transaction Screening may be performed either for the duration of the entire 
Export Transaction, or separately for each time interval comprising an Export Transaction.  PJM 
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will deny or curtail all or a portion (based on the relevant time interval) of  an Export Transaction  
if that Export Transaction, or portion thereof, would otherwise cause the Market Participant's 
Export Credit Exposure to exceed its Credit Available for Export Transactions.  Export 
Transaction Screening shall be applied separately for each Operating Day and shall also be 
applied to each Export Transaction one or more times prior to the market clearing process for 
each relevant time interval.  Export Transaction Screening shall not apply to transactions 
established directly by and between PJM and a neighboring Balancing Authority for the purpose 
of maintaining reliability. 
 
A Market Participant’s credit exposure for an individual Export Transaction shall be the MWh 
volume of the Export Transaction for each relevant time interval multiplied by each relevant 
Export Transaction Price Factor and summed over all relevant time intervals of the Export 
Transaction. 
 
B. RPM Auction and Price Responsive Demand Credit Requirements 
 
Settlement during any Delivery Year of cleared positions resulting or expected to result from any 
RPM Auction shall be included as appropriate in Peak Market Activity, and the provisions of this 
Attachment Q shall apply to any such activity and obligations arising therefrom.  In addition, the 
provisions of this section shall apply to any entity seeking to participate in any RPM Auction, to 
address credit risks unique to such auctions.  The provisions of this section also shall apply under 
certain circumstances to PRD Providers that seek to commit Price Responsive Demand pursuant 
to the provisions of the Reliability Assurance Agreement. 
 
Credit requirements described herein for RPM Auctions and RPM bilateral transactions are 
applied separately for each customer account of a Market Participant.  Market Participants 
wishing to participate in an RPM Auction or enter into RPM bilateral transactions must designate 
the appropriate amount of credit to each account in which their offers are submitted.   
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1. Applicability 
 
A Market Participant seeking to submit a Sell Offer in any RPM Auction based on any Capacity 
Resource for which there is a materially increased risk of nonperformance must satisfy the credit 
requirement specified herein before submitting such Sell Offer.  A PRD Provider seeking to 
commit Price Responsive Demand for which there is a materially increased risk of non-
performance must satisfy the credit requirement specified herein before it may commit the Price 
Responsive Demand.  Credit must be maintained until such risk of non-performance is 
substantially eliminated, but may be reduced commensurate with the reduction in such risk, as 
set forth in section IV.B.3 below.   
 
For purposes of this provision, a resource for which there is a materially increased risk of 
nonperformance shall mean:  (i) a Planned Generation Capacity Resource; (ii) a Planned 
Demand Resource or an Energy Efficiency Resource; (iii) a Qualifying Transmission Upgrade; 
(iv) an existing or Planned Generation Capacity Resource located outside the PJM Region that at 
the time it is submitted in a Sell Offer has not secured firm transmission service to the border of 
the PJM Region sufficient to satisfy the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement; or (v) Price Responsive Demand to the extent the responsible PRD Provider has not 
registered PRD-eligible load at a PRD Substation level to satisfy its Nominal PRD Value 
commitment, in accordance with Reliability Assurance Agreement, Schedule 6.1. 
 
2. Reliability Pricing Model Auction and Price Responsive Demand Credit 

Requirement 
 
Except as provided for Credit-Limited Offers below, for any resource specified in section IV.B.1 
above, other than Price Responsive Demand, the credit requirement shall be the RPM Auction 
Credit Rate, as provided in section IV.B.4 below, times the megawatts to be offered for sale from 
such resource in an RPM Auction.  For Qualified Transmission Upgrades, the credit 
requirements shall be based on the Locational Deliverability Area in which such upgrade was to 
increase the Capacity Emergency Transfer Limit.  However, the credit requirement for Planned 
Financed Generation Capacity Resources and Planned External Financed Generation Capacity 
Resources shall be one half of the product of the RPM Auction Credit Rate, as provided in 
section IV.B.4 below, times the megawatts to be offered for sale from such resource in a 
Reliability Pricing Model Auction.  The RPM Auction Credit Requirement for each Market 
Participant shall be determined on a customer account basis, separately for each customer 
account of a Market Participant, and shall be the sum of the credit requirements for all such 
resources to be offered by such Market Participant in the auction or, as applicable, cleared by 
such Market Participant in the relevant auctions.  For Price Responsive Demand, the credit 
requirement shall be based on the Nominal PRD Value (stated in Unforced Capacity terms) times 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate as set forth in section IV.B.5 below.  Except for 
Credit-Limited Offers, the RPM Auction Credit requirement for a Market Participant will be 
reduced for any Delivery Year to the extent less than all of such Market Participant’s offers clear 
in the Base Residual Auction or any Incremental Auction for such Delivery Year. Such reduction 
shall be proportional to the quantity, in megawatts, that failed to clear in such Delivery Year. 
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A Sell Offer based on a Planned Generation Capacity Resource, Planned Demand Resource, or 
Energy Efficiency Resource may be submitted as a Credit-Limited Offer.  A Market Participant 
electing this option shall specify a maximum amount of Unforced Capacity, in megawatts, and a 
maximum credit requirement, in dollars, applicable to the Sell Offer.  A Credit-Limited Offer 
shall clear the RPM Auction in which it is submitted (to the extent it otherwise would clear based 
on the other offer parameters and the system’s need for the offered capacity) only to the extent of 
the lesser of:  (i) the quantity of Unforced Capacity that is the quotient of the division of the 
specified maximum credit requirement by the Auction Credit Rate resulting from section 
IV.B.4.b. below; and (ii) the maximum amount of Unforced Capacity specified in the Sell Offer.  
For a Market Participant electing this alternative, the RPM Auction Credit requirement 
applicable prior to the posting of results of the auction shall be the maximum credit requirement 
specified in its Credit-Limited Offer, and the RPM Auction Credit requirement subsequent to 
posting of the results will be the Auction Credit Rate, as provided in section IV.B.4.b, c. or d. of 
this Attachment Q, as applicable, times the amount of Unforced Capacity from such Sell Offer 
that cleared in the auction. The availability and operational details of Credit-Limited Offers shall 
be as described in the PJM Manuals. 
 
As set forth in section IV.B.4 below, a Market Participant's Auction Credit requirement shall be 
determined separately for each Delivery Year. 
 
3. Reduction in Credit Requirement 
 
As specified below, the RPM Auction Credit Rate may be reduced under certain circumstances 
after the auction has closed. 
 
The Price Responsive Demand credit requirement shall be reduced as and to the extent the PRD 
Provider registers PRD-eligible load at a PRD Substation level to satisfy its Nominal PRD Value 
commitment, in accordance with Reliability Assurance Agreement, Schedule 6.1. 
 
In addition, the RPM Auction Credit requirement for a Market Participant for any given Delivery 
Year shall be reduced periodically, after the Market Participant has provided PJM a written 
request for each reduction, accompanied by documentation sufficient for PJM to verify 
attainment of required milestones or satisfaction of other requirements, and PJM has verified that 
the Market Participant has successfully met progress milestones for its Capacity Resource that 
reduce the risk of non-performance, as follows:  
 
(a) For Planned Demand Resources and Energy Efficiency Resources, the RPM Auction 
Credit requirement will be reduced in direct proportion to the megawatts of such Demand 
Resource that the Resource Provider qualifies as a Capacity Resource, in accordance with the 
procedures established under the Reliability Assurance Agreement. 
 
(b) For Existing Generation Capacity Resources located outside the PJM Region that have 
not secured sufficient firm transmission to the border of the PJM Region prior to the auction in 
which such resource is first offered, the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced in 
direct proportion to the megawatts of firm transmission service secured by the Market Participant 
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that qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement.   
 
(c) For Planned Generation Capacity Resources located in the PJM Region, the RPM 
Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones 
stated in the following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals.  
 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction 

from initial RPM Auction 
Credit requirement  

Effective Date of Interconnection Service Agreement 50% 
Financial Close 15% 
Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of 
Construction (e.g., footers poured) 5% 

Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 5% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
For externally financed projects, the Market Participant must submit with its request for 
reduction a sworn, notarized certification of a duly authorized independent engineer for the 
Financial Close, Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of Construction, and Main Power 
Generating Equipment Delivered milestones.  

 
For internally financed projects, the Market Participant must submit with its request for reduction 
a sworn, notarized certification of a duly authorized officer of the Market Participant for the 
Financial Close milestone and either a duly authorized independent engineer or Professional 
Engineer for the Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of Construction and the Main 
Power Generating Equipment Delivered milestones. 

 
The required certifications must be in a form acceptable to PJM, certifying that the engineer or 
officer, as applicable, has personal knowledge, or has engaged in a diligent inquiry to determine, 
that the milestone has been achieved and that, based on its review of the relevant project 
information, the engineer or officer, as applicable, is not aware of any information that could 
reasonably cause it to believe that the Capacity Resource will not be in-service by the beginning 
of the applicable Delivery Year.  The Market Participant shall, if requested by PJM, supply to 
PJM on a confidential basis all records and documents relating to the engineer’s and/or officer’s 
certifications.   
 
(d) For Planned External Generation Capacity Resources, the RPM Auction Credit 
requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones stated in the 
following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals; provided, however, that the total 
percentage reduction in the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be no greater than the 
quotient of (i) the MWs of firm transmission service that the Market Participant has secured for 
the complete transmission path divided by (ii) the MWs of firm transmission service required to  
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qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement. 
 

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned External Generation Capacity Resources 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 
requirement 

Effective Date of the equivalent of an Interconnection 
Service Agreement 

50% 

Financial Close 15% 
Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of 
Construction (e.g., footers poured) 

5% 

Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 5% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above.   
 
(e) For Planned Financed Generation Capacity Resources located in the PJM Region, the 
RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the 
milestones stated in the following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals.  
  

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned Financed Generation Capacity Resources 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 

requirement 
Full Notice to Proceed 50% 
Commencement of Construction (e.g., footers poured) 15% 
Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 10% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above. 
 
(f) For Planned External Financed Generation Capacity Resources, the RPM Auction Credit 
Requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones stated in the 
following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals; provided, however, that the total 
percentage reduction in the RPM Auction Credit requirement, including the initial 50% reduction 
for being a Planned External Financed Generation Capacity Resources, shall be no greater than 
the quotient of (i) the MWs of firm transmission service that the Market Participant has secured 
for the complete transmission path divided by (ii) the MWs of firm transmission service required 
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to qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement.  
 

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned External Financed Generation Capacity  

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 

requirement  
Full Notice to Proceed  50% 
Commencement of Construction (e.g., footers poured)  15% 
Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered  10% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service  25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above. 
 
(g) For Qualifying Transmission Upgrades, the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be 
reduced to 50% of the amount calculated under section IV.B.2 above beginning as of the 
effective date of the latest associated Interconnection Service Agreement (or, when a project will 
have no such agreement, an Upgrade Construction Service Agreement), and shall be reduced to 
zero on the date the Qualifying Transmission Upgrade is placed in service.   
 
4. RPM Auction Credit Rate 
 
As set forth in the PJM Manuals, a separate Auction Credit Rate shall be calculated for each 
Delivery Year prior to each RPM Auction for such Delivery Year, as follows: 
 
(a)  Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, the 
Auction Credit Rate shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources,  (the 
greater of (A) 0.3 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such 
Delivery Year, in MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar 
days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the greater of ((A) 0.5 times the Net Cost of 

New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, 
in MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year. 

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 
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(b) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Auction Credit 
Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for supply committed in such auction shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources, (the 
greater of (A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price 
in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the resource is 
located) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 
 

(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the (greater of [(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 
times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located) or (C) the lesser of (1) 
0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year 
or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New 
Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery 
year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource 
Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which 
the resource is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year). 

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 

 
(c) For any resource not previously committed for a Delivery Year that seeks to participate in 
an Incremental Auction, the Auction Credit Rate shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources, (the greater of 
(A) 0.3 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year, in MW-day 
or (B) 0.24 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in the Base Residual Auction for such 
Delivery Year for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the resource is located or (C) 
$20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the (greater of (A) 0.5 times Net Cost of 

New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA or (B) $20/MW-
day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year. 
 
(d) Subsequent to the posting of the results of an Incremental Auction, the Auction Credit 
Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for supply committed in such auction shall be: 
 

(i) For Base Capacity Resources: (the greater of (A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times 
the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year, but no greater than the Auction Credit Rate 
previously established for such resource’s participation in such Incremental 
Auction pursuant to subsection (c) above) times the number of calendar days in 
such Delivery Year;  
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(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the greater of [(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 

times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located or (C) the lesser of (1) 
0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year 
or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New 
Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery 
Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource 
Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which 
the resource is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year); and  

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 

 
(e) For the purposes of this section IV.B.4 and section IV.B.5 below, “Relevant LDA” means 
the Locational Deliverability Area in which the Capacity Performance Resource is located if a 
separate Variable Resource Requirement Curve has been established for that Locational 
Deliverability Area for the Base Residual Auction for such Delivery Year. 
 
5. Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate 
 
(a) For the 2018/2019 through 2022/2023 Delivery Years: 
 

(i) Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.3 times 
the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year, in MW-
day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year; 

 
(ii) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Price 

Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for Price 
Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be (the greater of (A) 
$20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand load is located, in $/MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year times a final price uncertainty factor of 1.05; 

 
(iii) For any additional Price Responsive Demand that seeks to commit in a Third 

Incremental Auction in response to a qualifying change in the final LDA load 
forecast, the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be the same as the rate 
for Price Responsive Demand that had cleared in the Base Residual Auction; and 

 
(iv) Subsequent to the posting of the results of the Third Incremental Auction, the 

Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for 
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all Price Responsive Demand, shall be (the greater of (i) $20/MW-day or (ii) 0.2 
times the Final Zonal Capacity Price for the Locational Deliverability Area within 
which the Price Responsive Demand is located) times the number of calendar 
days in such Delivery Year, but no greater than the Price Responsive Demand 
Credit Rate previously established under subsections (a)(i), (a)(ii), or (a)(iii) of 
this section for such Delivery Year. 

 
(b) For the 2022/2023 Delivery Year and Subsequent Delivery Years: 
 

(i) Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.5 times 
the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the 
Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year; 

 
(ii) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Price 

Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for Price 
Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be (the greater of [(A) 
$20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand is located, in $/MW-day or (C) the lesser of (1) 0.5 times the Net Cost of 
New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, 
in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry (stated on an installed 
capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery year or for the Relevant 
LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction 
for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive Demand 
is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; 

 
(iii) For any additional Price Responsive Demand that seeks to commit in a Third 

Incremental Auction in response to a qualifying change in the final LDA load 
forecast, the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.5 
times Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for 
the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (B) $20/MW-day) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(iv) Subsequent to the posting of the results of the Third Incremental Auction, the 

Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for 
all Price Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be the greater of 
[(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand is located or (C) the lesser of (1) 0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for 
the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or 
(2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for 
the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day 
minus (the Capacity Performance Resource Clearing Price in such Incremental 
Auction for  the Locational Deliverability Areas within which the Price 
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Responsive Demand is located)] times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year. 

 
6. RPM Seller Credit - Additional Form of Unsecured Credit for RPM 
 
In addition to the forms of credit specified elsewhere in this Attachment Q, RPM Seller Credit 
shall be available to Market Participants, but solely for purposes of satisfying RPM Auction 
Credit requirements.  If a supplier has a history of being a net seller into PJM Markets, on 
average, over the past 12 months, then PJM will count as available Unsecured Credit twice the 
average of that Market Participant’s total net monthly PJM bills over the past 12 months.  This 
RPM Seller Credit shall be subject to the cap on available Unsecured Credit as established in 
section II.G.3 above.   
 
RPM Seller Credit is calculated as a single value for each Market Participant, not separately by 
account, and must be designated to specific customer accounts in order to be available to satisfy 
RPM Auction Credit requirements that are calculated in each such customer account. 
 
7. Credit Responsibility for Traded Planned RPM Capacity Resources 
 
PJM may require that credit and financial responsibility for planned Capacity Resources that are 
traded remain with the original party (which for these purposes, means the party bearing credit 
responsibility for the planned Capacity Resource immediately prior to trade) unless the receiving 
party independently establishes consistent with this Attachment Q, that it has sufficient credit 
with PJM and agrees by providing written notice to PJM that it will fully assume the credit 
responsibility associated with the traded planned Capacity Resource. 
 
C. Financial Transmission Right Auctions 
 
Credit requirements described herein for FTR activity are applied separately for each customer 
account of a Market Participant, unless specified otherwise in this section C.  FTR Participants 
must designate the appropriate amount of credit to each separate customer account in which any 
activity occurs or will occur. 
 
1. FTR Credit Limit. 
 
Participants must maintain their FTR Credit Limit at a level equal to or greater than their FTR 
Credit Requirement for each applicable account.  FTR Credit Limits will be established only by a 
Participant providing Collateral and designating the available credit to specific accounts. 
 
2. FTR Credit Requirement. 
 
For each Market Participant with FTR activity, PJM shall calculate an FTR Credit Requirement.  
The FTR Credit Requirement shall be calculated on a portfolio basis for each Market 
Participant based on (a) initial margin, (b) Auction Revenue Right Credits, (c) Mark-to-Auction 
Value, (d) application of a 10¢ per MWh minimum value adjustment, and (e) realized gains 
and/or losses, as set forth in subsections (a)-(e) of this subsection, employing the formula: 
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Max { Max ( IM – ARR – MTA, Ten Cent per Mwh Minimum) – Realized  Gains and/or Losses, 
0} 
 
Where IM is the initial margin, ARR is Auction Revenue Rights Credits and MTA is the Mark-to-
Auction Value.  The FTR Credit Requirement may be increased to reflect any change in the value 
of a Market Participant’s portfolio requiring an increase in Collateral as further described 
below.   
 
(a) Initial Margin 
 
Initial margin shall be calculated in accordance with the following formula: 
 
 IM = FTR Obligations IM + FTR Options IM 
 
The model will employ a confidence interval of 97 percent. 
 
(i) FTR Obligations IM  
 
Initial margin values for Financial Transmission Right Obligations shall be determined utilizing 
a historical simulation value-at-risk methodology that calculates the size and value at risk of the 
applicable FTR portfolio based on a defined confidence interval and subject to a weighted 
aggregation method that is represented by a straight sum for long term positions and a 
combination of straight sum (20%) and weighted root sum of squares (80%) for balance of 
planning period positions.   
 
(ii)  FTR Options IM 
 
The initial margin for Financial Transmission Right Options shall be calculated as the FTR cost 
minus the FTR Historical Values. FTR Historical Values shall be calculated separately for 
weekend on-peak, weekday on-peak, off-peak, and 24-hour FTRs for each month of the year.  
FTR Historical Values shall be adjusted by plus or minus ten percent for cleared counter flow or 
prevailing flow FTRs, respectively, in order to mitigate exposure due to uncertainty and 
fluctuations in actual FTR value.  Historical values used in the calculation of FTR Historical 
Values shall be adjusted when the network simulation model utilized in PJM's economic 
planning process indicates that transmission congestion will decrease due to certain transmission 
upgrades that are in effect or planned to go into effect for the following Planning Period.  The 
transmission upgrades to be modeled for this purpose shall only include those upgrades that, 
individually, or together, have 10% or more impact on the transmission congestion on an 
individual constraint or constraints with congestion of $5 million or more affecting a common 
congestion path.  The adjustments to historical values shall be the dollar amount of the 
adjustment shown in the network simulation model.   
 
(b) Auction Revenue Rights Credits 
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For a given month for which initial margin is calculated, the prorated value of any Auction 
Revenue Rights Credits held by a Market Participant with Financial Transmission Right 
Obligations shall be subtracted from the initial margin for that month.  In accordance with 
subsection 3 below, PJM may recalculate Auction Revenue Rights Credits at any time, but shall 
do so no less frequently than subsequent to each annual FTR auction.  If a reduction in such 
ARR credits at any time increases an FTR Participant’s FTR Credit Requirements beyond its 
credit available for FTR activity, the FTR Participant must increase its Collateral or the FTR 
Credit Limit. 
 
(c) Mark-to-Auction Value  
 
A Mark-to-Auction Value shall be calculated for each Market Participant in accordance with 
subsection 7 below.   
 
(d) Ten Cent (10¢) per MWh Minimum Value Adjustment 
 
If the FTR Credit Requirement as calculated pursuant to subsections (a)-(c) above, results in a 
value that is less than ten cents (10¢) per MWh, the FTR Credit Requirement shall be increased 
to ten cents (10¢) per MWh.  When calculating the portfolio MWh for this comparison, for 
cleared “Sell” FTRs, the MWh shall be subtracted from the portfolio total; prior to clearing, the 
MWh for “Sell” FTRs shall not be included in the portfolio total.   
 
(e) Realized Gains and/or Losses 
Any realized gains and/or losses resulting from the sale of Financial Transmission Right 
Obligations will be subtracted from the FTR Credit Requirement.  A realized gain will decrease 
the FTR Credit Requirement (but not below $0.00), whereas a realized loss will increase the 
FTR Credit Requirement. 
 
3. Rejection of FTR Bids. 
 
Bids submitted into an auction will be rejected if the Market Participant’s FTR Credit 
Requirement including such submitted bids would exceed the Market Participant’s FTR Credit 
Limit, or if the Market Participant fails to provide additional Collateral as required pursuant to 
provisions related to mark-to-auction. 
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4. FTR Credit Collateral Returns. 
 
A Market Participant may request from PJM the return of any Collateral no longer required for 
the FTR markets.  PJM is permitted to limit the frequency of such requested Collateral returns, 
provided that Collateral returns shall be made by PJM at least once per calendar quarter, if 
requested by a Market Participant. 
 
5. Credit Responsibility for Bilateral Transfers of FTRs. 
 
PJM may require that credit responsibility associated with an FTR bilaterally transferred to a 
new Market Participant remain with the original party (which for these purposes, means the party 
bearing credit responsibility for the FTR immediately prior to bilateral transfer) unless and until 
the receiving party independently establishes, consistent with this Attachment Q, sufficient credit 
with PJM and agrees through confirmation of the bilateral transfer in PJM’s FTR reporting tool 
that it will meet in full the credit requirements associated with the transferred FTR. 
 
6. FTR Administrative Charge Credit Requirement 
 
In addition to any other credit requirements, PJM may apply a credit requirement to cover the 
maximum administrative fees that may be charged to a Market Participant for its bids and offers. 
 
7. Mark-to-Auction 
 
A Mark-to-Auction Value shall be calculated separately for each customer account of a Market 
Participant.  For each such customer account, the Mark-to-Auction Value shall be a single 
number equal to the sum, over all months remaining in the applicable FTR period and for all 
cleared FTRs in the customer account, of the most recently available cleared auction price 
applicable to the FTR minus the original transaction price of the FTR, multiplied by the 
transacted quantity. 
 
The FTR Credit Requirement, as otherwise described above, shall be increased when the Mark-
to-Auction Value is negative and decreased when the Mark-to-Auction Value is positive.  The 
increase shall equal the absolute value of the negative Mark-to-Auction Value less the value of 
ARR credits that are held in the customer account and have not been used to reduce the FTR 
Credit Requirement prior to application of the Mark-to-Auction Value.  PJM shall recalculate 
ARR credits held by each Market Participant after each annual FTR auction and may also 
recalculate such ARR credits at any other additional time intervals it deems appropriate.  
Application of the Mark-to-Auction Value, including the effect from ARR application, shall not 
decrease the FTR Credit Requirement below the Ten Cent (10¢) per MWh Minimum. 
 
For Market Participant customer accounts for which FTR bids have been submitted into the 
current FTR auction, if the Market Participant’s FTR Credit Requirement exceeds its credit 
available for the Market Participant’s portfolio of FTRs in the tentative cleared solution for an 
FTR auction (or auction round), PJM shall issue a Collateral Call to the Market Participant, and 
the Market Participant must fulfill such demand before 4:00 p.m. Eastern Prevailing Time on the 
following Business Day.  If a Market Participant does not timely satisfy such Collateral Call, 
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PJM shall, in coordination with PJM, cause the removal of all of that Market Participant's bids in 
that FTR auction (or auction round), submitted from such Market Participant’s customer account, 
and a new cleared solution shall be calculated for the FTR auction (or auction round).   
 
If necessary, PJM shall repeat the auction clearing calculation.  PJM shall repeat these mark-to-
auction calculations subsequent to any secondary clearing calculation, and PJM shall require 
affected Market Participants to establish additional credit.  
 
Subsequent to final clearing of an FTR auction or an annual FTR auction round, PJM shall 
recalculate the FTR Credit Requirement for all FTR portfolios, and, as applicable, issue to each 
Market Participant a request for Collateral for the total amount by which the FTR Credit 
Requirement exceeds the credit allocated in any of the Market Participant's accounts.  The 
Market Participant must fulfill such demand by 4:00 p.m. Eastern Prevailing Time on the 
following Business Day. 
 
If the request for Collateral is not satisfied within the applicable cure period referenced in 
Operating Agreement, section 15, then such Market Participant shall be restricted in all of its 
credit-screened transactions.  Specifically, such Market Participant may not engage in any 
Virtual Transactions or Export Transactions, or participate in RPM Auctions or other RPM 
activity.  Such Market Participant may engage only in the selling of open FTR positions, either in 
FTR auctions or bilaterally, provided such sales would reduce the Market Participant's FTR 
Credit Requirements.  PJM shall not return any Collateral to such Market Participant, and no 
payment shall be due or payable to such Market Participant, until its credit shortfall is remedied.  
Market Participant shall allocate any excess or unallocated Collateral to any of its account in 
which there is a credit shortfall.  Market Participants may remedy their credit shortfall at any 
time through provision of sufficient Collateral. 
 
If a Market Participant fails to satisfy a request for Collateral for two consecutive auctions of 
overlapping periods, e.g. two balance of Planning Period auctions, an annual FTR auction and a 
balance of Planning Period auction, or two long term FTR auctions, (for this purpose the four 
rounds of an annual FTR auction shall be considered a single auction), the Market Participant 
shall be declared in default of this Attachment Q.   
 
VII.  PEAK MARKET ACTIVITY AND WORKING CREDIT LIMIT 
 
A. Peak Market Activity Credit Requirement 
 
PJM shall calculate a Peak Market Activity credit requirement for each Participant.  Each 
Participant must maintain sufficient Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or Collateral, as 
applicable, and subject to the provisions herein, to satisfy its Peak Market Activity credit 
requirement. 
 
Peak Market Activity for Participants will be determined semi-annually, utilizing an initial Peak 
Market Activity, as explained below, calculated after the first complete billing week in the 
months of April and October.  Peak Market Activity shall be the greater of the initial Peak 
Market Activity, or the greatest amount invoiced for the Participant’s transaction activity for all 
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PJM Markets and services in any rolling one, two, or three week period, ending within a 
respective semi-annual period.  However, Peak Market Activity shall not exceed the greatest 
amount invoiced for the Participant’s transaction activity for all PJM Markets and services in any 
rolling one, two or three week period in the prior 52 weeks.  
Peak Market Activity shall exclude FTR Net Activity, Virtual Transactions Net Activity, and 
Export Transactions Net Activity. 
 
When calculating Peak Market Activity, PJM may attribute credits for Regulation service to the 
days on which they were accrued, rather than including them in the month-end invoice. 
 
The initial Peak Market Activity for Applicants will be determined by PJM based on a review of 
an estimate of their transactional activity for all PJM Markets and services over the next 52 
weeks, which the Applicant shall provide to PJM.   
 
The initial Peak Market Activity for Market Participants and Transmission Customers, calculated 
at the beginning of each semi-annual period, shall be the three-week average of all non-zero 
invoice totals over the previous 52 weeks. This calculation shall be performed and applied within 
three (3) Business Days following the day the invoice is issued for the first full billing week in 
the current semi-annual period.  
 
Prepayments shall not affect Peak Market Activity unless otherwise agreed to in writing pursuant 
to this Attachment Q. 
 
Peak Market Activity calculations shall take into account reductions of invoice values 
effectuated by early payments which are applied to reduce a Participant’s Peak Market Activity 
as contemplated by other terms of this Attachment Q; provided that the initial Peak Market 
Activity shall not be less than the average value calculated using the weeks for which no early 
payment was made.  
 
A Participant may reduce its Collateral requirement by agreeing in writing (in a form acceptable 
to PJM) to make additional payments, including prepayments, as and when necessary to ensure 
that such Participant’s Total Net Obligation at no time exceeds such reduced Collateral 
requirement. 
 
PJM may, at its discretion, adjust a Participant’s Peak Market Activity requirement if PJM 
determines that the Peak Market Activity is not representative of such Participant’s expected 
activity, as a consequence of known, measurable, and sustained changes.  Such changes may 
include, but shall not be limited to when a Participant makes PJM aware of federal, state or local 
law that could affect the allocation of charges or credits from a Participant to another party,  the 
loss (without replacement) of short-term load contracts, when such contracts had terms of three 
months or more and were acquired through state-sponsored retail load programs, but shall not 
include short-term buying and selling activities. 
 
PJM may waive the credit requirements for a Participant that has no outstanding transactions and 
agrees in writing that it shall not, after the date of such agreement, incur obligations under any of 
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the Agreements.  Such entity’s access to all electronic transaction systems administered by PJM 
shall be terminated. 
 
A Participant receiving unsecured credit may make early payments up to ten times in a rolling 
52-week period in order to reduce its Peak Market Activity for credit requirement purposes.  
Imputed Peak Market Activity reductions for credit purposes will be applied to the billing period 
for which the payment was received.  Payments used as the basis for such reductions must be 
received prior to issuance or posting of the invoice for the relevant billing period.  The imputed 
Peak Market Activity reduction attributed to any payment may not exceed the amount of 
Unsecured Credit for which the Participant is eligible. 
 
B. Working Credit Limit 
 
PJM will establish a Working Credit Limit for each Participant against which its Total Net 
Obligation will be monitored.   
 
If a Participant’s Total Net Obligation approaches its Working Credit Limit, PJM may require 
the Participant to make an advance payment or increase its Collateral in order to maintain its 
Total Net Obligation below its Working Credit Limit.  Except as explicitly provided herein, 
advance payments shall not serve to reduce the Participant’s Peak Market Activity for the 
purpose of calculating credit requirements. 

Example:  After ten (10) calendar days, and with five (5) calendar days remaining before 
the bill is due to be paid, a Participant approaches its $4.0 million Working Credit Limit.  
PJM may require a prepayment of $2.0 million in order that the Total Net Obligation will 
not exceed the Working Credit Limit.   

If a Participant exceeds its Working Credit Limit or is required to make advance payments more 
than ten times during a 52-week period, PJM may require Collateral in an amount as may be 
deemed reasonably necessary to support its Total Net Obligation. 

When calculating Total Net Obligation, PJM may attribute credits for Regulation service to the 
days on which they were accrued, rather than including them in the month-end invoice. 
 
VIII. SUSPENSION OR LIMITATION ON MARKET PARTICIPATION 
 
If PJM determines that a Participant presents an unreasonable credit risk as determined pursuant 
to initial or ongoing risk evaluations, as described in section II above, or in the case of any other 
event which, after notice, lapse of time, or both, would result in an Event of Default, PJM will 
take steps to mitigate the exposure of any PJM Markets, which may include, but is not limited to, 
requiring Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral or suspending or limiting the 
Market Participant’s ability to participate in the PJM Markets commensurate to the risk to any 
PJM Markets. 
 
If a Participant fails to reduce or eliminate any unreasonable credit risks to PJM’s satisfaction 
within the applicable cure period including without limitation by posting Collateral, additional 
Collateral or Restricted Collateral, PJM may treat such failure as an Event of Default.  
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Participant that transacts in FTRs will be eligible to request that 
PJM exempt or exclude FTR transactions of such Participant from the effect of any such 
limitations on market activity established by PJM, and PJM may but shall not be required to so 
exempt or exclude, any FTR transactions that the Participant reasonably demonstrates to PJM it 
has entered into to “hedge or mitigate commercial risk” arising from its transactions in the PJM 
Interchange Energy Market that are intended to result in the actual flow of physical energy or 
ancillary services in the PJM Region, as the phrase “hedge or mitigate commercial risks” is 
defined under the CFTC’s regulations defining the end-user exception to clearing set forth in 17 
C.F.R. §50.50(c).   
 
IX. REMEDIES FOR CREDIT BREACH, FINANCIAL DEFAULT OR CREDIT 

SUPPORT DEFAULT; REMEDIES FOR EVENTS OF DEFAULT; GENERAL 
BANKRUPTCY PROVISIONS 

 
If PJM determines that a Market Participant is in Credit Breach, or that a Financial Default or 
Credit Support Default exists, PJM may issue to the Market Participant a breach notice and/or a 
Collateral Call or demand for additional documentation or assurances. At such time, PJM may 
also suspend payments of any amounts due to the Participant and limit, restrict or rescind the 
Market Participant’s privileges to participate in any or all PJM Markets under the Agreements 
during any such cure period.  Failure to remedy the Credit Breach, Financial Default or to satisfy 
a Collateral Call or demand for additional documentation or assurances within the applicable 
cure period described in Operating Agreement, section 15.1.5, shall constitute an Event of 
Default.  If a Participant fails to meet the requirements of this Attachment Q, but then remedies 
the Credit Breach, Financial Default or Credit Support Default, or satisfies a Collateral Call or 
demand for additional documentation or assurances within the applicable cure period, then the 
Participant shall be deemed to again be in compliance with this Attachment Q, so long as no 
other Credit Breach, Financial Default, Credit Support Default or Collateral Call or demand for 
additional documentation or assurances has occurred and is continuing.   
 
Only one cure period shall apply to a single event giving rise to a Credit Breach, Financial 
Default or Credit Support Default.  Application of Collateral towards a Financial Default, Credit 
Breach or Credit Support Breach shall not be considered a cure of such Credit Breach, Financial 
Default or Credit Support Default unless the Participant is determined by PJM to be in full 
compliance with all requirements of this Attachment Q after such application. 
 
When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has 
occurred and is continuing, PJM may take such actions as may be required or permitted under 
the Agreements to protect the PJM Markets and the PJM Members, including but not limited to 
(a) suspension and/or termination of the Participant’s ongoing Transmission Service, (b) 
limitation, suspension and/or termination of participation in any PJM Markets, (c) close out and 
liquidation of the Market Participant’s market portfolio, exercising judgment in the manner in 
which this is achieved in any PJM Markets.  When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q 
or one or more of the Agreements has occurred and is continuing, PJM also has the immediate 
right to liquidate all or a portion of a Participant’s Collateral at its discretion to satisfy Total Net 
Obligations to PJM under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements.  No remedy for 
an Event of Default is or shall be deemed to be exclusive of any other available remedy or 
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remedies by contract or under applicable laws and regulations.  Each such remedy shall be 
distinct, separate and cumulative, shall not be deemed inconsistent with or in exclusion of any 
other available remedy, and shall be in addition to and separate and distinct from every other 
remedy.   
 
When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has 
occurred and is continuing, PJM may continue to retain all payments due to a Participant as a 
cash security for all such Participant’s obligations under the Agreements (regardless of any 
restrictions placed on such Participant’s use of Collateral for any account, market activity or 
capitalization purpose); provided, however, that an Event of Default will not be deemed cured or 
no longer continuing because PJM is retaining amounts due the Participant, or because PJM has 
not yet applied Collateral or credit support to any amounts due PJM, unless PJM determines that 
the Participant has again satisfied all the Collateral requirements and application requirements as 
a new Applicant for participation in the PJM Markets, and consistent with the requirements and 
limitations of Operating Agreement, section 15. 
 
In Event of Default by a Participant, PJM may exercise any remedy or action allowed or 
prescribed by this Attachment Q immediately or following investigation and determination of an 
orderly exercise of such remedy or action.  Delay in exercising any allowed remedy or action 
shall not preclude PJM from exercising such remedy or action at a later time. 
 
PJM may hold a defaulting Participant’s Collateral for as long as such party’s positions exist and 
consistent with this Attachment Q, in order to protect the PJM Markets and PJM’s membership, 
and minimize or mitigate the impacts or potential impacts or risks associated with such Event of 
Default when an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements 
has occurred and is continuing. 
 
PJM may apply towards an ongoing Event of Default any amounts that are held or later become 
available or due to the defaulting Participant through PJM's markets and systems.  
 
In order to cover the Participant’s Obligations, PJM may hold a Participant's Collateral 
indefinitely and specifically through the end of the billing period which includes the 90th day 
following the last day a Participant had activity, open positions, or accruing obligations (other 
than reconciliations and true-ups), until such Participant has satisfactorily paid any obligations 
invoiced through such period and until PJM determines that the Participant’s positions represent 
no risk exposure to the PJM Markets or the PJM Members.  Obligations incurred or accrued 
through such period shall survive any withdrawal from PJM.  When an Event of Default under 
this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has occurred and is continuing, PJM may 
apply any Collateral to such Participant's Obligations, even if Participant had previously 
announced and effected its withdrawal from PJM. 
 
To protect PJM Members and PJM Markets from loss and harm due to uncertainty and delay 
which may be created upon a Participant’s bankruptcy, in the event a Participant becomes a 
debtor under the United States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 101-1532 (the “Bankruptcy 
Code”), whether voluntarily or involuntarily, the Participant shall upon the commencement of 
the bankruptcy case immediately seek through an appropriate “first day” motion or motions the 
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entry of an order of the bankruptcy court (i) authorizing and directing the Participant to (a) make 
prompt and full payment of all pre-petition Obligations to PJM; and (b) fulfill all obligations 
under the Tariff and other Agreements in the ordinary course of business, including but not 
limited to deposit of additional Collateral post-petition; (ii) authorizing PJM to (x) require, hold 
and apply Collateral in accordance with this Attachment Q and (y) exercise setoff and 
recoupment to the fullest extent provided under the Tariff and other Agreements, and applicable 
nonbankruptcy law; and (iii) confirming the status of Agreements as a “forward contract,” “swap 
agreement,” or “master netting agreement” under the Bankruptcy Code, as applicable.    
 
Failure by a debtor Participant to file such “first day” motion within one (1) Business Day of the 
entry of the order for bankruptcy relief and/or obtain a final order from the bankruptcy court 
granting the requested relief within seven (7) days thereof shall constitute “cause” entitling PJM 
to relief from the automatic stay under section 362(d) of the Bankruptcy Code, to the extent 
necessary to permit PJM to exercise any rights and remedies under the Tariff and other 
Agreements. 
 
X. FTRS UNDER THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT ANDFTR 

TRANSACTIONS AS FORWARD CONTRACTS AND/OR SWAP 
AGREEMENTS UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY CODE 

 
Under the terms of the Tariff, PJM Settlement is the counterparty to all transactions in PJM 
Markets, including but not limited to all FTR transactions, other than (i) any bilateral 
transactions between Participants, or (ii) with respect to self-supplied or self-scheduled 
transactions reported to the Office of the Interconnection.  Pursuant to the “Final Order in 
Response to a Petition From Certain Independent System Operators and Regional Transmission 
Organizations To Exempt Specified Transactions Authorized by a Tariff or Protocol Approved 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or the Public Utility Commission of Texas From 
Certain Provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act Pursuant to the Authority Provided in the 
Act” 78 Fed. Reg. 19880 (April 2, 2013) (the “CFTC RTO/ISO Order”), the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (the “CFTC”) exempts transactions offered or entered into in a market 
administered by PJM pursuant to the Tariff, including but not limited to FTR transactions, from 
the provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC’s rules applicable to “swaps,” 
with the exception of the CFTC’s general anti-fraud and anti-manipulation authority and 
scienter-based prohibitions. 
 
Notwithstanding the CFTC RTO/ISO Order, for purposes of the United States Bankruptcy Code 
(“Bankruptcy Code”), all FTR transactions constitute “forward contracts” and/or “swap 
agreements” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code, and PJM shall be deemed to be “swap 
agreements” and/or “forward contracts,” and PJM and each FTR Participant is a “forward 
contract merchant” and/or a “swap participant” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code for 
purposes of FTR transactions. 
 
Pursuant to this Attachment Q and other provisions of the Agreements, PJM  already has, and 
shall continue to have, the following rights (among other rights) with respect to a Market 
Participant’s Event of Default under those documents:  (a) the right to terminate and/or liquidate 
any FTR transaction held by that Market Participant; (b) the right to immediately proceed against 
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any Collateral and additional financial assurance provided by the that Market Participant; (c) the 
right to set -off or recoup any obligations due or and owing to that Market Participant pursuant to 
any forward contract, swap agreement, or similar agreement against any amounts due and owing 
by that Market Participant pursuant to any forward contract, swap agreement, or similar 
agreement, such arrangement to constitute a “master netting agreement” within the meaning of 
the Bankruptcy Code; and (d) the right to suspend or limit that Market Participant from entering 
into further FTR transactions.   
 
For the avoidance of doubt, upon the commencement of a voluntary or involuntary proceeding 
for a Market Participant under the Bankruptcy Code, and without limiting any other rights of 
PJM  or obligations of any Market Participant under the Tariff (including this Attachment Q) or 
other Agreements, PJM  may exercise any of its rights against such Market Participant, 
including, without limitation (1) the right to terminate and/or liquidate any FTR transaction held 
by that Market Participant, (2) the right to immediately proceed against any Collateral and 
additional financial assurance provided by that Market Participant, (3) the right to set off or 
recoup any obligations due and owing to that Market Participant pursuant to any forward 
contract, swap agreement and/or master netting agreement against any amounts due and owing 
by that Market Participant with respect to an FTR transaction including as a result of the actions 
taken by PJM  pursuant to (a1) above, and (4) the right to suspend or limit that Market 
Participant from entering into future FTR transactions. 
 
For purposes of the Bankruptcy Code, all transactions, including but not limited to FTR 
transactions, between PJM, on the one hand, and a Market Participant, on the other hand, are 
intended to be, and are, part of a single integrated agreement, and together with the Agreements 
constitute  a “master netting agreement.” 
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PJM MINIMUM PARTICIPATION CRITERIA  
ANNUAL OFFICER CERTIFICATION FORM 

 

 
 
 
 
I, ______________________________________________, a duly authorized officer of 
Participant, understanding that PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. and PJMSettlement, Inc. 
(“PJMSettlement”) are relying on this certification as evidence that Participant meets the 
minimum requirements set forth in the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff ("PJM Tariff"), 
Attachment Q hereby certify that I have full authority to represent on behalf of Participant and 
further represent as follows, as evidenced by my initialing each representation in the space 
provided below:  
 

1.  All employees or agents transacting in markets or services provided pursuant to the PJM 
Tariff or PJM Amended and Restated Operating Agreement (“PJM Operating 
Agreement”) on behalf of the Participant have received appropriate training and are 
authorized to transact on behalf of Participant.  As used in this representation, the term 
“appropriate” as used with respect to training means training that is (i) comparable to 
generally accepted practices in the energy trading industry, and (ii) commensurate and 
proportional in sophistication, scope and frequency to the volume of transactions and the 
nature and extent of the risk taken by the participant._________ 
 

2. Participant has written risk management policies, procedures, and controls, approved by 
Participant’s independent risk management function and applicable to transactions in any 
PJM Markets in which it participates and for which employees or agents transacting in 
markets or services provided pursuant to the PJM Tariff or PJM Operating Agreement 
have been trained, that provide an appropriate, comprehensive risk management 
framework that, at a minimum, clearly identifies and documents the range of risks to 
which Participant is exposed, including, but not limited to credit risks, liquidity risks and 
market risks.  As used in this representation, a Participant’s “independent risk 
management function” can include appropriate corporate persons or bodies that are 
independent of the Participant’s trading functions, such as a risk management committee, 
a risk officer, a Participant’s board or board committee, or a board or committee of the 
Participant’s parent company. 

 
a. Participant is providing to PJM or PJMSettlement, in accordance with Tariff, 
Attachment Q, section III, with this Annual Officer Certification Form, a copy of its 
current governing risk management policies, procedures and controls applicable to its 
activities in any PJM Markets pursuant to Attachment Q or because there have been 
substantive changes made to such policies, procedures and controls applicable to its 
market activities since they were last provided to PJM.__________    
 
b. If the risk management policies, procedures and controls applicable to 
Participant’s market activities submitted to PJM or PJMSettlement were submitted 
prior to the current certification, Participant certifies that no substantive changes have 

Participant Name: ____________________________________________ ("Participant") 
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been made to such policies, procedures and controls applicable to its market activities 
since such submission.__________ 

 
3. An FTR Participant must make either the following 3.a. or 3.b. additional representations, 

evidenced by the undersigned officer initialing either the one 3.a. representation or the 
four 3.b. representations in the spaces provided below:  

 
a.  Participant transacts in PJM’s FTR markets with the sole intent to hedge 
congestion risk in connection with either obligations Participant has to serve load 
or rights Participant has to generate electricity in the PJM Region (“physical 
transactions”) and monitors all of the Participant’s FTR market activity to 
endeavor to ensure that its FTR positions, considering both the size and pathways 
of the positions, are either generally proportionate to or generally do not exceed 
the Participant’s physical transactions, and remain generally consistent with the 
Participant’s intention to hedge its physical transactions.__________ 

 
b. On no less than a weekly basis, Participant values its FTR positions and 
engages in a probabilistic assessment of the hypothetical risk of such positions 
using analytically based methodologies, predicated on the use of industry 
accepted valuation methodologies.__________ 

 
Such valuation and risk assessment functions are performed either by persons 
within Participant’s organization independent from those trading in PJM’s FTR 
markets or by an outside firm qualified and with expertise in this area of risk 
management.__________  
 
Having valued its FTR positions and quantified their hypothetical risks, 
Participant applies its written policies, procedures and controls to limit its risks 
using industry recognized practices, such as value-at-risk limitations, 
concentration limits, or other controls designed to prevent Participant from 
purposefully or unintentionally taking on risk that is not commensurate or 
proportional to Participant’s financial capability to manage such risk.__________ 
 
Exceptions to Participant’s written risk policies, procedures and controls 
applicable to Participant’s FTR positions are documented and explain a reasoned 
basis for the granting of any exception.__________    
 

4. Participant has appropriate personnel resources, operating procedures and technical 
abilities to promptly and effectively respond to all PJM and PJMSettlement 
communications and directions.__________ 
 

5. Participant has demonstrated compliance with the Minimum Capitalization criteria set 
forth in Tariff, Attachment Q that are applicable to any PJM Markets in which Participant 
transacts, and is not aware of any change having occurred or being imminent that would 
invalidate such compliance.__________ 
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6. All Participants must certify and initial in at least one of the four sections below: 
 
a. I certify that Participant qualifies as an “appropriate person” as that term is defined 

under section 4(c)(3), or successor provision, of the Commodity Exchange Act or an 
“eligible contract participant” as that term is defined under section 1a(18), or 
successor provision, of the Commodity Exchange Act.  I certify that Participant will 
cease transacting in any PJM Markets and notify PJM and PJMSettlement 
immediately if Participant no longer qualifies as an “appropriate person” or “eligible 
contract participant.”__________ 

 
If providing audited financial statements, which shall be in US GAAP format or any 
other format acceptable to PJM, to support Participant’s certification of qualification 
as an “appropriate person:” 

 
I certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial 
statements provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such 
disclosures in such audited financial statements, the financial position of 
Participant as of the date of those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify 
that Participant continues to maintain the minimum $1 million total net worth 
and/or $5 million total asset levels reflected in these audited financial statements 
as of the date of this certification.  I acknowledge that both PJM and 
PJMSettlement are relying upon my certification to maintain compliance with 
federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 

If not providing audited financial statements to support Participant’s certification of 
qualification as an “appropriate person,” Participant certifies that they qualify as an 
“appropriate person” under one of the entities defined in section 4(c)(3)(A)-(J) of the 
Commodities Exchange Act. __________ 
 
If providing audited financial statements, which shall be in US GAAP format or any 
other format acceptable to PJM, to support Participant’s certification of qualification 
as an “eligible contract participant:” 
 

I certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial 
statements provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such 
disclosures in such audited financial statements, the financial position of 
Participant as of the date of those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify 
that Participant continues to maintain the minimum $1 million total net worth 
and/or $10 million total asset levels reflected in these audited financial statements 
as of the date of this certification.  I acknowledge that both PJM and 
PJMSettlement are relying upon my certification to maintain compliance with 
federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 
If not providing audited financial statements to support Participant’s certification 
of qualification as an “eligible contract participant,” Participant certifies that they 
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qualify as an “eligible contract participant” under one of the entities defined in 
section 1a(18)(A) of the Commodities Exchange Act. __________ 
 

b. I certify that Participant has provided an unlimited Corporate Guaranty in a form 
acceptable to PJM as described in Tariff, Attachment Q, section III.D from an issuer 
that has at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Participant for which the issuer has issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.  I also 
certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial statements 
provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such disclosures in 
such audited financial statements, the financial position of the issuer as of the date of 
those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify that Participant will cease 
transacting PJM’s Markets and notify PJM and PJMSettlement immediately if issuer 
of the unlimited Corporate Guaranty for Participant no longer has at least $1 million 
of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per Participant for which the issuer has 
issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.__________ 

 
I certify that the issuer of the unlimited Corporate Guaranty to Participant continues 
to have at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Participant for which the issuer has issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.  I 
acknowledge that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying upon my certifications to 
maintain compliance with federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 

c. I certify that Participant fulfills the eligibility requirements of the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission exemption order (78 F.R. 19880 – April 2, 2013) by being in 
the business of at least one of the following in the PJM Region as indicated below 
(initial those applicable): 

 
1. Generating electric energy, including Participants that resell physical energy 

acquired from an entity generating electric energy:__________ 
 

2. Transmitting electric energy:__________ 
 

3. Distributing electric energy delivered under Point-to-Point or Network 
Integration Transmission Service, including scheduled import, export and 
wheel through transactions:__________ 
 

4. Other electric energy services that are necessary to support the reliable 
operation of the transmission system:__________ 

 
Description only if c(4) is initialed: 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
Further, I certify that Participant will cease transacting in any PJM Markets and notify 
PJM and PJMSettlement immediately if Participant no longer performs at least one of 
the functions noted above in the PJM Region.  I acknowledge that PJM and 
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PJMSettlement are relying on my certification to maintain compliance with federal 
energy regulatory requirements.__________ 

 
d. I certify that Participant has provided a Letter of Credit of $5 million or more to PJM 

or PJMSettlement in a form acceptable to PJM and/or PJMSettlement as described in 
Tariff, Attachment Q, section V.B that the Participant acknowledges cannot be 
utilized to meet its credit requirements to PJM and PJMSettlement.  I acknowledge 
that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying on the provision of this letter of credit and 
my certification to maintain compliance with federal regulatory 
requirements.__________ 

 
e. I certify that Participant has provided a surety bond of $5 million or more to PJM or 

PJMSettlement in a form acceptable to PJM and/or PJMSettlement as described in 
Tariff, Attachment Q, section V.D. that the Participant acknowledges cannot be 
utilized to meet its credit requirements to PJM and PJMSettlement.  I acknowledge 
that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying on the provision of this surety bond and my 
certification to maintain compliance with federal regulatory  
requirements. __________ 

 
7. I acknowledge that I have read and understood the provisions of Tariff, Attachment Q 

applicable to Participant's business in any PJM Markets, including those provisions 
describing PJM’s Minimum Participation Requirements and the enforcement actions 
available to PJM and PJMSettlement of a Participant not satisfying those requirements.  I 
acknowledge that the information provided herein is true and accurate to the best of my 
belief and knowledge after due investigation.  In addition, by signing this certification, I 
acknowledge the potential consequences of making incomplete or false statements in this 
Certification.__________ 

 
 
Date: ____________________________  __________________________________ 
        Participant (Signature) 
 
     Print Name: __________________________________ 
     Title:  __________________________________ 
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ATTACHMENT Q 
 

CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is the policy of PJM that prior to an entity participating in any PJM Markets or in order to take 
Transmission Service, the entity must demonstrate its ability to meet the requirements in this 
Attachment Q.  This Attachment Q also sets forth PJM’s authority to deny, reject, or terminate a 
Participant’s right to participate in any PJM Markets in order to protect the PJM Markets and 
PJM Members from unreasonable credit risk from any Participant’s activities.  Given the 
interconnectedness and overlapping of their responsibilities, PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. and 
PJM Settlement, Inc. are referred to both individually and collectively herein as “PJM.” 
 
PURPOSE 
 
PJMSettlement is the counterparty to transactions in the PJM Markets.  As a consequence, if a 
Participant defaults on its obligations under this Attachment Q, or PJM determines a Participant 
represents unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets, and the Participant does not post 
Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral in response to a Collateral Call, the 
result is that the Participant represents unsecured credit risk to the PJM Markets.  For this reason, 
PJM must have the authority to monitor and manage credit risk on an ongoing basis, and to act 
promptly to mitigate or reduce any unsecured credit risk, in order to protect the PJM Markets and 
PJM Members from losses. 
 
This Attachment Q describes requirements for: (1) eligibility to be a Market Participant, (2) 
establishment and maintenance of credit by Market Participants, and (3) collateral requirements 
and forms of credit support that will be deemed as acceptable to mitigate risk to any PJM 
Markets.  
 
This Attachment Q also sets forth (1) PJM’s authority to monitor and manage credit risk that a 
Participant may represent to the PJM Markets and/or PJM membership in general, (2) the basis 
for establishing limits that will be imposed on a Market Participant in order to minimize risk, and 
(3) various obligations and requirements the violation of which will result in an Event of Default 
pursuant to this Attachment Q and the Agreements.  
 
Attachment Q describes the types of data and information PJM will review in order to determine 
whether an Applicant or Market Participant presents an unreasonable risk to any PJM Markets 
and/or PJM membership in general, and the steps PJM may take in order to address that risk.   
 
APPLICABILITY 
 
This Attachment Q applies to all Applicants and Market Participants who take Transmission 
Service under this Tariff, or participate in any PJM Markets or market activities under the 
Agreements.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Attachment Q, simply taking 
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transmission service or procuring Ancillary Services via market-based rates does not imply 
market participation for purposes of applicability of this Attachment Q. 
 
II. RISK EVALUATION PROCESS 
 
PJM will conduct a risk evaluation to determine eligibility to become and/or remain a Market 
Participant or Guarantor that: (1) assesses the entity’s financial strength, risk profile, 
creditworthiness, and other relevant factors; (2) determines an Unsecured Credit Allowance, if 
appropriate; (3) determines appropriate levels of Collateral; and (4) evaluates any Credit 
Support, including Guaranties or Letters of Credit. 
 
A. Initial Risk Evaluation  
 
PJM will perform an initial risk evaluation of each Applicant and/or its Guarantor.  As part of the 
initial risk evaluation, PJM will consider certain Minimum Participation Requirements, assign an 
Internal Risk Score, establish an Unsecured Credit Allowance if appropriate, and make a 
determination regarding required levels of Collateral, creditworthiness, credit support, Restricted 
Collateral and other assurances for participation in certain PJM Markets.   
 
Each Applicant and/or its Guarantor must provide the information set forth below at the time of 
its initial application pursuant to this Attachment Q and on an ongoing basis in order to remain 
eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  The same quantitative and qualitative factors will be 
used to evaluate Participants whether or not they have rated debt. 
 
1.  Rating Agency Reports  
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports from Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service, 
Fitch Ratings, or other Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization for each Applicant 
and/or Guarantor.  The review will focus on the Applicant’s or its Guarantor’s senior unsecured 
debt ratings.  If senior unsecured debt ratings are not available, PJM may consider other ratings, 
including issuer ratings, corporate ratings and/or an implied rating based on an internally derived 
Internal Credit Score pursuant to section II.A.3 below.  
 
2.  Financial Statements and Related Information  
 
Each Applicant and/or its Guarantor must submit, or cause to be submitted, audited financial 
statements, except as otherwise indicated below, prepared in accordance with United States 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“US GAAP”) or any other format acceptable to PJM 
for the three (3) fiscal years most recently ended, or the period of existence of the Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor, if shorter.  Applicants and/or their Guarantors must submit, or cause to be 
submitted, financial statements, which may be unaudited, for each completed fiscal quarter of the 
current fiscal year.  All audited financial statements provided by the Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor must be audited by an Independent Auditor.   
 
The information should include, but not be limited to, the following:  
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(a)  If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor has publicly traded securities: 
 

(i) Annual reports on Form 10-K, together with any amendments thereto; 
 
(ii) Quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, together with any amendments thereto; 
 
(iii) Form 8-K reports, if any, that have been filed since the most recent Form 

10-K;   
 
(iv) A summary provided by the Principal responsible, or to be responsible, for 

PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets.    

 
(v) All audited financial statements provided by an Applicant with publicly 

traded securities and/or its Guarantor with publicly traded securities must 
be audited by an Independent Auditor that satisfies the requirements set 
forth in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 

 
(b) If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor does not have publicly-traded securities:  

 
(i) Annual Audited Financial Statements or equivalent independently audited 

financials, and quarterly financial statements, generally found on: 
- Balance Sheets 
- Income Statements 
- Statements of Cash Flows 
- Statements of Stockholder’s or Member’s Equity or Net Worth; 

 
(ii) Notes to Annual Audited Financial Statements, and notes to quarterly 

financial statements if any, including disclosures of any material changes 
from the last report;  

 
(iii) Disclosure equivalent to a Management’s Discussion & Analysis, 

including an executive overview of operating results and outlook, and 
compliance with debt covenants and indentures, and off balance sheet 
arrangements, if any; 

 
(iv) Auditor’s Report with an unqualified opinion or written letter from auditor 

containing the opinion whether the annual audited financial statements 
comply with the US GAAP or any other format acceptable to PJM; and 
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(v) A summary provided by the Principal responsible or to be responsible for 
PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets. 

 
(c) If Applicant and/or Guarantor is newly formed, does not yet have three (3) years 

of audited financials, or does not routinely prepare audited financial statements, 
PJM may specify other information to allow it to assess the entity’s 
creditworthiness, including but not limited to: 

 
(i) Equivalent financial information traditionally found in: 

- Balance Sheets 
- Income Statements 
- Statements of Cash Flows 

 
(ii) Disclosure equivalent to a Management’s Discussion & Analysis, 

including an executive overview of operating results and outlook, and 
compliance with debt covenants and indentures, and off balance sheet 
arrangements, if any; and 

 
(iii) A summary provided by the Principal responsible or to be responsible for 

PJM Market activity of: (1) the Participant’s primary purpose(s) of activity 
or anticipated activity in the PJM Markets (investment, trading or 
“hedging or mitigating commercial risks,” as such phrase has meaning in 
the CFTC’s regulations regarding the end-user exception to clearing); (2) 
the experience of the Participant (and its Principals) in managing risks in 
similar markets, including other organized RTO/ISO markets or on 
regulated commodity exchanges; and (3) a high level overview of the 
Participant’s intended participation in the PJM Markets. 

 
(d) During a two year transition period from June 1, 2020 to May 31, 2022, the 

Applicant or Guarantor may provide a combination of audited financial 
statements and/or equivalent financial information. 

 
If any of the above information in this section II.A.2 is available on the internet, the Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor may provide a letter stating where such statements can be located and 
retrieved by PJM.  If an Applicant and/or its Guarantor files Form 10-K, Form 10-Q, or Form 8-
K with the SEC, then the Applicant and/or its Guarantor will be deemed to have satisfied the 
requirement by indicating to PJM where the information in this section II.A.2 can be located on 
the internet.  
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If the Applicant and/or its Guarantor fails, for any reason, to provide the information required 
above in this section II.A.2, PJM has the right to (1) request Collateral and/or Restricted 
Collateral to cover the amount of risk reasonably associated with the Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor’s expected activity in any PJM Markets, and/or (2) restrict the Applicant from 
participating in certain PJM Markets, including but not limited to restricting the positions the 
Applicant (once it becomes a Market Participant) takes in the market. 
 
For certain Applicants and/or their Guarantors, some of the above submittals may not be 
applicable and alternate requirements for compliant submittals may be specified by PJM.  In the 
credit evaluation of Municipalities and Cooperatives, PJM may also request additional 
information as part of the initial and ongoing review process and will consider other qualitative 
factors in determining financial strength and creditworthiness. 
 
3. Credit Rating and Internal Credit Score 
 
PJM will use credit risk scoring methodologies as a tool in determining an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance for each Applicant and/or its Guarantor.  As its source for calculating the Unsecured 
Credit Allowance, PJM will rely on the ratings from a Rating Agency, if any, on the Applicant’s 
or Guarantor’s senior unsecured debt or their issuer ratings or corporate ratings if senior 
unsecured debt ratings are not available.  If there is a split rating between the Rating Agencies, 
the lower of the ratings shall apply.  If no external credit rating is available PJM will utilize its 
Internal Credit Score in order to calculate the Unsecured Credit Allowance.   
 
The model used to develop the Internal Credit Score will be quantitative, based on financial data 
found in the income statement, balance sheet, and cash flow statement, and it will be qualitative 
based on relevant factors that may be internal or external to a particular Applicant and/or its 
Guarantor. 
 
PJM will employ a framework, as outlined in Tables 1-5 below, based on metrics internal to the 
Applicant and/or its Guarantor, including capital and leverage, cash flow coverage of fixed 
obligations, liquidity, profitability, and other qualitative factors.  The particular metrics and 
scoring rules differ according to the Applicant’s or Guarantor’s line of business and the PJM 
Markets in which it anticipates participating, in order to account for varying sources and degrees 
of risk to the PJM Markets and PJM members.   
 
The formulation of each metric will be consistently applied to all Applicants and Guarantors 
across industries with slight variations based on identifiable differences in entity type, 
anticipated market activity, and risks to the PJM Markets and PJM members.  In instances where 
the external credit rating is used to calculate the unsecured credit allowance, PJM may also use 
the Internal Credit Score as an input into determining the overall risk profile of an Applicant 
and/or its Guarantor. 
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Table 1. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Leverage and Capital 
Structure 
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Debt / Total Capitalization (%)           
FFO / Debt (%)           
Debt / EBITDA (x)           
Debt / Property, Plant & Equipment 
(%) 

          

Retained Earnings / Total Assets (%)           
Debt / Avg Daily Production or KwH 
($) 

          

Tangible Net Worth ($)           
Core Capital / Total Assets (%)           
Risk-Based Capital / RWA (%)           
Tier 1 Capital / RWA (%)           
Equity / Investments (%)           
Debt / Investments (%)           
 primary metric  secondary metric  FFO = Funds From Operations      RWA = Risk-Weighted Asserts 
 
 
Table 2. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Fixed Charge 
Coverage and Funding 
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EBIT / Interest Expense (x)           
EBITDA / Interest Expense (x)           
EBITDA / [Interest Exp + CPLTD] (x)           
[FFO + Interest Exp] / Interest Exp (x)           
Loans / Total Deposits (%)           
NPL / Gross Loans (%)           
NPL / [Net Worth + LLR] (%)           
Market Funding / Tangible Bank 
Assets (%) 

          

primary metric  secondary metric  CPLTD = Current Portion of Long-Term Debt   EBIT = Earnings Before Interest and Taxes  EBITDA = 
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization   LLR = Loan Loss Reserves   NPL = Non-Performing Loans 
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Table 3. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Liquidity 
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CFFO / Total Debt (x)           
Current Assets / Current Liabilities (x)           
Liquid Assets / Tangible Bank Assets 
(%) 

          

Sources / Uses of Funds (x)           
Weighted Avg Maturity of Debt (yrs)           
Floating Rate Debt / Total Debt (%)           
primary metric  secondary metric   CFFO = Cash Flow From Operations 
 
 
Table 4. 
Quantitative Metrics by Line of 
Business:  Profitability 
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Return on Assets (%)           
Return on Equity (%)           
Profit Volatility (%)           
Return on Revenue (%)           
Net Income / Tangible Assets (%)           
Net Profit ($)           
Net Income / Dividends (x)           
primary metric  secondary metric   
 
 
 
Table 5. 
Qualitative 
Factors:  
Industry Level 
 
 
 

Sample 
Reference 
Metrics 
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Need for PJM 
Markets to 
Achieve Business 
Goals 
 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Low 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

Ability to 
Grow/Enter 
Markets other 
than PJM 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

Very 
Low 
 
 

High 
 
 

High 
 
 

Med  
 
 

Med 
 
 

High 
 
 

N/A 
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Other 
Participants’ 
Ability to Serve 
Customers 
 

Rating 
Agency 
criteria or 
other 
industry 
analysis 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Med 
 
 

Low 
 
 

Low 
 
 

High 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

Regulation of 
Participant’s 
Business 

RRA 
regulatory 
climate 
scores, S&P 
BICRA 

PUCS 
 
 

Govt 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

FERC 
PUCs 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 

Primary Purpose 
of PJM Activity 

Investment 
(“Inv.”)/ 
Trading 
(“Trade”)/ 
Hedging or 
Mitigating 
Commercial 
Risk of 
Operations 
(“CRH”) 

CRH  CRH CRH CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/ 
Trade 

CRH/
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

Inv./ 
Trade 

 
RRA = Regulatory Research Associates, a division of S&P Global, Inc.     BICRA = Bank Industry Country Risk Assessment 
 
The scores developed will range from 1-6, with the following mappings:  
 

1 = Very Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: AAA to AA-; Moody’s: Aaa to Aa3) 
2 = Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: A+ to BBB+; Moody’s: A1 to Baa1) 
3 = Low to Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB; Moody’s: Baa2) 
4 = Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB-; Moody’s: Baa3) 
5 = Medium to High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB+ to BB; Moody’s Ba1 to Ba2) 
6 = High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB- and below; Moody’s: Ba3 and below) 

 
4.  Trade References  
 
If deemed necessary by PJM, whether because the Applicant is newly or recently formed or for 
any other reason, each Applicant and/or its Guarantor shall provide at least one (1) bank 
reference and three (3) Trade References to provide PJM with evidence of Applicant’s 
understanding of the markets in which the Applicant is seeking to participate and the Applicant’s 
experience and ability to manage risk.   PJM may contact the bank references and Trade 
References provided by the Applicant to verify their business experience with the Applicant.   
 
5.  Litigation and Contingencies  
 
Unless prohibited by law, each Applicant and Guarantor is also required to disclose and provide 
information as to the occurrence of, within the five (5) years prior to the submission of the 
information to PJM (i) any litigation, arbitration, investigation (formal inquiry initiated by a 
governmental or regulatory entity), or proceeding,  pending or, to the knowledge of the 
involving, Applicant or its Guarantor or any of their Principals that would likely have a material 
adverse impact on its financial condition and/or would likely materially affect the risk of non-
payment by the Applicant or Guarantor, or (ii) any finding of material defalcation, market 
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manipulation or fraud by or involving the Applicant, Guarantor, or any of their Principals, 
predecessors, subsidiaries, or Credit Affiliates that participate in any United States power 
markets based upon a final adjudication of regulatory and/or legal proceedings, (iii) any 
bankruptcy declarations or petitions by or against an Applicant and/or Guarantor, or (iv) any 
violation by any of the foregoing of any federal or state regulations or laws regarding energy 
commodities, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) or FERC requirements, 
the rules of any exchange monitored by the National Futures Association, any self-regulatory 
organization or any other governing, regulatory, or standards body responsible for regulating 
activity in North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related commodity 
products.  Each Applicant and Guarantor shall take reasonable measures to obtain permission to 
disclose information related to a non-public investigation.  These disclosures shall be made by 
Applicant and Guarantor upon application, and within ten (10) Business Days of any material 
change with respect to any of the above matters. 
 
6.  History of Defaults in Energy Projects 
 
Each Applicant and Guarantor shall disclose their current default status and default history for 
any energy related generation or transmission project (e.g. generation, solar, development), and 
within any wholesale or retail energy market, including but not limited to within PJM, any 
Independent System Operator or Regional Transmission Organization, and exchange that has not 
been cured within the past five (5) years.  Defaults of a non-recourse project financed entity may 
not be included in the default history.   
 
7.  Other Disclosures and Additional Information  
 
Each Applicant and Guarantor is required to disclose any Credit Affiliates that are currently 
Members of PJM, applying for membership with PJM, Transmission Customers, Participants, 
applying to become Market Participants, or that participate directly or indirectly in any PJM 
Markets or any other North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related 
commodity products.  Each Applicant and Guarantor shall also provide a copy of its limited 
liability company agreement or equivalent agreement, certification of formation, articles of 
incorporation or other similar organization document, offering memo or equivalent, the names of 
its five (5) most senior Principals, and information pertaining to any non-compliance with debt 
covenants and indentures. 
Applicants shall provide PJM the credit application referenced in section III.A and any other 
information or documentation reasonably required for PJM to perform the initial risk evaluation 
of Applicant’s or Guarantor’s creditworthiness and ability to comply with the requirements 
contained in the Agreements related to settlements, billing, credit requirements, and other 
financial matters. 
 
B. Supplemental Risk Evaluation Process 
 
As described in section VI below, PJM will conduct a supplemental risk evaluation process for 
Applicants, Participants, and Guarantors applying to conduct virtual and export transactions or 
participate in any PJM Markets. 
C. Unsecured Credit Allowance  
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A Market Participant may request that PJM consider it for an Unsecured Credit Allowance 
pursuant to the provisions herein.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, an FTR Participant shall not 
be considered for an Unsecured Credit Allowance for participation in the FTR markets. 
 
1. Unsecured Credit Allowance Evaluation 
 
PJM will perform a credit evaluation on each Participant that has requested an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance, both initially and at least annually thereafter.  PJM shall determine the amount of 
Unsecured Credit Allowance, if any, that can be provided to the Market Participant in 
accordance with the creditworthiness and other requirements set forth in this Attachment Q.  In 
completing the credit evaluation, PJM will consider: 
 

(a)  Rating Agency Reports 
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports as for each Market Participant on the same basis as 
described in section II.A.1 above and section II.E.1 below.    
 

(b) Financial Statements and Related Information 
 
All financial statements and related information considered for an Unsecured Credit Allowance 
must satisfy all of the same requirements described in section II.A.2 above and section II.E.2 
below. 
 
2.  Material Adverse Changes 
 
Each Market Participant is responsible for informing PJM, in writing, of any Material Adverse 
Change in its financial condition (or the financial condition of its Guarantor) since the date of the 
Market Participant or Guarantor’s most recent annual financial statements provided to PJM, 
pursuant to the requirements reflected in section II.A.2 above and section II.E.3 below.  
 
In the event that PJM determines that a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition of a 
Market Participant warrants a requirement to provide Collateral, additional Collateral or 
Restricted Collateral, PJM shall comply with the process and requirements described in section 
II.A above and section II.E below. 
 
3. Other Disclosures  
 
Each Market Participant desiring an Unsecured Credit Allowance is required to make the 
disclosures and upon the same requirements reflected in section II.A.7 above and section II.E.7 
below. 
 
D. Determination of Unreasonable Credit Risk 
 
Unreasonable credit risk shall be determined by the likelihood that an Applicant will default on a 
financial obligation arising from its participation in any PJM Markets.  Indicators of potentially 
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unreasonable credit risk include, but are not limited to, a history of market manipulation based 
upon a final adjudication of regulatory and/or legal proceedings, a history of financial defaults, a 
history of bankruptcy or insolvency within the past five (5) years, or a combination of current 
market and financial risk factors such as low capitalization, a reasonably likely future material 
financial liability, a low Internal Credit Score (derived pursuant to section II.A.3 above) and/or a 
low externally derived credit score.  PJM’s determination will be based on, but not limited to, 
information and material provided to PJM during its initial risk evaluation process, information 
and material provided to PJM in the Officer’s Certification, and/or information gleaned by PJM 
from public and non-public sources.    
 
If PJM determines that an Applicant poses an unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets, PJM 
may require Collateral, additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral commensurate with the 
Applicant’s risk of financial default, reject an application, and/or limit or deny Applicant’s 
participation in the PJM Markets, to the extent and for the time period it determines is necessary 
to mitigate the unreasonable credit risk to the PJM Markets.  PJM will reject an application if it 
determines that Collateral, additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral cannot address the risk.   
 
PJM will communicate its concerns regarding whether the Applicant presents an unreasonable 
credit risk, if any, in writing to the Applicant and attempt to better understand the circumstances 
surrounding that Applicant’s financial and credit position before making its determination.  In 
the event PJM determines that an Applicant presents an unreasonable credit risk that warrants a 
requirement to provide Collateral of any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide 
the Applicant with a written explanation of why such determination was made.    
 
E. Ongoing Risk Evaluation 
 
In addition to the initial risk evaluation set forth in sections II.A through II.D above and the 
annual certification requirements set forth in section III.A below, each Market Participant and/or 
its Guarantor has an ongoing obligation to provide PJM with the information required in section 
IV.A described in more detail below.  PJM may also review public information regarding a 
Market Participant and/or its Guarantor as part of its ongoing risk evaluation.  If appropriate, 
PJM will revise the Market Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or change its 
determination of creditworthiness, credit support, Restricted Collateral, required Collateral or 
other assurances pursuant to PJM’s ongoing risk evaluation process. 
 
Each Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must provide the information set forth below on an 
ongoing basis in order to remain eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  The same 
quantitative and qualitative factors will be used to evaluate Market Participants whether or not 
they have rated debt. 
 
1.  Rating Agency Reports  
 
PJM will review Rating Agency reports for each Market Participant and/or Guarantor on the 
same basis as described in section II.A.1 above.  
 
2.  Financial Statements and Related Information  
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On an ongoing basis, Market Participants and/or their Guarantors shall provide the information 
they are required to provide as described in section II.A.2 above, pursuant to the schedule 
reflected below, with one exception.  With regard to the summary that is required to be provided 
by the Principal responsible for PJM Market activity, with respect to experience of the 
Participant or its Principals in managing risks in similar markets, the Principal only needs to 
provide that information for a new Principal that was not serving in the position when the prior 
summary was provided.  PJM will review financial statements and related information for each 
Market Participant and/or Guarantor on the same basis as described in section II.A.2 above.    
 
Each Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must submit, or cause to be submitted, annual 
audited financial statements, except as otherwise indicated below, prepared in accordance with 
US GAAP or any other format acceptable to PJM for the fiscal year most recently ended within 
ten (10) calendar days of the financial statements becoming available and no later than one 
hundred twenty (120) calendar days after its fiscal year end.  Market Participants and/or their 
Guarantors must submit, or cause to be submitted, financial statements, which may be unaudited, 
for each completed fiscal quarter of the current fiscal year, promptly upon their issuance, but no 
later than sixty (60) calendar days after the end of each fiscal quarter.  All audited financial 
statements provided by the Market Participant and/or its Guarantor must be audited by an 
Independent Auditor.   
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, PJM may upon request, grant a Market Participant or Guarantor 
an extension of time, if the financials are not available within the time frame stated above. 
 
3. Material Adverse Changes 
 
Each Market Participant and each Guarantor is responsible for informing PJM, in writing, of any 
Material Adverse Change in its or its Guarantor’s financial condition within five (5) Business 
Days of any Principal becoming aware of the occurrence of a Material Adverse Change since the 
date of the Market Participant or Guarantor’s most recent annual financial statements provided to 
PJM.  However, PJM may also independently establish from available information that a 
Participant and/or its Guarantor has experienced a Material Adverse Change in its financial 
condition without regard to whether such Market Participant or Guarantor  has informed PJM of 
the same. 
 
For the purposes of this Attachment Q, a Material Adverse Change in financial condition may 
include, but is not be limited to, any of the following: 
 

(a) a bankruptcy filing; 
(b) insolvency; 
(c) a significant decrease in market capitalization; 
(d) restatement of prior financial statements unless required due to regulatory 

changes; 
(e) the resignation or removal of a Principal unless there is a new Principal appointed 

or expected to be appointed, a transition plan in place pending the appointment of 
a new Principal, or a planned restructuring of such roles;  
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(f) the filing of a lawsuit or initiation of an arbitration, investigation, or other 
proceeding that would likely have a material adverse effect on any current or 
future financial results or financial condition or increase the likelihood of non-
payment; 

(g) a material financial default in any other organized energy, ancillary service, 
financial transmission rights and/or capacity markets including but not limited to 
those of another Regional Transmission Organization or Independent System 
Operator, or on any commodity exchange, futures exchange or clearing house, 
that has not been cured or remedied after any required notice has been given and 
any cure period has elapsed;   

(h) a revocation of a license or other authority by any Federal or State regulatory 
agency; where such license or authority is necessary or important to the 
Participant’s continued business, for example, FERC market-based rate authority, 
or State license to serve retail load;  

(i) a significant change in credit default swap spreads, market capitalization, or other 
market-based risk measurement criteria, such as a recent increase in Moody’s 
KMV Expected Default Frequency (EDFtm) that is materially greater than the 
increase in its peers’ EDFtm rates, or a collateral default swap (CDS) premium 
normally associated with an entity rated lower than investment grade;  

(j) a confirmed, undisputed material financial default in a bilateral arrangement with 
another Participant or counterparty that has not been cured or remedied after any 
required notice has been given and any cure period has elapsed;  

(k) the sale by a Participant of all or substantially all of its bilateral position(s) in the 
PJM Markets; 

(l) any adverse changes in financial condition which, individually, or in the 
aggregate, are material; and, 

(m) any adverse changes, events or occurrences which, individually or in the 
aggregate, could affect the ability of the entity to pay its debts as they become due 
or could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on any current 
or future financial results or financial condition. 

 
Upon identification of a Material Adverse Change, PJM shall evaluate the financial strength and 
risk profile of the Market Participant and/or its Guarantor at that time and may do so on a more 
frequent basis going forward. If the result of such evaluation identifies unreasonable credit risk 
to any PJM Market as further described in section II.E.8 below, PJM will take steps to mitigate 
the financial exposure to the PJM Markets. These steps include, but are not limited to requiring 
the Market Participant and/or each Guarantor to provide Collateral, additional Collateral or 
additional Restricted Collateral that is commensurate with the amount of risk in which the 
Market Participant wants to engage, and/or limiting the Market Participant’s ability to participate 
in any PJM Market to the extent, and for the time-period necessary to mitigate the unreasonable 
credit risk. In the event PJM determines that a Material Adverse Change in the financial 
condition or risk profile of a Market Participant and/or Guarantor, warrants a requirement to 
provide Collateral of any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide the Market 
Participant and/or Guarantor, a written explanation of why such determination was made.  
Conversely, in the event PJM determines there has been an improvement in the financial 
condition or risk profile of a Market Participant and/or Guarantor such that the amount of 
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Collateral needed for that Market Participant  and/or Guarantor can be reduced, PJM shall 
provide a written explanation why such determination was made, including the amount of the 
Collateral reduction and indicating when and how the reduction will be made. 

 
4. Litigation and Contingencies  

 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to disclose and provide information 
regarding litigation and contingencies as outlined in section II.A.5 above. 
 
5. History of Defaults in Energy Projects 
 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to disclose current default status and 
default history as outlined in section II.A.6 above. 
 
6. Internal Credit Score 
 
As part of its ongoing risk evaluation, PJM will use credit risk scoring methodologies as a tool in 
determining an Internal Credit Score for each Market Participant and/or Guarantor, utilizing the 
same model and framework outlined in section II.A.3 above.   
 
7.  Other Disclosures and Additional Information  
 
Each Market Participant and/or Guarantor is required to make other disclosures and provide 
additional information outlined in section II.A.7 above. 
 
PJM will monitor each Market Participant’s use of services and associated financial obligations 
on a regular basis to determine their total potential financial exposure and for credit monitoring 
purposes, and may require the Market Participant and/or Guarantor to provide additional 
information, pursuant to the terms and provisions described herein.  
 
Market Participants shall provide PJM, upon request, any information or documentation 
reasonably required for PJM to monitor and evaluate a Market Participant’s creditworthiness and 
compliance with the Agreements related to settlements, billing, credit requirements, and other 
financial matters. 
 
8. Unreasonable Credit Risk 
 
If PJM has reasonable grounds to believe that a Market Participant and/or its Guarantor poses an 
unreasonable credit risk to any PJM Markets, PJM may immediately notify the Market 
Participant of such unreasonable credit risk and (1) issue a Collateral Call to demand Collateral, 
additional Collateral, or Restricted Collateral or other assurances commensurate with the Market 
Participant’s and/or its Guarantor’s risk of financial default or other risk posed by the Market 
Participant’s or Guarantor’s financial condition or risk profile to the PJM Markets and PJM 
members, or (2) limit or suspend the Market Participant’s participation in any PJM Markets, to 
the extent and for such time period PJM determines is necessary to mitigate the unreasonable 
credit risk to any PJM Markets.  PJM will only limit or suspend a Market Participant’s market 
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participation if Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral cannot address the 
unreasonable credit risk. 
 
PJM’s determination will be based on, but not limited to, information and material provided to 
PJM during its ongoing risk evaluation process or in the Officer’s Certification, and/or 
information gleaned by PJM from public and non-public sources.  PJM will communicate its 
concerns, if any, in writing to the Market Participant and attempt to better understand the 
circumstances surrounding the Market Participant’s financial and credit position before making 
its determination.  At PJM’s request or upon its own initiative, the Market Participant or its 
Guarantor may provide supplemental information to PJM that would allow PJM to consider 
reducing the additional Collateral requested or reducing the severity of limitations or other 
restrictions designed to mitigate the Market Participant’s credit risk.  Such information shall 
include, but not be limited to: (i) the Market Participant’s estimated exposure, (ii) explanations 
for any recent change in the Market Participant’s market activity, (iii) any relevant new load or 
unit outage information; or (iv) any default or supply contract expiration, termination or 
suspension.   
 
The Market Participant shall have five (5) Business Days to respond to PJM’s request for 
supplemental information.  If the requested information is provided in full to PJM’s satisfaction 
during said period, the additional Collateral requirement shall reflect the Market Participant’s 
anticipated exposure based on the information provided.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any 
additional Collateral requested by PJM in a Collateral Call must be provided by the Market 
Participant within the applicable cure period.  
 
In the event PJM determines that an Market Participant and/or its Guarantor presents an 
unreasonable credit risk, as described above, that warrants a requirement to provide Collateral of 
any type, or some action to mitigate risk, PJM shall provide the Market Participant with a written 
explanation of why such final determination was made.   
 
PJM has the right at any time to modify any Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or require 
additional Collateral as may be deemed reasonably necessary to support current or anticipated 
market activity as set forth in Tariff, Attachment Q, sections II.A.2 and II.C.1.b.  Failure to remit 
the required amount of additional Collateral within the applicable cure period shall constitute an 
Event of Default. 
 
F. Collateral and Credit Restrictions  
 
PJM may establish certain restrictions on available credit by requiring that some amounts of 
credit, i.e. Restricted Collateral, may not be available to satisfy credit requirements.  Such 
designations shall be construed to be applicable to the calculation of credit requirements only, 
and shall not restrict PJM’s ability to apply such designated credit to any obligation(s) in case of 
a default.  Any such Restricted Collateral will be held by PJM, as applicable.  Such Restricted 
Collateral will not be returned to the Participant until PJM has determined that the risk for which 
such Restricted Collateral is being held has subsided or been resolved. 
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PJM may post on PJM's web site, and may reference on OASIS, a supplementary document 
which contains additional business practices (such as algorithms for credit scoring) that are not 
included in this Attachment Q.  Changes to the supplementary document will be subject to 
stakeholder review and comment prior to implementation.  PJM may specify a required 
compliance date, not less than fifteen (15) calendar days from notification, by which time all 
Participants and their Guarantors must comply with provisions that have been revised in the 
supplementary document.  
 
PJM will regularly post each Participant’s and/or its Guarantor’s credit requirements and credit 
provisions on the PJM web site in a secure, password-protected location.  Each Participant and/or 
its Guarantor is responsible for monitoring such information, and maintaining sufficient credit to 
satisfy the credit requirements described herein. Failure to maintain credit sufficient to satisfy the 
credit requirements of the Attachment Q shall constitute a Credit Breach, and the Participant will 
be subject to the remedies established herein and in any of the Agreements. 
 
G. Unsecured Credit Allowance Calculation 
 
The external rating from a Rating Agency will be used as the source for calculating the 
Unsecured Credit Allowance, unless no external credit rating is available in which case PJM will 
utilize its Internal Credit Score for such purposes.  If there is a split rating between the Rating 
Agencies, the lower of the ratings shall apply.   
 
Where two or more entities, including Participants, are considered Credit Affiliates, Unsecured 
Credit Allowances will be established for each individual Participant, subject to an aggregate 
maximum amount for all Credit Affiliates as provided for in Attachment Q, section II.G.3. 
 
In its credit evaluation of Municipalities and Cooperatives, PJM may request additional 
information as part of the ongoing risk evaluation process and will also consider qualitative 
factors in determining financial strength and creditworthiness.   
 
1. Credit Rating and Internal Credit Score 
 
As previously described in section II.A.3 above, PJM will determine the Internal Credit Score for 
an Applicant, Market Participant and/or its Guarantor using the credit risk scoring methodologies 
contained therein.  Internal Credit Scores, ranging from 1-6, for each Applicant, Market 
Participant and/or its Guarantor, will be determined with the following mappings:  
 

1 = Very Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: AAA to AA-; Moody’s: Aaa to Aa3) 
2 = Low Risk (S&P/Fitch: A+ to BBB+; Moody’s: A1 to Baa1) 
3 = Low to Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB; Moody’s: Baa2) 
4 = Medium Risk (S&P/Fitch: BBB-; Moody’s: Baa3) 
5 = Medium to High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB+ to BB; Moody’s Ba1 to Ba2) 
6 = High Risk (S&P/Fitch: BB- and below; Moody’s: Ba3 and below)  
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In instances where the external credit rating is used to calculate the unsecured credit allowance, 
PJM may also use the Internal Credit Score as an input into its determination of the overall risk 
profile of an Applicant and/or its Guarantor   
 
2. Unsecured Credit Allowance 
 
PJM will determine a Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance based on its external rating or 
its Internal Credit Score, as applicable, and the parameters in the table below.  The maximum 
Unsecured Credit Allowance is the lower of: 
 

(a) A percentage of the Participant’s Tangible Net Worth, as stated in the table 
below, with the percentage based on the Participant’s external rating or Internal 
Credit Score, as applicable;  and  

 
(b) A dollar cap based on the external rating or Internal Credit Score, as applicable, as 

stated in the table below: 
 

Internal Credit Score Risk Ranking Tangible Net 
Worth Factor 

Maximum Unsecured 
Credit Allowance 
($ Million) 

1.00 – 1.99 1 – Very Low 
(AAA to AA-) 

Up to 10.00% $50 

2.00 – 2.99 2 – Low (A+ to 
BBB+) 

Up to 8.00% $42 

3.00 – 3.49 3 – Low to 
Medium (BBB) 

Up to 6.00% $33 

3.50 – 4.49 4 – Medium 
(BBB-) 

Up to 5.00% $7 

4.50 – 5.49 5 – Medium to 
High (BB+ to BB) 

0% $0 

 > 5.49 6 – High (BB- and 
below) 

0% $0 

 
If a Corporate Guaranty is utilized to establish an Unsecured Credit Allowance for a Participant, 
the value of a Corporate Guaranty will be the lesser of: 

 
(a) The limit imposed in the Corporate Guaranty; 
 
(b) The Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for the Guarantor; and 
 
(c) A portion of the Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for the Guarantor in the 

case of Credit Affiliates. 
 

PJM has the right at any time to modify any Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or require 
additional Collateral as may be deemed reasonably necessary to support current market activity.  
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Failure to remit the required amount of additional Collateral within the applicable cure period 
shall be deemed an Event of Default. 

 
PJM will maintain a posting of each Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance, along with 
certain other credit related parameters, on the PJM website in a secure, password-protected 
location.  Each Participant will be responsible for monitoring such information and recognizing 
changes that may occur.   

3. Unsecured Credit Limits For Credit Affiliates 
 
If two or more Participants are Credit Affiliates and have requested an Unsecured Credit 
Allowance, PJM will consider the overall creditworthiness of the Credit Affiliates when 
determining the Unsecured Credit Allowances in order not to establish more Unsecured Credit 
for the Credit Affiliates collectively than the overall corporate family could support. 
 

Example: Participants A and B each have a $10.0 million Corporate Guaranty from their 
common parent, a holding company with an Unsecured Credit Allowance calculation of 
$12.0 million.  PJM may limit the Unsecured Credit Allowance for each Participant to 
$6.0 million, so the total Unsecured Credit Allowance does not exceed the corporate 
family total of $12.0 million. 
 

PJM will work with the Credit Affiliates to allocate the total Unsecured Credit Allowance among 
the Credit Affiliates while assuring that no individual Participant, nor common guarantor, 
exceeds the Unsecured Credit Allowance appropriate for its credit strength.  The aggregate 
Unsecured Credit for a Participant, including Unsecured Credit Allowance granted based on its 
own creditworthiness and risk profile, and any Unsecured Credit Allowance conveyed through a 
Guaranty shall not exceed $50 million. The aggregate Unsecured Credit for a Credit Affiliates 
corporate family shall not exceed $50 million.  A Credit Affiliate corporate family subject to this 
cap shall request PJM to allocate the maximum Unsecured Credit amongst the corporate family, 
assuring that no individual Participant or common guarantor, shall exceed the Unsecured Credit 
level appropriate for its credit strength and activity. 
H. Contesting an Unsecured Credit Evaluation 
 
PJM will provide to a Participant, upon request, a written explanation for any determination of or 
change in Unsecured Credit or credit requirement within ten (10) Business Days of receiving 
such request. 
 
If a Participant believes that either its level of Unsecured Credit or its credit requirement has 
been incorrectly determined, according to this Attachment Q, then the Participant may send a 
request for reconsideration in writing to PJM.  Such a request should include: 
 
(1) A citation to the applicable section(s) of this Attachment Q along with an explanation of 

how the respective provisions of this Attachment Q were not carried out in the 
determination as made; and 
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(2) A calculation of what the Participant believes should be the appropriate Unsecured Credit 
or Collateral requirement, according to terms of this Attachment Q. 

 
PJM will provide a written response as promptly as practical, but no more than ten (10) Business 
Days after receipt of the request.  If the Participant still feels that the determination is incorrect, 
then the Participant may contest that determination.  Such contest should be in written form, 
addressed to PJM, and should contain: 
 
(1) A complete copy of the Participant’s earlier request for reconsideration, including 

citations and calculations; 
 
(2) A copy of PJM’s written response to its request for reconsideration; and 
 
(3) An explanation of why it believes that the determination still does not comply with this 

Attachment Q. 
 
PJM will investigate and will respond to the Participant with a final determination on the matter 
as promptly as practical, but no more than twenty (20) Business Days after receipt of the request. 
 
Neither requesting reconsideration nor contesting the determination following such request shall 
relieve or delay Participant's responsibility to comply with all provisions of this Attachment Q, 
including without limitation posting Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral in 
response to a Collateral Call.   
 
If a Corporate Guaranty is being utilized to establish credit for a Participant, the Guarantor will 
be evaluated and the Unsecured Credit Allowance granted, if any, based on the financial strength 
and creditworthiness, and risk profile of the Guarantor. Any utilization of a Corporate Guaranty 
will only be applicable to non-FTR credit requirements, and will not be applicable to cover FTR 
credit requirements. 
 
PJM will identify any necessary Collateral requirements and establish a Working Credit Limit 
for each Participant.  Any Unsecured Credit Allowance will only be applicable to non-FTR 
credit requirements, for positions in PJM Markets other than the FTR market, because all FTR 
credit requirements must be satisfied by posting Collateral. 
 
III. MINIMUM PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS 
 
A Participant seeking to participate in any PJM Markets shall submit to PJM any information or 
documentation reasonably required for PJM to evaluate its experience and resources.  If PJM 
determines, based on its review of the relevant information and after consultation with the 
Participant, that the Participant’s participation in any PJM Markets presents an unreasonable 
credit risk, PJM may reject the Participant’s application to become a Market Participant, 
notwithstanding applicant’s ability to meet other minimum participation criteria, registration 
requirements and creditworthiness requirements.   
 
A.  Annual Certification  
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Before they are eligible to transact in any PJM Market, all Applicants shall provide to PJM (i) an 
executed copy of a credit application and (ii) a copy of the annual certification set forth in 
Attachment Q, Appendix 1. As a condition to continued eligibility to transact in any PJM 
Market, Market Participants shall provide to PJM the annual certification set forth in Attachment 
Q, Appendix 1.   
 
After the initial submission, the annual certification must be submitted each calendar year by all 
Market Participants between January 1 and April 30.  PJM will accept such certifications as a 
matter of course and the Market Participants will not need further notice from PJM before 
commencing or maintaining their eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets.   
 
A Market Participant that fails to provide its annual certification by April 30 shall be ineligible to 
transact in any PJM Markets and PJM will disable the Market Participant’s access to any PJM 
Markets until such time as PJM receives the certification.  In addition, failure to provide an 
executed annual certification in a form acceptable to PJM and by the specified deadlines may 
result in a default under the Tariff. 
 
Market Participants acknowledge and understand that the annual certification constitutes a 
representation upon which PJM will rely. Such representation is additionally made under the 
Tariff, filed with and accepted by FERC, and any false, misleading or incomplete statement 
knowingly made by the Market Participant and that is material to the Market Participant’s ability 
to perform may be considered a violation of the Tariff and subject the Market Participant to 
action by FERC.  Failure to comply with any of the criteria or requirements listed herein or in the 
certification may result in suspension or limitation of a Market Participant’s transaction rights in 
any PJM Markets. 
 
Applicants and Market Participants shall submit to PJM, upon request, any information or 
documentation reasonably and/or legally required to confirm Applicant’s or Market Participant’s 
compliance with the Agreements and the annual certification.   
 
B. PJM Market Participation Eligibility Requirements 
 
PJM may conduct periodic verification to confirm that Applicants and Market Participants can 
demonstrate that they meet the definition of “appropriate person” to further ensure minimum 
criteria are in place.  Such demonstration will consist of the submission of evidence and an 
executed Annual Officer Certification form as set forth in Attachment Q, Appendix 1 in a form 
acceptable to PJM.  If an Applicant or Market Participant does not provide sufficient evidence 
for verification to PJM within five (5) Business Days of written request, then such Applicant or 
Market Participant may result in a default under this Tariff.  Demonstration of “appropriate 
person” status and support of other certifications on the annual certification is one part of the 
Minimum Participation Requirements for any PJM Markets and does not obviate the need to 
meet the other Minimum Participation Requirements such as those for minimum capitalization 
and risk profile as set forth in this Attachment Q.  
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To be eligible to transact in any PJM Markets, an Applicant or Participant must demonstrate in 
accordance with the Risk Management and Verification processes set forth below that it qualifies 
in one of the following ways: 
 

1. an “appropriate person,” as that term is defined under Commodity Exchange Act, 
section 4(c)(3), or successor provision, or; 
 

2. an “eligible contract participant,” as that term is defined in Commodity Exchange 
Act, section 1a(18), or successor provision, or; 

 
3. a business entity or person who is in the business of:  (1) generating, transmitting, or 

distributing electric energy, or (2) providing electric energy services that are 
necessary to support the reliable operation of the transmission system, or; 

 
4. an Applicant or Market Participant seeking eligibility as an “appropriate person” 

providing an unlimited Corporate Guaranty in a form acceptable to PJM as described 
in section V below from a Guarantor that has demonstrated it is an “appropriate 
person,” and has at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Applicant and Market Participant for which the Guarantor has issued an unlimited 
Corporate Guaranty, or; 

 
5. an Applicant or Market Participant providing a Letter of Credit of at least $5 million 

to PJM in a form acceptable to PJM as described in section V below, that the 
Applicant or Market Participant acknowledges is separate from, and cannot be 
applied to meet, its credit requirements to PJM, or; 

 
6. an Applicant or Market Participant providing a surety bond of at least $5 million to 

PJM in a form acceptable to PJM as described in section V below, that the Applicant 
or Market Participant acknowledges is separate from, and cannot be applied to meet, 
its credit requirements to PJM. 

 
If, at any time, a Market Participant cannot meet the eligibility requirements set forth above, it 
shall immediately notify PJM and immediately cease conducting transactions in any PJM 
Markets.  PJM may terminate a Market Participant’s transaction rights in any PJM Markets if, at 
any time, it becomes aware that the Market Participant does not meet the minimum eligibility 
requirements set forth above. 
 
In the event that a Market Participant is no longer able to demonstrate it meets the minimum 
eligibility requirements set forth above, and possesses, obtains or has rights to possess or obtain, 
any open or forward positions in any PJM Markets, PJM may take any such action it deems 
necessary with respect to such open or forward positions, including, but not limited to, 
liquidation, transfer, assignment or sale; provided, however, that the Market Participant will, 
notwithstanding its ineligibility to participate in any PJM Markets, be entitled to any positive 
market value of those positions, net of any obligations due and owing to PJM. 
 
C. Risk Management and Verification 
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All Market Participants must maintain current written risk management policies, procedures, or 
controls to address how market and credit risk is managed, and are required to submit to PJM (at 
the time they make their annual certification) a copy of their current governing risk control 
policies, procedures and controls applicable to their market activities.  PJM will review such 
documentation to verify that it appears generally to conform to prudent risk management 
practices for entities participating in any PJM Markets.   
 
All Market Participants subject to this provision shall make a one-time payment of $1,500.00 to 
PJM to cover administrative costs.  Thereafter, if such Participant’s risk policies, procedures and 
controls applicable to its market activities change substantively, it shall submit such modified 
documentation, with applicable administrative charge determined by PJM, to PJM for review and 
verification at the time it makes its annual certification.  All Market Participant’s continued 
eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets is conditioned on PJM notifying a Participant that 
its annual certification, including the submission of its risk policies, procedures and controls, has 
been accepted by PJM.  PJM may retain outside expertise to perform the review and verification 
function described in this section, however, in all circumstances, PJM and any third-party it may 
retain will treat as confidential the documentation provided by a Participant under this section, 
consistent with the applicable provisions of the Operating Agreement. 
 
Participants must demonstrate that they have implemented prudent risk management policies and 
procedures in order to be eligible to participate in any PJM Markets.  Participants must 
demonstrate on at least an annual basis that they have implemented and maintained prudent risk 
management policies and procedures in order to continue to participate in any PJM Markets.  
Upon written request, the Participant will have fourteen (14) calendar days to provide to PJM 
current governing risk management policies, procedures, or controls applicable to Participant’s 
activities in any PJM Markets.   
 
D. Capitalization 
 
In advance of certification, Applicants shall meet the minimum capitalization requirements 
below.  In addition to the annual certification requirements in Attachment Q, Appendix 1, a 
Market Participant shall satisfy the minimum capitalization requirements on an annual basis 
thereafter.  A Participant must demonstrate that it meets the minimum financial requirements 
appropriate for the PJM Markets in which it transacts by satisfying either the minimum 
capitalization or the provision of Collateral requirements listed below: 
 
1. Minimum Capitalization 
 
Minimum capitalization may be met by demonstrating minimum levels of Tangible Net Worth or 
tangible assets.  FTR Participants must demonstrate a Tangible Net Worth in excess of $1 
million or tangible assets in excess of $10 million.  Other Market Participants must demonstrate 
a Tangible Net Worth in excess of $500,000 or tangible assets in excess of $5 million. 

 
(a) Consideration of tangible assets and Tangible Net Worth shall exclude assets which PJM 
reasonably believes to be restricted, highly risky, or potentially unavailable to settle a claim in 
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the event of default.  Examples include, but are not limited to, restricted assets, derivative assets, 
goodwill, and other intangible assets. 

 
(b) Demonstration of “tangible” assets and Tangible Net Worth may be satisfied through 
presentation of an acceptable Corporate Guaranty, provided that both: 

 
(i) the Guarantor is a Credit Affiliate company that satisfies the Tangible Net Worth 

or tangible assets requirements herein, and; 
 

 (ii) the Corporate Guaranty is either unlimited or at least $500,000. 
 

If the Corporate Guaranty presented by the Participant to satisfy these 
capitalization requirements is limited in value, then the Participant’s resulting 
Unsecured Credit Allowance shall be the lesser of: 

 
(1) the applicable Unsecured Credit Allowance available to the Participant by 

the Corporate Guaranty pursuant to the creditworthiness provisions of this 
Attachment Q, or, 
 

(2) the face value of the Corporate Guaranty, reduced by $500,000 and further 
reduced by 10%.  (For example, a $10.5 million Corporate Guaranty 
would be reduced first by $500,000 to $10 million and then further 
reduced 10% more to $9 million.  The resulting $9 million would be the 
Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance available through the Corporate 
Guaranty). 
 

 In the event that a Participant provides Collateral in addition to a limited 
Corporate Guaranty to increase its available credit, the value of such 
Collateral shall be reduced by 10%.  This reduced value shall be 
considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this Attachment 
Q. 
 

(c) Demonstrations of minimum capitalization (minimum Tangible Net Worth or tangible 
assets) must be presented in the form of audited financial statements for the Participant’s most 
recent fiscal year during the initial risk evaluation process and ongoing risk evaluation process. 

 
2. Provision of Collateral 
 
If a Participant does not demonstrate compliance with its applicable minimum capitalization 
requirements above, it may still qualify to participate in any PJM Markets by posting Collateral, 
additional Collateral, and/or Restricted Collateral, subject to the terms and conditions set forth 
herein. 

 
Any Collateral provided by a Participant unable to satisfy the minimum capitalization 
requirements above will also be restricted in the following manner:  
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(a) Collateral provided by Market Participants that engage in FTR transactions shall 
be reduced by an amount of the current risk plus any future risk to any PJM 
Markets and PJM membership in general, and may coincide with limitations on 
market participation.  The amount of this Restricted Collateral shall not be 
available to cover any credit requirements from market activity.  The remaining 
value shall be considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this 
Attachment Q. 

(b) Collateral provided by other Participants that engage in Virtual Transactions or 
Export Transactions shall be reduced by $200,000 and then further reduced by 
10%.  The amount of this Restricted Collateral shall not be available to cover any 
credit requirements from market activity.  The remaining value shall be 
considered the amount available to satisfy requirements of this Attachment Q. 

(c) Collateral provided by other Participants that do not engage in Virtual 
Transactions or Export Transactions shall be reduced by 10%.  The amount of this 
Restricted Collateral shall not be available to cover any credit requirements from 
market activity.  The remaining value shall be considered the amount available to 
satisfy requirements of this Attachment Q. 

In the event a Participant that satisfies the minimum capital requirement through provision of 
Collateral also provides a Corporate Guaranty to increase its available credit, then the 
Participant’s resulting Unsecured Credit Allowance conveyed through such Corporate Guaranty 
shall be the lesser of: 

(a) the applicable Unsecured Credit Allowance available to the Participant by the 
Corporate Guaranty pursuant to the creditworthiness provisions of this 
Attachment Q; or  

(b) the face value of the Corporate Guaranty, reduced commensurate with the amount 
of the current risk plus any anticipated future risk to any PJM Markets and PJM membership in 
general, and may coincide with limitations on market participation.  
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IV.   ONGOING COVENANTS  
 
A. Ongoing Obligation to Provide Information to PJM 
 

So long as a Participant is eligible to participate, or participates or holds positions, in any PJM 
Markets, it shall deliver to PJM, in form and detail satisfactory to PJM: 

(1) All financial statements and other financial disclosures as required by section II.E.2 by 
the deadline set forth therein; 

(2) Notice, within five (5) Business Days, of any Principal becoming aware that the 
Participant does not meet the Minimum Participation Requirements set forth in section 
III;  

(3) Notice when any Principal becomes aware of any matter that has resulted or would 
reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition 
of the Participant or its Guarantor, if any, a description of such Material Adverse Change 
in detail reasonable to allow PJM to determine its potential effect on, or any change in, 
the Participant’s risk profile as a participant in any PJM Markets, by the deadline set forth 
in section II.E.3 above; 

(4) Notice, within the deadline set forth therein, of any Principal becoming aware of a 
litigation or contingency event described in section II.E.4, or of a Material Adverse 
Change in any such litigation or contingency event previously disclosed to PJM, 
information in detail reasonable to allow PJM to determine its potential effect on, or any 
change in, the Market Participant’s risk profile as a participant in any PJM Markets by 
the deadline set forth therein; 

(5) Notice, within two (2) Business Days after any Principal becomes aware of a Credit 
Breach, Financial Default, or Credit Support Default, that includes a description of such 
default or event and the Participant’s proposals for addressing the default or event; 

(6)   As soon as available but not later than April 30th of any calendar year, the annual 
Certification described in section III.A in a form set forth in Attachment Q, Appendix 1; 

(7) Concurrently with submission of the annual certification, demonstration that the 
Participant meets the minimum capitalization requirements set forth in section III.D;  

(8) Concurrently with submission of the annual certification and within the applicable 
deadline of any substantive change, or within the applicable deadline of a request from 
PJM, a copy of the Participant’s written risk management policies, procedures or controls 
addressing how the Participant manages market and credit risk in the PJM Markets in 
which it participates, as well as a high level summary by the chief risk officer or other 
Principal regarding any material violations, breaches, or compliance or disciplinary 
actions related to the risk management policies, by the Participant under the policies, 
procedures or controls within the prior 12 months, as set forth in section IV.B below;  

(9) Within five (5) Business Days of request by PJM, evidence demonstrating the Participant 
meets the definition of “appropriate person” or “eligible contract participant,” as those 
terms are defined in the Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC regulations 
promulgated thereunder, or of any other certification in the annual Certification; or 
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(10) Within a reasonable time after PJM requests, any other information or documentation 
reasonably and/or legally required by PJM to confirm Participant’s compliance with the 
Tariff and its eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets. 

Participants acknowledge and understand that the deliveries constitute representations upon 
which PJM will rely in allowing the Participant to continue to participate in its markets, with the 
Internal Credit Score and Unsecured Credit Allowance, if any, previously determined by PJM.   

B. Risk Management Review 

PJM shall also conduct a periodic compliance verification process to review and verify, as 
applicable, Participants’ risk management policies, practices, and procedures pertaining to the 
Participant’s activities in any PJM Markets.  PJM shall review such documentation to verify that 
it appears generally to conform to prudent risk management practices for entities trading in any 
PJM Markets. Participant shall also provide a high level summary by the chief risk officer or 
other Principal regarding any material violations, breaches, or compliance or disciplinary actions 
in connection with such risk management policies, practices and procedures within the prior 
twelve (12) months. 

If a third-party industry association publishes or modifies principles or best practices relating to 
risk management in North American markets for electricity, natural gas or electricity-related 
commodity products, PJM may, following stakeholder discussion and with no less than six (6) 
months prior notice to stakeholders, consider such principles or best practices in evaluating the 
Participant’s risk controls.   
 
PJM will prioritize the verification of risk management policies based on a number of criteria, 
including but not limited to how long the entity has been in business, the Participant’s and its 
Principals’ history of participation in any PJM Markets, and any other information obtained in 
determining the risk profile of the Participant. 
 
Each Participant’s continued eligibility to participate in any PJM Markets is conditioned upon 
PJM notifying the Participant of successful completion of PJM’s verification of the Participant’s 
risk management policies, practices and procedures, as discussed herein.  However, if PJM 
notifies the Participant in writing that it could not successfully complete the verification process, 
PJM shall allow such Participant fourteen (14) calendar days to provide sufficient evidence for 
verification prior to declaring the Participant as ineligible to continue to participate in any PJM 
Markets, which declaration shall be in writing with an explanation of why PJM could not 
complete the verification.  If the Participant does not provide sufficient evidence for verification 
to PJM within the required cure period, such Participant will be considered in default under this 
Tariff. PJM may retain outside expertise to perform the review and verification function 
described in this paragraph.  PJM and any third party it may retain will treat as confidential the 
documentation provided by a Participant under this paragraph, consistent with the applicable 
provisions of the Agreements.  If PJM retains such outside expertise, a Participant may direct in 
writing that PJM perform the risk management review and verification for such Participant 
instead of utilizing a third party, provided however, that employees and contract employees of 
PJM and PJM shall not be considered to be such outside expertise or third parties.   
 
Participants are solely responsible for the positions they take and the obligations they assume in 
any PJM Markets.  PJM hereby disclaims any and all responsibility to any Participant or PJM 
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Member associated with Participant’s submitting or failure to submit its annual certification or 
PJM’s review and verification of a Participant’s risk policies, procedures and controls.  Such 
review and verification is limited to demonstrating basic compliance by a Participant showing 
the existence of written policies, procedures and controls to limit its risk in any PJM Markets and 
does not constitute an endorsement of the efficacy of such policies, procedures or controls. 
 
V.   FORMS OF CREDIT SUPPORT 
 
In order to satisfy their PJM credit requirements Participants may provide credit support in a 
PJM-approved form and amount pursuant to the guidelines herein, provided that, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this section, a Market Participant in PJM’s FTR 
markets shall meet its credit support requirements related to those FTR markets with either cash 
or Letters of Credit.   
 
Unless otherwise restricted by PJM, credit support provided may be used by PJM to secure the 
payment of Participant’s financial obligations under the Agreements.  
 
Collateral which may no longer be required to be maintained under provisions of the 
Agreements, shall be returned at the request of a Participant, no later than two (2) Business Days 
following determination by PJM within a commercially reasonable period of time that such 
Collateral is not required. 
 
Except when an Event of Default has occurred, a Participant may substitute an approved PJM 
form of Collateral for another PJM approved form of Collateral of equal value.   
 
A. Cash Deposit 
 
A Participant’s delivery of a cash deposit to PJM as Collateral shall constitute the grant of a first-
priority security interest in the cash in favor of PJM and PJM shall be authorized by such 
delivery to hold the cash as security and to apply it to the Participant’s financial obligations 
under the Tariff or other Agreements.  Cash provided by a Participant as Collateral will be held 
in a depository account by PJM.  Interest on a cash deposit shall accrue to the benefit of the 
Participant, provided that PJM may require Participants to provide appropriate tax and other 
information in order to accrue such interest credits.  A Participant who delivers cash to PJM 
hereunder agrees that the Tariff and any other agreements incorporating the terms of the Tariff 
shall for all purposes constitute a security agreement. 
 
Cash Collateral may not be pledged or in any way encumbered or restricted from full and timely 
use by PJM in accordance with terms of the Agreements.   
 
PJM has the right to liquidate all or a portion of the Collateral account balance at its discretion to 
satisfy a Participant’s Total Net Obligation to PJM in the Event of Default under this Attachment 
Q or one or more of the Agreements.   
 
B. Letter of Credit   
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An unconditional, irrevocable standby Letter of Credit can be utilized to meet the Collateral 
requirement.  As stated below, the form, substance, and provider of the Letter of Credit must all 
be acceptable to PJM.  
 
(1) The Letter of Credit will only be accepted from U.S.-based financial institutions or U.S. 

branches of foreign financial institutions (“financial institutions”) that have a minimum 
corporate debt rating of “A” by Standard & Poor’s or Fitch Ratings, or “A2” from 
Moody’s Investors Service, or an equivalent short term rating from one of these agencies.  
PJM will consider the lowest applicable rating to be the rating of the financial institution.  
If the rating of a financial institution providing a Letter of Credit is lowered below A/A2 
by any Rating Agency, then PJM may require the Participant to provide a Letter of Credit 
from another financial institution that is rated A/A2 or better, or to provide a cash 
deposit.  If a Letter of Credit is provided from a U.S. branch of a foreign institution, the 
U.S. branch must itself comply with the terms of this Attachment Q, including having its 
own acceptable credit rating. 

 
(2) The Letter of Credit shall state that it shall renew automatically for successive one-year 

periods, until terminated upon at least ninety (90) calendar days prior written notice from 
the issuing financial institution.  If PJM or PJM receives notice from the issuing financial 
institution that the current Letter of Credit is being cancelled or expiring, the Participant 
will be required to provide evidence, acceptable to PJM, that such Letter of Credit will be 
replaced with appropriate Collateral, effective as of the cancellation date of the Letter of 
Credit, no later than thirty (30) calendar days before the cancellation date of the Letter of 
Credit, and no later than ninety (90) calendar days after the notice of cancellation.  
Failure to do so will constitute a default under this Attachment Q and one or more of the 
Agreements.  

 
(3) PJM will post on its web site an acceptable standard form of a Letter of Credit that should 

be utilized by a Participant choosing to submit a Letter of Credit to establish credit at 
PJM.  If the Letter of Credit varies in any way from the standard format, it must first be 
reviewed and approved by PJM.  All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a 
Letter of Credit and meeting the Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the 
Participant. 

 
(4) PJM may accept a Letter of Credit from a financial institution that does not meet the 

credit standards of this Attachment Q provided that the Letter of Credit has third-party 
support, in a form acceptable to PJM, from a financial institution that does meet the credit 
standards of this Attachment Q. 

 
C. Corporate Guaranty  
 
An irrevocable and unconditional Corporate Guaranty may be utilized to establish an Unsecured 
Credit Allowance for a Participant.  Such credit will be considered a transfer of Unsecured Credit 
from the Guarantor to the Participant, and will not be considered a form of Collateral.  
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PJM will post on its web site an acceptable form that should be utilized by a Participant choosing 
to establish its credit with a Corporate Guaranty.  If the Corporate Guaranty varies in any way 
from the PJM format, it must first be reviewed and approved by PJM before it may be applied to 
satisfy the Participant’s credit requirements.   
The Corporate Guaranty must be signed by an officer of the Guarantor, and must demonstrate 
that it is duly authorized in a manner acceptable to PJM.  Such demonstration may include either 
a corporate seal on the Corporate Guaranty itself, or an accompanying executed and sealed 
secretary’s certificate from the Guarantor’s corporate secretary noting that the Guarantor was 
duly authorized to provide such Corporate Guaranty and that the person signing the Corporate 
Guaranty is duly authorized, or other manner acceptable to PJM.  
  
PJM will evaluate the creditworthiness of a Guarantor and will establish any Unsecured Credit 
granted through a Corporate Guaranty using the methodology and requirements established for 
Participants requesting an Unsecured Credit Allowance as described herein.  Foreign Guaranties 
and Canadian Guaranties shall be subject to additional requirements as established herein.  
If PJM determines at any time that a Material Adverse Change in the financial condition of the 
Guarantor has occurred, or if the Corporate Guaranty comes within thirty (30) calendar days of 
expiring without renewal, PJM may reduce or eliminate any Unsecured Credit afforded to the 
Participant through the guaranty.  Such reduction or elimination may require the Participant to 
provide Collateral within the applicable cure period. If the Participant fails to provide the 
required Collateral, the Participant shall be in default under this Attachment Q. 
 
All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a Corporate Guaranty and meeting the 
Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the Participant.   
 
1. Foreign Guaranties 
 
A Foreign Guaranty is a Corporate Guaranty that is provided by a Credit Affiliate entity that is 
domiciled in a country other than the United States or Canada. The entity providing a Foreign 
Guaranty on behalf of a Participant is a Foreign Guarantor.  A Participant may provide a Foreign 
Guaranty in satisfaction of part of its credit obligations or voluntary credit provision at PJM 
provided that all of the following conditions are met: 
 
PJM reserves the right to deny, reject, or terminate acceptance of any Foreign Guaranty at any 
time, including for material adverse circumstances or occurrences.  
 
(a) A Foreign Guaranty: 

(i) Must contain provisions equivalent to those contained in PJM’s standard form of 
Foreign Guaranty with any modifications subject to review and approval by PJM 
counsel. 

(ii) Must be denominated in US currency. 
(iii) Must be written and executed solely in English, including any duplicate originals. 
(iv) Will not be accepted towards a Participant’s Unsecured Credit Allowance for 

more than the following limits, depending on the Foreign Guarantor's credit 
rating: 
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(v) May not exceed 50% of the Participant’s total credit, if the Foreign Grantor is 

rated less than BBB+. 
 
(b) A Foreign Guarantor: 

(i) Must satisfy all provisions of this Attachment Q applicable to domestic 
Guarantors. 

(ii) Must be a Credit Affiliate of the Participant. 
(iii) Must maintain an agent for acceptance of service of process in the United States; 

such agent shall be situated in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, absent legal 
constraint. 

(iv) Must be rated by at least one Rating Agency acceptable to PJM; the credit 
strength of a Foreign Guarantor may not be determined based on an evaluation of 
its audited financial statements without an actual credit rating as well. 

(v) Must have a senior unsecured (or equivalent, in PJM’s sole discretion) rating of 
BBB (one notch above BBB-) or greater by any and all agencies that provide 
rating coverage of the entity. 

(vi) Must provide audited financial statements, in US GAAP format or any other 
format acceptable to PJM, with clear representation of net worth, intangible 
assets, and any other information PJM may require in order to determine the 
entity’s Unsecured Credit Allowance. 

(vii) Must provide a Secretary’s Certificate from the Participant’s corporate secretary 
certifying the adoption of Corporate Resolutions: 
1. Authorizing and approving the Guaranty; and 
2. Authorizing the Officers to execute and deliver the Guaranty on behalf of 

the Guarantor.   
(viii) Must be domiciled in a country with a minimum long-term sovereign (or 

equivalent) rating of AA+/Aa1, with the following conditions: 
1. Sovereign ratings must be available from at least two rating agencies 

acceptable to PJM (e.g. S&P, Moody’s, Fitch, DBRS).  
2. Each agency’s sovereign rating for the domicile will be considered to be 

the lowest of: country ceiling, senior unsecured government debt, long-
term foreign currency sovereign rating, long-term local currency sovereign 
rating, or other equivalent measures, at PJM’s sole discretion.  

3. Whether ratings are available from two or three agencies, the lowest of the 
two or three will be used. 

(ix) Must be domiciled in a country that recognizes and enforces judgments of US 
courts. 

(x) Must demonstrate financial commitment to activity in the United States as 
evidenced by one of the following: 

Rating of Foreign Guarantor 

Maximum Accepted 
Guaranty if Country Rating is 

AAA 

Maximum Accepted 
Guaranty if Country 

Rating is AA+ 
A- and above USD50,000,000 USD30,000,000 

BBB+ USD30,000,000 USD20,000,000 
BBB USD10,000,000 USD10,000,000 

BBB- or below USD 0 USD 0 
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1. American Depository Receipts (ADR) are traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange, American Stock Exchange, or NASDAQ. 

2. Equity ownership worth over USD 100,000,000 in the wholly-owned or 
majority owned subsidiaries in the United States. 

(xi) Must satisfy all other applicable provisions of the PJM Tariff and/or Operating 
Agreement, including this Attachment Q. 

(xii) Must pay for all expenses incurred by PJM related to reviewing and accepting a 
foreign guaranty beyond nominal in-house credit and legal review. 

(xiii) Must, at its own cost, provide PJM with independent legal opinion from an 
attorney/solicitor of PJM’s choosing and licensed to practice law in the United 
States and/or Guarantor’s domicile, in form and substance acceptable to PJM in 
its sole discretion, confirming the enforceability of the Foreign Guaranty, the 
Guarantor’s legal authorization to grant the Guaranty, the conformance of the 
Guaranty, Guarantor, and Guarantor's domicile to all of these requirements, and 
such other matters as PJM may require in its sole discretion. 

 
2. Canadian Guaranties 
 
The entity providing a Canadian Guaranty on behalf of a Participant is a Canadian Guarantor.  A 
Participant may provide a Canadian Guaranty in satisfaction of part of its credit obligations or 
voluntary credit provision at PJM provided that all of the following conditions are met. 
 
PJM reserves the right to deny, reject, or terminate acceptance of any Canadian Guaranty at any 
time for reasonable cause, including material adverse circumstances or occurrences. 
 
(a) A Canadian Guaranty: 

(i) Must contain provisions equivalent to those contained in PJM’s standard form of 
Foreign Guaranty with any modifications subject to review and approval by PJM 
counsel. 

(ii) Must be denominated in US currency. 
(iii) Must be written and executed solely in English, including any duplicate originals. 

 
(b) A Canadian Guarantor: 

(i) Must be a Credit Affiliate of the Participant. 
(ii) Must satisfy all provisions of this Attachment Q applicable to domestic 

Guarantors. 
(iii) Must maintain an agent for acceptance of service of process in the United States; 

such agent shall be situated in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, absent legal 
constraint. 

(iv) Must be rated by at least one Rating Agency acceptable to PJM; the credit 
strength of a Canadian Guarantor may not be determined based on an evaluation 
of its audited financial statements without an actual credit rating as well. 

(v) Must provide audited financial statements, in US GAAP format or any other 
format acceptable to PJM with clear representation of net worth, intangible assets, 
and any other information PJM may require in order to determine the entity's 
Unsecured Credit Allowance. 
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(vi) Must satisfy all other applicable provisions of the PJM Tariff and/or Operating 
Agreement, including this Attachment Q.  

 
D. Surety Bond   
 
An unconditional, irrevocable surety bond can be utilized to meet the Collateral requirement for 
Participants.  As stated below, the form, substance, and provider of the surety bond must all be 
acceptable to PJM. 
 

(i) An acceptable surety bond must be payable immediately upon demand without 
prior demonstration of the validity of the demand.  The surety bond will only be 
accepted from a U.S. Treasury-listed approved surety that has either (i) a 
minimum corporate debt rating of “A” by Standard & Poor’s or Fitch Ratings, or 
“A2” from Moody’s Investors Service, or an equivalent short term rating from 
one of these agencies, or (ii) a minimum insurer rating of “A” by A.M. Best.  
PJMSettlement will consider the lowest applicable rating to be the rating of the 
surety.  If the rating of a surety providing a surety bond is lowered below A/A2 by 
any rating agency, then PJMSettlement may require the Participant to provide a 
surety bond from another surety that is rated A/A2 or better, or to provide another 
form of Collateral.  
 

(ii) The surety bond shall have an initial period of at least one year, and shall state 
that it shall renew automatically for successive one-year periods, until terminated 
upon at least ninety (90) days prior written notice from the issuing surety.  If PJM 
receives notice from the issuing surety that the current surety bond is being 
cancelled, the Participant will be required to provide evidence, acceptable to PJM, 
that such surety bond will be replaced with appropriate Collateral, effective as of 
the cancellation date of the surety bond, no later than thirty (30) days before the 
cancellation date of the surety bond, and no later than ninety (90) days after the 
notice of cancellation.  Failure to do so will constitute a default under this 
Attachment Q and one of more of the Agreements enabling PJM to immediately 
demand payment of the full value of the surety bond.  

 
(iii) PJM will post on its web site an acceptable standard form of a surety bond that 

should be utilized by a Participant choosing to submit a surety bond to establish 
credit at PJM.  The acceptable standard form of surety bond will include non-
negotiable provisions, including but not be limited to, a payment on demand 
feature, requirement that the bond be construed pursuant to Pennsylvania law,  
making the surety’s obligation to pay out on the bond absolute and unconditional 
irrespective of the principal’s (Market Participant’s) bankruptcy, terms of any 
other agreements, investigation of the Market Participant by any entity or 
governmental authority, or PJM first attempting to collect payment from the 
Market Participant, and will require, among other things, that (a) the surety waive 
all rights that would be available to a principal or surety under the law, including 
but not limited to any right to investigate or verify any matter related to a demand 
for payment, rights to set-off amounts due by PJM to the Market Participant, and 
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all counterclaims, (b) the surety expressly waive all of its and the principal’s 
defenses, including illegality, fraud in the inducement, reliance on statements or 
representations of PJM and every other typically available defense; (c) the 
language of the bond that is determinative of the surety’s obligation, and not the 
underlying agreement or arrangement between the principal and the oblige; (d) 
the bond shall not be conditioned on PJM first resorting to any other means of 
security or collateral, or pursuing any other remedies it may have; and (e) the 
surety acknowledge the continuing nature of its obligations in the event of 
termination or nonrenewal of the surety bond to make clear the surety remains 
liable for any obligations that arose before the effective date of its notice of 
cancellation of the surety bond.  If the surety bond varies in any way from the 
standard format, it must first be reviewed and approved by PJM.  PJM shall not 
accept any surety bond that varies in any material way from the standard format.   

 
(iv) All costs associated with obtaining and maintaining a surety bond and meeting the 

Attachment Q provisions are the responsibility of the Participant. 
 
(v) PJM shall not accept surety bonds with an aggregate value greater than $10 

million dollars ($10,000,000) issued by any individual surety on behalf of any 
individual Participant.  

 
(vi) PJM shall not accept surety bonds with an aggregate value greater than $50 

million dollars ($50,000,000) issued by any individual surety. 
 
E.  PJM Administrative Charges 
 
Collateral or credit support held by PJM shall also secure obligations to PJM for PJM 
administrative charges, and may be liquidated to satisfy all such obligations in an Event of 
Default. 
 
F. Collateral and Credit Support Held by PJM  
 
Collateral or credit support submitted by Participants and held by PJM shall be held by PJM for 
the benefit of PJM. 
 
VI. SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR SCREENED 

TRANSACTIONS 
 
A. Virtual and Export Transaction Screening 
 
1. Credit for Virtual and Export Transactions 
 
Export Transactions and Virtual Transactions both utilize Credit Available for Virtual 
Transactions to support their credit requirements.   
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PJM does not require a Market Participant to establish separate or additional credit for 
submitting Virtual or Export Transactions; however, once transactions are submitted and 
accepted by PJM, PJM may require credit supporting those transactions to be held until the 
transactions are completed and their financial impact incorporated into the Market Participant’s 
Obligations.  If a Market Participant chooses to establish additional Collateral and/or Unsecured 
Credit Allowance in order to increase its Credit Available for Virtual Transactions, the Market 
Participant’s Working Credit Limit for Virtual Transactions shall be increased in accordance 
with the definition thereof.  The Collateral and/or Unsecured Credit Allowance available to 
increase a Market Participant’s Credit Available for Virtual Transactions shall be the amount of 
Collateral and/or Unsecured Credit Allowance available after subtracting any credit required for 
Minimum Participation Requirements, FTR, RPM or other credit requirement determinants 
defined in this Attachment Q, as applicable. 
 
If a Market Participant chooses to provide additional Collateral in order to increase its Credit 
Available for Virtual Transactions PJM may establish a reasonable timeframe, not to exceed 
three months, for which such Collateral must be maintained.  PJM will not impose such 
restriction on a deposit unless a Market Participant is notified prior to making the deposit.  Such 
restriction, if applied, shall be applied to all future deposits by all Market Participants engaging 
in Virtual Transactions. 
 
A Market Participant may increase its Credit Available for Virtual Transactions by providing 
additional Collateral to PJM.  PJM will make a good faith effort to make new Collateral 
available as Credit Available for Virtual Transactions as soon as practicable after confirmation of 
receipt.  In any event, however, Collateral received and confirmed by noon on a Business Day 
will be applied (as provided under this Attachment Q) to Credit Available for Virtual 
Transactions no later than 10:00 am on the following Business Day.  Receipt and acceptance of 
wired funds for cash deposit shall mean actual receipt by PJM’s bank, deposit into PJM’s 
customer deposit account, confirmation by PJM that such wire has been received and deposited, 
and entry into PJM’s credit system.  Receipt and acceptance of letters of credit or surety bonds 
shall mean receipt of the original Letter of Credit or surety bond, or amendment thereto, 
confirmation from PJM’s credit and legal staffs that such Letter of Credit or surety bond, or 
amendment thereto conforms to PJM’s requirements, which confirmation shall be made in a 
reasonable and practicable timeframe, and entry into PJM’s credit system.  To facilitate this 
process, bidders submitting additional Collateral for the purpose of increasing their Credit 
Available for Virtual Transactions are advised to submit such Collateral well in advance of the 
desired time, and to specifically notify PJM of such submission. 
 
A Market Participant wishing to submit Virtual or Export Transactions must allocate within 
PJM’s credit system the appropriate amount of Credit Available for Virtual Transactions to the 
virtual and export allocation sections within each customer account in which it wishes to submit 
such transactions.  
 
2. Virtual Transaction Screening  
 
All Virtual Transactions submitted to PJM shall be subject to a credit screen prior to acceptance 
in the Day-ahead Energy Market.  The credit screen is applied separately for each of a Market 
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Participant’s customer accounts.  The credit screen process will automatically reject Virtual 
Transactions submitted by the Market Participant in a customer account if the Market 
Participant’s Credit Available for Virtual Transactions, allocated on a customer account basis, is 
exceeded by the Virtual Credit Exposure that is calculated based on the Market Participant’s 
Virtual Transactions submitted, as described below. 
 
A Market Participant’s Virtual Credit Exposure will be calculated separately for each customer 
account on a daily basis for all Virtual Transactions submitted by the Market Participant for the 
next Operating Day using the following equation: 
 
Virtual Credit Exposure = INC and DEC Exposure + Up-to Congestion Exposure  
Where: 
 
(a) INC and DEC Exposure for each customer account is calculated as: 
 
 (i) ((the total MWh bid or offered, whichever is greater, hourly at each node) x the Nodal 
Reference Price x 1 day) summed over all nodes and all hours; plus (ii) ((the difference between 
the total bid MWh cleared and total offered MWh cleared hourly at each node) x Nodal 
Reference Price) summed over all nodes and all hours for the previous cleared Day-ahead 
Energy Market. 
 
(b) Up-to Congestion Exposure for each customer account is calculated as: 
 

(i) Total MWh bid hourly for each Up-to Congestion Transaction x (price bid – Up-to 
Congestion Reference Price) summed over all Up-to Congestion Transactions and all hours; plus 
(ii) Total MWh cleared hourly for each Up-to Congestion Transaction x (cleared price – Up-to 
Congestion Reference Price) summed over all Up-to Congestion Transactions and all hours for 
the previous cleared Day-ahead Energy Market, provided that hours for which the calculation for 
an Up-to Congestion Transaction is negative, it shall be deemed to have a zero contribution to 
the sum. 

 
3. Export Transaction Screening 
 
Export Transactions in the Real-time Energy Market shall be subject to Export Transaction 
Screening.  Export Transaction Screening may be performed either for the duration of the entire 
Export Transaction, or separately for each time interval comprising an Export Transaction.  PJM 
will deny or curtail all or a portion (based on the relevant time interval) of  an Export Transaction  
if that Export Transaction, or portion thereof, would otherwise cause the Market Participant's 
Export Credit Exposure to exceed its Credit Available for Export Transactions.  Export 
Transaction Screening shall be applied separately for each Operating Day and shall also be 
applied to each Export Transaction one or more times prior to the market clearing process for 
each relevant time interval.  Export Transaction Screening shall not apply to transactions 
established directly by and between PJM and a neighboring Balancing Authority for the purpose 
of maintaining reliability. 
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A Market Participant’s credit exposure for an individual Export Transaction shall be the MWh 
volume of the Export Transaction for each relevant time interval multiplied by each relevant 
Export Transaction Price Factor and summed over all relevant time intervals of the Export 
Transaction. 
 
B. RPM Auction and Price Responsive Demand Credit Requirements 
 
Settlement during any Delivery Year of cleared positions resulting or expected to result from any 
RPM Auction shall be included as appropriate in Peak Market Activity, and the provisions of this 
Attachment Q shall apply to any such activity and obligations arising therefrom.  In addition, the 
provisions of this section shall apply to any entity seeking to participate in any RPM Auction, to 
address credit risks unique to such auctions.  The provisions of this section also shall apply under 
certain circumstances to PRD Providers that seek to commit Price Responsive Demand pursuant 
to the provisions of the Reliability Assurance Agreement. 
 
Credit requirements described herein for RPM Auctions and RPM bilateral transactions are 
applied separately for each customer account of a Market Participant.  Market Participants 
wishing to participate in an RPM Auction or enter into RPM bilateral transactions must designate 
the appropriate amount of credit to each account in which their offers are submitted.   
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1. Applicability 
 
A Market Participant seeking to submit a Sell Offer in any RPM Auction based on any Capacity 
Resource for which there is a materially increased risk of nonperformance must satisfy the credit 
requirement specified herein before submitting such Sell Offer.  A PRD Provider seeking to 
commit Price Responsive Demand for which there is a materially increased risk of non-
performance must satisfy the credit requirement specified herein before it may commit the Price 
Responsive Demand.  Credit must be maintained until such risk of non-performance is 
substantially eliminated, but may be reduced commensurate with the reduction in such risk, as 
set forth in section IV.B.3 below.   
 
For purposes of this provision, a resource for which there is a materially increased risk of 
nonperformance shall mean:  (i) a Planned Generation Capacity Resource; (ii) a Planned 
Demand Resource or an Energy Efficiency Resource; (iii) a Qualifying Transmission Upgrade; 
(iv) an existing or Planned Generation Capacity Resource located outside the PJM Region that at 
the time it is submitted in a Sell Offer has not secured firm transmission service to the border of 
the PJM Region sufficient to satisfy the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement; or (v) Price Responsive Demand to the extent the responsible PRD Provider has not 
registered PRD-eligible load at a PRD Substation level to satisfy its Nominal PRD Value 
commitment, in accordance with Reliability Assurance Agreement, Schedule 6.1. 
 
2. Reliability Pricing Model Auction and Price Responsive Demand Credit 

Requirement 
 
Except as provided for Credit-Limited Offers below, for any resource specified in section IV.B.1 
above, other than Price Responsive Demand, the credit requirement shall be the RPM Auction 
Credit Rate, as provided in section IV.B.4 below, times the megawatts to be offered for sale from 
such resource in an RPM Auction.  For Qualified Transmission Upgrades, the credit 
requirements shall be based on the Locational Deliverability Area in which such upgrade was to 
increase the Capacity Emergency Transfer Limit.  However, the credit requirement for Planned 
Financed Generation Capacity Resources and Planned External Financed Generation Capacity 
Resources shall be one half of the product of the RPM Auction Credit Rate, as provided in 
section IV.B.4 below, times the megawatts to be offered for sale from such resource in a 
Reliability Pricing Model Auction.  The RPM Auction Credit Requirement for each Market 
Participant shall be determined on a customer account basis, separately for each customer 
account of a Market Participant, and shall be the sum of the credit requirements for all such 
resources to be offered by such Market Participant in the auction or, as applicable, cleared by 
such Market Participant in the relevant auctions.  For Price Responsive Demand, the credit 
requirement shall be based on the Nominal PRD Value (stated in Unforced Capacity terms) times 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate as set forth in section IV.B.5 below.  Except for 
Credit-Limited Offers, the RPM Auction Credit requirement for a Market Participant will be 
reduced for any Delivery Year to the extent less than all of such Market Participant’s offers clear 
in the Base Residual Auction or any Incremental Auction for such Delivery Year. Such reduction 
shall be proportional to the quantity, in megawatts, that failed to clear in such Delivery Year. 
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A Sell Offer based on a Planned Generation Capacity Resource, Planned Demand Resource, or 
Energy Efficiency Resource may be submitted as a Credit-Limited Offer.  A Market Participant 
electing this option shall specify a maximum amount of Unforced Capacity, in megawatts, and a 
maximum credit requirement, in dollars, applicable to the Sell Offer.  A Credit-Limited Offer 
shall clear the RPM Auction in which it is submitted (to the extent it otherwise would clear based 
on the other offer parameters and the system’s need for the offered capacity) only to the extent of 
the lesser of:  (i) the quantity of Unforced Capacity that is the quotient of the division of the 
specified maximum credit requirement by the Auction Credit Rate resulting from section 
IV.B.4.b. below; and (ii) the maximum amount of Unforced Capacity specified in the Sell Offer.  
For a Market Participant electing this alternative, the RPM Auction Credit requirement 
applicable prior to the posting of results of the auction shall be the maximum credit requirement 
specified in its Credit-Limited Offer, and the RPM Auction Credit requirement subsequent to 
posting of the results will be the Auction Credit Rate, as provided in section IV.B.4.b, c. or d. of 
this Attachment Q, as applicable, times the amount of Unforced Capacity from such Sell Offer 
that cleared in the auction. The availability and operational details of Credit-Limited Offers shall 
be as described in the PJM Manuals. 
 
As set forth in section IV.B.4 below, a Market Participant's Auction Credit requirement shall be 
determined separately for each Delivery Year. 
 
3. Reduction in Credit Requirement 
 
As specified below, the RPM Auction Credit Rate may be reduced under certain circumstances 
after the auction has closed. 
 
The Price Responsive Demand credit requirement shall be reduced as and to the extent the PRD 
Provider registers PRD-eligible load at a PRD Substation level to satisfy its Nominal PRD Value 
commitment, in accordance with Reliability Assurance Agreement, Schedule 6.1. 
 
In addition, the RPM Auction Credit requirement for a Market Participant for any given Delivery 
Year shall be reduced periodically, after the Market Participant has provided PJM a written 
request for each reduction, accompanied by documentation sufficient for PJM to verify 
attainment of required milestones or satisfaction of other requirements, and PJM has verified that 
the Market Participant has successfully met progress milestones for its Capacity Resource that 
reduce the risk of non-performance, as follows:  
 
(a) For Planned Demand Resources and Energy Efficiency Resources, the RPM Auction 
Credit requirement will be reduced in direct proportion to the megawatts of such Demand 
Resource that the Resource Provider qualifies as a Capacity Resource, in accordance with the 
procedures established under the Reliability Assurance Agreement. 
 
(b) For Existing Generation Capacity Resources located outside the PJM Region that have 
not secured sufficient firm transmission to the border of the PJM Region prior to the auction in 
which such resource is first offered, the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced in 
direct proportion to the megawatts of firm transmission service secured by the Market Participant 
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that qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement.   
 
(c) For Planned Generation Capacity Resources located in the PJM Region, the RPM 
Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones 
stated in the following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals.  
 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction 

from initial RPM Auction 
Credit requirement  

Effective Date of Interconnection Service Agreement 50% 
Financial Close 15% 
Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of 
Construction (e.g., footers poured) 5% 

Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 5% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
For externally financed projects, the Market Participant must submit with its request for 
reduction a sworn, notarized certification of a duly authorized independent engineer for the 
Financial Close, Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of Construction, and Main Power 
Generating Equipment Delivered milestones.  

 
For internally financed projects, the Market Participant must submit with its request for reduction 
a sworn, notarized certification of a duly authorized officer of the Market Participant for the 
Financial Close milestone and either a duly authorized independent engineer or Professional 
Engineer for the Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of Construction and the Main 
Power Generating Equipment Delivered milestones. 

 
The required certifications must be in a form acceptable to PJM, certifying that the engineer or 
officer, as applicable, has personal knowledge, or has engaged in a diligent inquiry to determine, 
that the milestone has been achieved and that, based on its review of the relevant project 
information, the engineer or officer, as applicable, is not aware of any information that could 
reasonably cause it to believe that the Capacity Resource will not be in-service by the beginning 
of the applicable Delivery Year.  The Market Participant shall, if requested by PJM, supply to 
PJM on a confidential basis all records and documents relating to the engineer’s and/or officer’s 
certifications.   
 
(d) For Planned External Generation Capacity Resources, the RPM Auction Credit 
requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones stated in the 
following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals; provided, however, that the total 
percentage reduction in the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be no greater than the 
quotient of (i) the MWs of firm transmission service that the Market Participant has secured for 
the complete transmission path divided by (ii) the MWs of firm transmission service required to  
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qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement. 
 

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned External Generation Capacity Resources 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 
requirement 

Effective Date of the equivalent of an Interconnection 
Service Agreement 

50% 

Financial Close 15% 
Full Notice to Proceed and Commencement of 
Construction (e.g., footers poured) 

5% 

Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 5% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above.   
 
(e) For Planned Financed Generation Capacity Resources located in the PJM Region, the 
RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the 
milestones stated in the following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals.  
  

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned Financed Generation Capacity Resources 

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 

requirement 
Full Notice to Proceed 50% 
Commencement of Construction (e.g., footers poured) 15% 
Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered 10% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service 25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above. 
 
(f) For Planned External Financed Generation Capacity Resources, the RPM Auction Credit 
Requirement shall be reduced as the Capacity Resource attains the milestones stated in the 
following table and as further described in the PJM Manuals; provided, however, that the total 
percentage reduction in the RPM Auction Credit requirement, including the initial 50% reduction 
for being a Planned External Financed Generation Capacity Resources, shall be no greater than 
the quotient of (i) the MWs of firm transmission service that the Market Participant has secured 
for the complete transmission path divided by (ii) the MWs of firm transmission service required 
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to qualify such resource under the deliverability requirements of the Reliability Assurance 
Agreement.  
 

Credit Reduction Milestones for Planned External Financed Generation Capacity  

Milestones 
Increment of reduction from 
initial RPM Auction Credit 

requirement  
Full Notice to Proceed  50% 
Commencement of Construction (e.g., footers poured)  15% 
Main Power Generating Equipment Delivered  10% 
Commencement of Interconnection Service  25% 

 
To obtain a reduction in its RPM Auction Credit requirement, the Market Participant must 
demonstrate satisfaction of the applicable milestone in the same manner as set forth for Planned 
Generation Capacity Resources in subsection (c) above. 
 
(g) For Qualifying Transmission Upgrades, the RPM Auction Credit requirement shall be 
reduced to 50% of the amount calculated under section IV.B.2 above beginning as of the 
effective date of the latest associated Interconnection Service Agreement (or, when a project will 
have no such agreement, an Upgrade Construction Service Agreement), and shall be reduced to 
zero on the date the Qualifying Transmission Upgrade is placed in service.   
 
4. RPM Auction Credit Rate 
 
As set forth in the PJM Manuals, a separate Auction Credit Rate shall be calculated for each 
Delivery Year prior to each RPM Auction for such Delivery Year, as follows: 
 
(a)  Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, the 
Auction Credit Rate shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources,  (the 
greater of (A) 0.3 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such 
Delivery Year, in MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar 
days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the greater of ((A) 0.5 times the Net Cost of 

New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, 
in MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year. 

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 
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(b) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Auction Credit 
Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for supply committed in such auction shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources, (the 
greater of (A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price 
in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the resource is 
located) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 
 

(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the (greater of [(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 
times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located) or (C) the lesser of (1) 
0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year 
or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New 
Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery 
year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource 
Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which 
the resource is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year). 

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 

 
(c) For any resource not previously committed for a Delivery Year that seeks to participate in 
an Incremental Auction, the Auction Credit Rate shall be: 
 

(i) For all Capacity Resources other than Capacity Performance Resources, (the greater of 
(A) 0.3 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year, in MW-day 
or (B) 0.24 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in the Base Residual Auction for such 
Delivery Year for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the resource is located or (C) 
$20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the (greater of (A) 0.5 times Net Cost of 

New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA or (B) $20/MW-
day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year. 
 
(d) Subsequent to the posting of the results of an Incremental Auction, the Auction Credit 
Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for supply committed in such auction shall be: 
 

(i) For Base Capacity Resources: (the greater of (A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times 
the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year, but no greater than the Auction Credit Rate 
previously established for such resource’s participation in such Incremental 
Auction pursuant to subsection (c) above) times the number of calendar days in 
such Delivery Year;  
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(ii) For Capacity Performance Resources, the greater of [(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 

times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational 
Deliverability Area within which the resource is located or (C) the lesser of (1) 
0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year 
or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New 
Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery 
Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource 
Clearing Price in such auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which 
the resource is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year); and  

 
(iii) For Seasonal Capacity Performance Resources, the same as the Auction Credit 

Rate for Capacity Performance Resources, but reduced to be proportional to the 
number of calendar days in the relevant season. 

 
(e) For the purposes of this section IV.B.4 and section IV.B.5 below, “Relevant LDA” means 
the Locational Deliverability Area in which the Capacity Performance Resource is located if a 
separate Variable Resource Requirement Curve has been established for that Locational 
Deliverability Area for the Base Residual Auction for such Delivery Year. 
 
5. Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate 
 
(a) For the 2018/2019 through 2022/2023 Delivery Years: 
 

(i) Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.3 times 
the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year, in MW-
day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such Delivery 
Year; 

 
(ii) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Price 

Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for Price 
Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be (the greater of (A) 
$20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand load is located, in $/MW-day) times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year times a final price uncertainty factor of 1.05; 

 
(iii) For any additional Price Responsive Demand that seeks to commit in a Third 

Incremental Auction in response to a qualifying change in the final LDA load 
forecast, the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be the same as the rate 
for Price Responsive Demand that had cleared in the Base Residual Auction; and 

 
(iv) Subsequent to the posting of the results of the Third Incremental Auction, the 

Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for 
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all Price Responsive Demand, shall be (the greater of (i) $20/MW-day or (ii) 0.2 
times the Final Zonal Capacity Price for the Locational Deliverability Area within 
which the Price Responsive Demand is located) times the number of calendar 
days in such Delivery Year, but no greater than the Price Responsive Demand 
Credit Rate previously established under subsections (a)(i), (a)(ii), or (a)(iii) of 
this section for such Delivery Year. 

 
(b) For the 2022/2023 Delivery Year and Subsequent Delivery Years: 
 

(i) Prior to the posting of the results of a Base Residual Auction for a Delivery Year, 
the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.5 times 
the Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the 
Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (B) $20 per MW-day) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year; 

 
(ii) Subsequent to the posting of the results from a Base Residual Auction, the Price 

Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for Price 
Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be (the greater of [(A) 
$20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand is located, in $/MW-day or (C) the lesser of (1) 0.5 times the Net Cost of 
New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, 
in $/MW-day or (2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry (stated on an installed 
capacity basis) for the PJM Region for such Delivery year or for the Relevant 
LDA, in $/MW-day minus (the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such auction 
for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive Demand 
is located)] times the number of calendar days in such Delivery Year; 

 
(iii) For any additional Price Responsive Demand that seeks to commit in a Third 

Incremental Auction in response to a qualifying change in the final LDA load 
forecast, the Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate shall be (the greater of (A) 0.5 
times Net Cost of New Entry for the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for 
the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or (B) $20/MW-day) times the number of 
calendar days in such Delivery Year; and 

 
(iv) Subsequent to the posting of the results of the Third Incremental Auction, the 

Price Responsive Demand Credit Rate used for ongoing credit requirements for 
all Price Responsive Demand committed in such auction shall be the greater of 
[(A) $20/MW-day or (B) 0.2 times the Capacity Resource Clearing Price in such 
auction for the Locational Deliverability Area within which the Price Responsive 
Demand is located or (C) the lesser of (1) 0.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry for 
the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day or 
(2) 1.5 times the Net Cost of New Entry (stated on an installed capacity basis) for 
the PJM Region for such Delivery Year or for the Relevant LDA, in $/MW-day 
minus (the Capacity Performance Resource Clearing Price in such Incremental 
Auction for  the Locational Deliverability Areas within which the Price 
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Responsive Demand is located)] times the number of calendar days in such 
Delivery Year. 

 
6. RPM Seller Credit - Additional Form of Unsecured Credit for RPM 
 
In addition to the forms of credit specified elsewhere in this Attachment Q, RPM Seller Credit 
shall be available to Market Participants, but solely for purposes of satisfying RPM Auction 
Credit requirements.  If a supplier has a history of being a net seller into PJM Markets, on 
average, over the past 12 months, then PJM will count as available Unsecured Credit twice the 
average of that Market Participant’s total net monthly PJM bills over the past 12 months.  This 
RPM Seller Credit shall be subject to the cap on available Unsecured Credit as established in 
section II.G.3 above.   
 
RPM Seller Credit is calculated as a single value for each Market Participant, not separately by 
account, and must be designated to specific customer accounts in order to be available to satisfy 
RPM Auction Credit requirements that are calculated in each such customer account. 
 
7. Credit Responsibility for Traded Planned RPM Capacity Resources 
 
PJM may require that credit and financial responsibility for planned Capacity Resources that are 
traded remain with the original party (which for these purposes, means the party bearing credit 
responsibility for the planned Capacity Resource immediately prior to trade) unless the receiving 
party independently establishes consistent with this Attachment Q, that it has sufficient credit 
with PJM and agrees by providing written notice to PJM that it will fully assume the credit 
responsibility associated with the traded planned Capacity Resource. 
 
C. Financial Transmission Right Auctions 
 
Credit requirements described herein for FTR activity are applied separately for each customer 
account of a Market Participant, unless specified otherwise in this section C.  FTR Participants 
must designate the appropriate amount of credit to each separate customer account in which any 
activity occurs or will occur. 
 
1. FTR Credit Limit. 
 
Participants must maintain their FTR Credit Limit at a level equal to or greater than their FTR 
Credit Requirement for each applicable account.  FTR Credit Limits will be established only by a 
Participant providing Collateral and designating the available credit to specific accounts. 
 
2. FTR Credit Requirement. 
 
For each Market Participant with FTR activity, PJM shall calculate an FTR Credit Requirement.  
The FTR Credit Requirement shall be calculated on a portfolio basis for each Market 
Participant based on (a) initial margin, (b) Auction Revenue Right Credits, (c) Mark-to-Auction 
Value, (d) application of a 10¢ per MWh minimum value adjustment, and (e) realized gains 
and/or losses, as set forth in subsections (a)-(e) of this subsection, employing the formula: 
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Max { Max ( IM – ARR – MTA, Ten Cent per Mwh Minimum) – Realized  Gains and/or Losses, 
0} 
 
Where IM is the initial margin, ARR is Auction Revenue Rights Credits and MTA is the Mark-to-
Auction Value.  The FTR Credit Requirement may be increased to reflect any change in the value 
of a Market Participant’s portfolio requiring an increase in Collateral as further described 
below.   
 
(a) Initial Margin 
 
Initial margin shall be calculated in accordance with the following formula: 
 
 IM = FTR Obligations IM + FTR Options IM 
 
The model will employ a confidence interval of 97 percent. 
 
(i) FTR Obligations IM  
 
Initial margin values for Financial Transmission Right Obligations shall be determined utilizing 
a historical simulation value-at-risk methodology that calculates the size and value at risk of the 
applicable FTR portfolio based on a defined confidence interval and subject to a weighted 
aggregation method that is represented by a straight sum for long term positions and a 
combination of straight sum (20%) and weighted root sum of squares (80%) for balance of 
planning period positions.   
 
(ii)  FTR Options IM 
 
The initial margin for Financial Transmission Right Options shall be calculated as the FTR cost 
minus the FTR Historical Values. FTR Historical Values shall be calculated separately for 
weekend on-peak, weekday on-peak, off-peak, and 24-hour FTRs for each month of the year.  
FTR Historical Values shall be adjusted by plus or minus ten percent for cleared counter flow or 
prevailing flow FTRs, respectively, in order to mitigate exposure due to uncertainty and 
fluctuations in actual FTR value.  Historical values used in the calculation of FTR Historical 
Values shall be adjusted when the network simulation model utilized in PJM's economic 
planning process indicates that transmission congestion will decrease due to certain transmission 
upgrades that are in effect or planned to go into effect for the following Planning Period.  The 
transmission upgrades to be modeled for this purpose shall only include those upgrades that, 
individually, or together, have 10% or more impact on the transmission congestion on an 
individual constraint or constraints with congestion of $5 million or more affecting a common 
congestion path.  The adjustments to historical values shall be the dollar amount of the 
adjustment shown in the network simulation model.   
 
(b) Auction Revenue Rights Credits 
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For a given month for which initial margin is calculated, the prorated value of any Auction 
Revenue Rights Credits held by a Market Participant with Financial Transmission Right 
Obligations shall be subtracted from the initial margin for that month.  In accordance with 
subsection 3 below, PJM may recalculate Auction Revenue Rights Credits at any time, but shall 
do so no less frequently than subsequent to each annual FTR auction.  If a reduction in such 
ARR credits at any time increases an FTR Participant’s FTR Credit Requirements beyond its 
credit available for FTR activity, the FTR Participant must increase its Collateral or the FTR 
Credit Limit. 
 
(c) Mark-to-Auction Value  
 
A Mark-to-Auction Value shall be calculated for each Market Participant in accordance with 
subsection 7 below.   
 
(d) Ten Cent (10¢) per MWh Minimum Value Adjustment 
 
If the FTR Credit Requirement as calculated pursuant to subsections (a)-(c) above, results in a 
value that is less than ten cents (10¢) per MWh, the FTR Credit Requirement shall be increased 
to ten cents (10¢) per MWh.  When calculating the portfolio MWh for this comparison, for 
cleared “Sell” FTRs, the MWh shall be subtracted from the portfolio total; prior to clearing, the 
MWh for “Sell” FTRs shall not be included in the portfolio total.   
 
(e) Realized Gains and/or Losses 
Any realized gains and/or losses resulting from the sale of Financial Transmission Right 
Obligations will be subtracted from the FTR Credit Requirement.  A realized gain will decrease 
the FTR Credit Requirement (but not below $0.00), whereas a realized loss will increase the 
FTR Credit Requirement. 
 
3. Rejection of FTR Bids. 
 
Bids submitted into an auction will be rejected if the Market Participant’s FTR Credit 
Requirement including such submitted bids would exceed the Market Participant’s FTR Credit 
Limit, or if the Market Participant fails to provide additional Collateral as required pursuant to 
provisions related to mark-to-auction. 
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4. FTR Credit Collateral Returns. 
 
A Market Participant may request from PJM the return of any Collateral no longer required for 
the FTR markets.  PJM is permitted to limit the frequency of such requested Collateral returns, 
provided that Collateral returns shall be made by PJM at least once per calendar quarter, if 
requested by a Market Participant. 
 
5. Credit Responsibility for Bilateral Transfers of FTRs. 
 
PJM may require that credit responsibility associated with an FTR bilaterally transferred to a 
new Market Participant remain with the original party (which for these purposes, means the party 
bearing credit responsibility for the FTR immediately prior to bilateral transfer) unless and until 
the receiving party independently establishes, consistent with this Attachment Q, sufficient credit 
with PJM and agrees through confirmation of the bilateral transfer in PJM’s FTR reporting tool 
that it will meet in full the credit requirements associated with the transferred FTR. 
 
6. FTR Administrative Charge Credit Requirement 
 
In addition to any other credit requirements, PJM may apply a credit requirement to cover the 
maximum administrative fees that may be charged to a Market Participant for its bids and offers. 
 
7. Mark-to-Auction 
 
A Mark-to-Auction Value shall be calculated separately for each customer account of a Market 
Participant.  For each such customer account, the Mark-to-Auction Value shall be a single 
number equal to the sum, over all months remaining in the applicable FTR period and for all 
cleared FTRs in the customer account, of the most recently available cleared auction price 
applicable to the FTR minus the original transaction price of the FTR, multiplied by the 
transacted quantity. 
 
The FTR Credit Requirement, as otherwise described above, shall be increased when the Mark-
to-Auction Value is negative and decreased when the Mark-to-Auction Value is positive.  The 
increase shall equal the absolute value of the negative Mark-to-Auction Value less the value of 
ARR credits that are held in the customer account and have not been used to reduce the FTR 
Credit Requirement prior to application of the Mark-to-Auction Value.  PJM shall recalculate 
ARR credits held by each Market Participant after each annual FTR auction and may also 
recalculate such ARR credits at any other additional time intervals it deems appropriate.  
Application of the Mark-to-Auction Value, including the effect from ARR application, shall not 
decrease the FTR Credit Requirement below the Ten Cent (10¢) per MWh Minimum. 
 
For Market Participant customer accounts for which FTR bids have been submitted into the 
current FTR auction, if the Market Participant’s FTR Credit Requirement exceeds its credit 
available for the Market Participant’s portfolio of FTRs in the tentative cleared solution for an 
FTR auction (or auction round), PJM shall issue a Collateral Call to the Market Participant, and 
the Market Participant must fulfill such demand before 4:00 p.m. Eastern Prevailing Time on the 
following Business Day.  If a Market Participant does not timely satisfy such Collateral Call, 
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PJM shall, in coordination with PJM, cause the removal of all of that Market Participant's bids in 
that FTR auction (or auction round), submitted from such Market Participant’s customer account, 
and a new cleared solution shall be calculated for the FTR auction (or auction round).   
 
If necessary, PJM shall repeat the auction clearing calculation.  PJM shall repeat these mark-to-
auction calculations subsequent to any secondary clearing calculation, and PJM shall require 
affected Market Participants to establish additional credit.  
 
Subsequent to final clearing of an FTR auction or an annual FTR auction round, PJM shall 
recalculate the FTR Credit Requirement for all FTR portfolios, and, as applicable, issue to each 
Market Participant a request for Collateral for the total amount by which the FTR Credit 
Requirement exceeds the credit allocated in any of the Market Participant's accounts.  The 
Market Participant must fulfill such demand by 4:00 p.m. Eastern Prevailing Time on the 
following Business Day. 
 
If the request for Collateral is not satisfied within the applicable cure period referenced in 
Operating Agreement, section 15, then such Market Participant shall be restricted in all of its 
credit-screened transactions.  Specifically, such Market Participant may not engage in any 
Virtual Transactions or Export Transactions, or participate in RPM Auctions or other RPM 
activity.  Such Market Participant may engage only in the selling of open FTR positions, either in 
FTR auctions or bilaterally, provided such sales would reduce the Market Participant's FTR 
Credit Requirements.  PJM shall not return any Collateral to such Market Participant, and no 
payment shall be due or payable to such Market Participant, until its credit shortfall is remedied.  
Market Participant shall allocate any excess or unallocated Collateral to any of its account in 
which there is a credit shortfall.  Market Participants may remedy their credit shortfall at any 
time through provision of sufficient Collateral. 
 
If a Market Participant fails to satisfy a request for Collateral for two consecutive auctions of 
overlapping periods, e.g. two balance of Planning Period auctions, an annual FTR auction and a 
balance of Planning Period auction, or two long term FTR auctions, (for this purpose the four 
rounds of an annual FTR auction shall be considered a single auction), the Market Participant 
shall be declared in default of this Attachment Q.   
 
VII.  PEAK MARKET ACTIVITY AND WORKING CREDIT LIMIT 
 
A. Peak Market Activity Credit Requirement 
 
PJM shall calculate a Peak Market Activity credit requirement for each Participant.  Each 
Participant must maintain sufficient Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or Collateral, as 
applicable, and subject to the provisions herein, to satisfy its Peak Market Activity credit 
requirement. 
 
Peak Market Activity for Participants will be determined semi-annually, utilizing an initial Peak 
Market Activity, as explained below, calculated after the first complete billing week in the 
months of April and October.  Peak Market Activity shall be the greater of the initial Peak 
Market Activity, or the greatest amount invoiced for the Participant’s transaction activity for all 
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PJM Markets and services in any rolling one, two, or three week period, ending within a 
respective semi-annual period.  However, Peak Market Activity shall not exceed the greatest 
amount invoiced for the Participant’s transaction activity for all PJM Markets and services in any 
rolling one, two or three week period in the prior 52 weeks.  
Peak Market Activity shall exclude FTR Net Activity, Virtual Transactions Net Activity, and 
Export Transactions Net Activity. 
 
When calculating Peak Market Activity, PJM may attribute credits for Regulation service to the 
days on which they were accrued, rather than including them in the month-end invoice. 
 
The initial Peak Market Activity for Applicants will be determined by PJM based on a review of 
an estimate of their transactional activity for all PJM Markets and services over the next 52 
weeks, which the Applicant shall provide to PJM.   
 
The initial Peak Market Activity for Market Participants and Transmission Customers, calculated 
at the beginning of each semi-annual period, shall be the three-week average of all non-zero 
invoice totals over the previous 52 weeks. This calculation shall be performed and applied within 
three (3) Business Days following the day the invoice is issued for the first full billing week in 
the current semi-annual period.  
 
Prepayments shall not affect Peak Market Activity unless otherwise agreed to in writing pursuant 
to this Attachment Q. 
 
Peak Market Activity calculations shall take into account reductions of invoice values 
effectuated by early payments which are applied to reduce a Participant’s Peak Market Activity 
as contemplated by other terms of this Attachment Q; provided that the initial Peak Market 
Activity shall not be less than the average value calculated using the weeks for which no early 
payment was made.  
 
A Participant may reduce its Collateral requirement by agreeing in writing (in a form acceptable 
to PJM) to make additional payments, including prepayments, as and when necessary to ensure 
that such Participant’s Total Net Obligation at no time exceeds such reduced Collateral 
requirement. 
 
PJM may, at its discretion, adjust a Participant’s Peak Market Activity requirement if PJM 
determines that the Peak Market Activity is not representative of such Participant’s expected 
activity, as a consequence of known, measurable, and sustained changes.  Such changes may 
include, but shall not be limited to when a Participant makes PJM aware of federal, state or local 
law that could affect the allocation of charges or credits from a Participant to another party,  the 
loss (without replacement) of short-term load contracts, when such contracts had terms of three 
months or more and were acquired through state-sponsored retail load programs, but shall not 
include short-term buying and selling activities. 
 
PJM may waive the credit requirements for a Participant that has no outstanding transactions and 
agrees in writing that it shall not, after the date of such agreement, incur obligations under any of 
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the Agreements.  Such entity’s access to all electronic transaction systems administered by PJM 
shall be terminated. 
 
A Participant receiving unsecured credit may make early payments up to ten times in a rolling 
52-week period in order to reduce its Peak Market Activity for credit requirement purposes.  
Imputed Peak Market Activity reductions for credit purposes will be applied to the billing period 
for which the payment was received.  Payments used as the basis for such reductions must be 
received prior to issuance or posting of the invoice for the relevant billing period.  The imputed 
Peak Market Activity reduction attributed to any payment may not exceed the amount of 
Unsecured Credit for which the Participant is eligible. 
 
B. Working Credit Limit 
 
PJM will establish a Working Credit Limit for each Participant against which its Total Net 
Obligation will be monitored.   
 
If a Participant’s Total Net Obligation approaches its Working Credit Limit, PJM may require 
the Participant to make an advance payment or increase its Collateral in order to maintain its 
Total Net Obligation below its Working Credit Limit.  Except as explicitly provided herein, 
advance payments shall not serve to reduce the Participant’s Peak Market Activity for the 
purpose of calculating credit requirements. 

Example:  After ten (10) calendar days, and with five (5) calendar days remaining before 
the bill is due to be paid, a Participant approaches its $4.0 million Working Credit Limit.  
PJM may require a prepayment of $2.0 million in order that the Total Net Obligation will 
not exceed the Working Credit Limit.   

If a Participant exceeds its Working Credit Limit or is required to make advance payments more 
than ten times during a 52-week period, PJM may require Collateral in an amount as may be 
deemed reasonably necessary to support its Total Net Obligation. 

When calculating Total Net Obligation, PJM may attribute credits for Regulation service to the 
days on which they were accrued, rather than including them in the month-end invoice. 
 
VIII. SUSPENSION OR LIMITATION ON MARKET PARTICIPATION 
 
If PJM determines that a Participant presents an unreasonable credit risk as determined pursuant 
to initial or ongoing risk evaluations, as described in section II above, or in the case of any other 
event which, after notice, lapse of time, or both, would result in an Event of Default, PJM will 
take steps to mitigate the exposure of any PJM Markets, which may include, but is not limited to, 
requiring Collateral, additional Collateral or Restricted Collateral or suspending or limiting the 
Market Participant’s ability to participate in the PJM Markets commensurate to the risk to any 
PJM Markets. 
 
If a Participant fails to reduce or eliminate any unreasonable credit risks to PJM’s satisfaction 
within the applicable cure period including without limitation by posting Collateral, additional 
Collateral or Restricted Collateral, PJM may treat such failure as an Event of Default.  
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Participant that transacts in FTRs will be eligible to request that 
PJM exempt or exclude FTR transactions of such Participant from the effect of any such 
limitations on market activity established by PJM, and PJM may but shall not be required to so 
exempt or exclude, any FTR transactions that the Participant reasonably demonstrates to PJM it 
has entered into to “hedge or mitigate commercial risk” arising from its transactions in the PJM 
Interchange Energy Market that are intended to result in the actual flow of physical energy or 
ancillary services in the PJM Region, as the phrase “hedge or mitigate commercial risks” is 
defined under the CFTC’s regulations defining the end-user exception to clearing set forth in 17 
C.F.R. §50.50(c).   
 
IX. REMEDIES FOR CREDIT BREACH, FINANCIAL DEFAULT OR CREDIT 

SUPPORT DEFAULT; REMEDIES FOR EVENTS OF DEFAULT; GENERAL 
BANKRUPTCY PROVISIONS 

 
If PJM determines that a Market Participant is in Credit Breach, or that a Financial Default or 
Credit Support Default exists, PJM may issue to the Market Participant a breach notice and/or a 
Collateral Call or demand for additional documentation or assurances. At such time, PJM may 
also suspend payments of any amounts due to the Participant and limit, restrict or rescind the 
Market Participant’s privileges to participate in any or all PJM Markets under the Agreements 
during any such cure period.  Failure to remedy the Credit Breach, Financial Default or to satisfy 
a Collateral Call or demand for additional documentation or assurances within the applicable 
cure period described in Operating Agreement, section 15.1.5, shall constitute an Event of 
Default.  If a Participant fails to meet the requirements of this Attachment Q, but then remedies 
the Credit Breach, Financial Default or Credit Support Default, or satisfies a Collateral Call or 
demand for additional documentation or assurances within the applicable cure period, then the 
Participant shall be deemed to again be in compliance with this Attachment Q, so long as no 
other Credit Breach, Financial Default, Credit Support Default or Collateral Call or demand for 
additional documentation or assurances has occurred and is continuing.   
 
Only one cure period shall apply to a single event giving rise to a Credit Breach, Financial 
Default or Credit Support Default.  Application of Collateral towards a Financial Default, Credit 
Breach or Credit Support Breach shall not be considered a cure of such Credit Breach, Financial 
Default or Credit Support Default unless the Participant is determined by PJM to be in full 
compliance with all requirements of this Attachment Q after such application. 
 
When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has 
occurred and is continuing, PJM may take such actions as may be required or permitted under 
the Agreements to protect the PJM Markets and the PJM Members, including but not limited to 
(a) suspension and/or termination of the Participant’s ongoing Transmission Service, (b) 
limitation, suspension and/or termination of participation in any PJM Markets, (c) close out and 
liquidation of the Market Participant’s market portfolio, exercising judgment in the manner in 
which this is achieved in any PJM Markets.  When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q 
or one or more of the Agreements has occurred and is continuing, PJM also has the immediate 
right to liquidate all or a portion of a Participant’s Collateral at its discretion to satisfy Total Net 
Obligations to PJM under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements.  No remedy for 
an Event of Default is or shall be deemed to be exclusive of any other available remedy or 
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remedies by contract or under applicable laws and regulations.  Each such remedy shall be 
distinct, separate and cumulative, shall not be deemed inconsistent with or in exclusion of any 
other available remedy, and shall be in addition to and separate and distinct from every other 
remedy.   
 
When an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has 
occurred and is continuing, PJM may continue to retain all payments due to a Participant as a 
cash security for all such Participant’s obligations under the Agreements (regardless of any 
restrictions placed on such Participant’s use of Collateral for any account, market activity or 
capitalization purpose); provided, however, that an Event of Default will not be deemed cured or 
no longer continuing because PJM is retaining amounts due the Participant, or because PJM has 
not yet applied Collateral or credit support to any amounts due PJM, unless PJM determines that 
the Participant has again satisfied all the Collateral requirements and application requirements as 
a new Applicant for participation in the PJM Markets, and consistent with the requirements and 
limitations of Operating Agreement, section 15. 
 
In Event of Default by a Participant, PJM may exercise any remedy or action allowed or 
prescribed by this Attachment Q immediately or following investigation and determination of an 
orderly exercise of such remedy or action.  Delay in exercising any allowed remedy or action 
shall not preclude PJM from exercising such remedy or action at a later time. 
 
PJM may hold a defaulting Participant’s Collateral for as long as such party’s positions exist and 
consistent with this Attachment Q, in order to protect the PJM Markets and PJM’s membership, 
and minimize or mitigate the impacts or potential impacts or risks associated with such Event of 
Default when an Event of Default under this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements 
has occurred and is continuing. 
 
PJM may apply towards an ongoing Event of Default any amounts that are held or later become 
available or due to the defaulting Participant through PJM's markets and systems.  
 
In order to cover the Participant’s Obligations, PJM may hold a Participant's Collateral 
indefinitely and specifically through the end of the billing period which includes the 90th day 
following the last day a Participant had activity, open positions, or accruing obligations (other 
than reconciliations and true-ups), until such Participant has satisfactorily paid any obligations 
invoiced through such period and until PJM determines that the Participant’s positions represent 
no risk exposure to the PJM Markets or the PJM Members.  Obligations incurred or accrued 
through such period shall survive any withdrawal from PJM.  When an Event of Default under 
this Attachment Q or one or more of the Agreements has occurred and is continuing, PJM may 
apply any Collateral to such Participant's Obligations, even if Participant had previously 
announced and effected its withdrawal from PJM. 
 
To protect PJM Members and PJM Markets from loss and harm due to uncertainty and delay 
which may be created upon a Participant’s bankruptcy, in the event a Participant becomes a 
debtor under the United States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 101-1532 (the “Bankruptcy 
Code”), whether voluntarily or involuntarily, the Participant shall upon the commencement of 
the bankruptcy case immediately seek through an appropriate “first day” motion or motions the 
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entry of an order of the bankruptcy court (i) authorizing and directing the Participant to (a) make 
prompt and full payment of all pre-petition Obligations to PJM; and (b) fulfill all obligations 
under the Tariff and other Agreements in the ordinary course of business, including but not 
limited to deposit of additional Collateral post-petition; (ii) authorizing PJM to (x) require, hold 
and apply Collateral in accordance with this Attachment Q and (y) exercise setoff and 
recoupment to the fullest extent provided under the Tariff and other Agreements, and applicable 
nonbankruptcy law; and (iii) confirming the status of Agreements as a “forward contract,” “swap 
agreement,” or “master netting agreement” under the Bankruptcy Code, as applicable.    
 
Failure by a debtor Participant to file such “first day” motion within one (1) Business Day of the 
entry of the order for bankruptcy relief and/or obtain a final order from the bankruptcy court 
granting the requested relief within seven (7) days thereof shall constitute “cause” entitling PJM 
to relief from the automatic stay under section 362(d) of the Bankruptcy Code, to the extent 
necessary to permit PJM to exercise any rights and remedies under the Tariff and other 
Agreements. 
 
X. FTR TRANSACTIONS AS FORWARD CONTRACTS AND/OR SWAP 

AGREEMENTS UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY CODE 
 
Under the terms of the Tariff, PJM Settlement is the counterparty to all transactions in PJM 
Markets, including but not limited to all FTR transactions, other than (i) any bilateral 
transactions between Participants, or (ii) with respect to self-supplied or self-scheduled 
transactions reported to the Office of the Interconnection.  Pursuant to the “Final Order in 
Response to a Petition From Certain Independent System Operators and Regional Transmission 
Organizations To Exempt Specified Transactions Authorized by a Tariff or Protocol Approved 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or the Public Utility Commission of Texas From 
Certain Provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act Pursuant to the Authority Provided in the 
Act” 78 Fed. Reg. 19880 (April 2, 2013) (the “CFTC RTO/ISO Order”), the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (the “CFTC”) exempts transactions offered or entered into in a market 
administered by PJM pursuant to the Tariff, including but not limited to FTR transactions, from 
the provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC’s rules applicable to “swaps,” 
with the exception of the CFTC’s general anti-fraud and anti-manipulation authority and 
scienter-based prohibitions. 
 
Notwithstanding the CFTC RTO/ISO Order, all FTR transactions constitute “forward contracts” 
and/or “swap agreements” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code, and PJM shall be 
deemed to be a “forward contract merchant” and/or a “swap participant” within the meaning of 
the Bankruptcy Code for purposes of FTR transactions. 
 
Pursuant to this Attachment Q and other provisions of the Agreements, PJM already has, and 
shall continue to have, the following rights (among other rights) with respect to a Market 
Participant’s Event of Default under those documents:  (a) the right to terminate and/or liquidate 
any FTR transaction held by that Market Participant; (b) the right to immediately proceed against 
any Collateral and additional financial assurance provided by that Market Participant; (c) the 
right to set off or recoup any obligations due and owing to that Market Participant pursuant to 
any forward contract, swap agreement, or similar agreement against any amounts due and owing 
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by that Market Participant pursuant to any forward contract, swap agreement, or similar 
agreement, such arrangement to constitute a “master netting agreement” within the meaning of 
the Bankruptcy Code; and (d) the right to suspend or limit that Market Participant from entering 
into further FTR transactions.   
 
For the avoidance of doubt, upon the commencement of a voluntary or involuntary proceeding 
for a Market Participant under the Bankruptcy Code, and without limiting any other rights of 
PJM or obligations of any Market Participant under the Tariff (including this Attachment Q) or 
other Agreements, PJM may exercise any of its rights against such Market Participant, including, 
without limitation (1) the right to terminate and/or liquidate any FTR transaction held by that 
Market Participant, (2) the right to immediately proceed against any Collateral and additional 
financial assurance provided by that Market Participant, (3) the right to set off or recoup any 
obligations due and owing to that Market Participant pursuant to any forward contract, swap 
agreement and/or master netting agreement against any amounts due and owing by that Market 
Participant with respect to an FTR transaction including as a result of the actions taken by PJM  
pursuant to (1) above, and (4) the right to suspend or limit that Market Participant from entering 
into future FTR transactions. 
 
For purposes of the Bankruptcy Code, all transactions, including but not limited to FTR 
transactions, between PJM, on the one hand, and a Market Participant, on the other hand, are 
intended to be, and are, part of a single integrated agreement, and together with the Agreements 
constitute  a “master netting agreement.” 
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PJM MINIMUM PARTICIPATION CRITERIA  
ANNUAL OFFICER CERTIFICATION FORM 

 

 
 
 
 
I, ______________________________________________, a duly authorized officer of 
Participant, understanding that PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. and PJMSettlement, Inc. 
(“PJMSettlement”) are relying on this certification as evidence that Participant meets the 
minimum requirements set forth in the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff ("PJM Tariff"), 
Attachment Q hereby certify that I have full authority to represent on behalf of Participant and 
further represent as follows, as evidenced by my initialing each representation in the space 
provided below:  
 

1.  All employees or agents transacting in markets or services provided pursuant to the PJM 
Tariff or PJM Amended and Restated Operating Agreement (“PJM Operating 
Agreement”) on behalf of the Participant have received appropriate training and are 
authorized to transact on behalf of Participant.  As used in this representation, the term 
“appropriate” as used with respect to training means training that is (i) comparable to 
generally accepted practices in the energy trading industry, and (ii) commensurate and 
proportional in sophistication, scope and frequency to the volume of transactions and the 
nature and extent of the risk taken by the participant._________ 
 

2. Participant has written risk management policies, procedures, and controls, approved by 
Participant’s independent risk management function and applicable to transactions in any 
PJM Markets in which it participates and for which employees or agents transacting in 
markets or services provided pursuant to the PJM Tariff or PJM Operating Agreement 
have been trained, that provide an appropriate, comprehensive risk management 
framework that, at a minimum, clearly identifies and documents the range of risks to 
which Participant is exposed, including, but not limited to credit risks, liquidity risks and 
market risks.  As used in this representation, a Participant’s “independent risk 
management function” can include appropriate corporate persons or bodies that are 
independent of the Participant’s trading functions, such as a risk management committee, 
a risk officer, a Participant’s board or board committee, or a board or committee of the 
Participant’s parent company. 

 
a. Participant is providing to PJM or PJMSettlement, in accordance with Tariff, 
Attachment Q, section III, with this Annual Officer Certification Form, a copy of its 
current governing risk management policies, procedures and controls applicable to its 
activities in any PJM Markets pursuant to Attachment Q or because there have been 
substantive changes made to such policies, procedures and controls applicable to its 
market activities since they were last provided to PJM.__________    
 
b. If the risk management policies, procedures and controls applicable to 
Participant’s market activities submitted to PJM or PJMSettlement were submitted 
prior to the current certification, Participant certifies that no substantive changes have 

Participant Name: ____________________________________________ ("Participant") 
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been made to such policies, procedures and controls applicable to its market activities 
since such submission.__________ 

 
3. An FTR Participant must make either the following 3.a. or 3.b. additional representations, 

evidenced by the undersigned officer initialing either the one 3.a. representation or the 
four 3.b. representations in the spaces provided below:  

 
a.  Participant transacts in PJM’s FTR markets with the sole intent to hedge 
congestion risk in connection with either obligations Participant has to serve load 
or rights Participant has to generate electricity in the PJM Region (“physical 
transactions”) and monitors all of the Participant’s FTR market activity to 
endeavor to ensure that its FTR positions, considering both the size and pathways 
of the positions, are either generally proportionate to or generally do not exceed 
the Participant’s physical transactions, and remain generally consistent with the 
Participant’s intention to hedge its physical transactions.__________ 

 
b. On no less than a weekly basis, Participant values its FTR positions and 
engages in a probabilistic assessment of the hypothetical risk of such positions 
using analytically based methodologies, predicated on the use of industry 
accepted valuation methodologies.__________ 

 
Such valuation and risk assessment functions are performed either by persons 
within Participant’s organization independent from those trading in PJM’s FTR 
markets or by an outside firm qualified and with expertise in this area of risk 
management.__________  
 
Having valued its FTR positions and quantified their hypothetical risks, 
Participant applies its written policies, procedures and controls to limit its risks 
using industry recognized practices, such as value-at-risk limitations, 
concentration limits, or other controls designed to prevent Participant from 
purposefully or unintentionally taking on risk that is not commensurate or 
proportional to Participant’s financial capability to manage such risk.__________ 
 
Exceptions to Participant’s written risk policies, procedures and controls 
applicable to Participant’s FTR positions are documented and explain a reasoned 
basis for the granting of any exception.__________    
 

4. Participant has appropriate personnel resources, operating procedures and technical 
abilities to promptly and effectively respond to all PJM and PJMSettlement 
communications and directions.__________ 
 

5. Participant has demonstrated compliance with the Minimum Capitalization criteria set 
forth in Tariff, Attachment Q that are applicable to any PJM Markets in which Participant 
transacts, and is not aware of any change having occurred or being imminent that would 
invalidate such compliance.__________ 
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6. All Participants must certify and initial in at least one of the four sections below: 
 
a. I certify that Participant qualifies as an “appropriate person” as that term is defined 

under section 4(c)(3), or successor provision, of the Commodity Exchange Act or an 
“eligible contract participant” as that term is defined under section 1a(18), or 
successor provision, of the Commodity Exchange Act.  I certify that Participant will 
cease transacting in any PJM Markets and notify PJM and PJMSettlement 
immediately if Participant no longer qualifies as an “appropriate person” or “eligible 
contract participant.”__________ 

 
If providing audited financial statements, which shall be in US GAAP format or any 
other format acceptable to PJM, to support Participant’s certification of qualification 
as an “appropriate person:” 

 
I certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial 
statements provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such 
disclosures in such audited financial statements, the financial position of 
Participant as of the date of those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify 
that Participant continues to maintain the minimum $1 million total net worth 
and/or $5 million total asset levels reflected in these audited financial statements 
as of the date of this certification.  I acknowledge that both PJM and 
PJMSettlement are relying upon my certification to maintain compliance with 
federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 

If not providing audited financial statements to support Participant’s certification of 
qualification as an “appropriate person,” Participant certifies that they qualify as an 
“appropriate person” under one of the entities defined in section 4(c)(3)(A)-(J) of the 
Commodities Exchange Act. __________ 
 
If providing audited financial statements, which shall be in US GAAP format or any 
other format acceptable to PJM, to support Participant’s certification of qualification 
as an “eligible contract participant:” 
 

I certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial 
statements provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such 
disclosures in such audited financial statements, the financial position of 
Participant as of the date of those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify 
that Participant continues to maintain the minimum $1 million total net worth 
and/or $10 million total asset levels reflected in these audited financial statements 
as of the date of this certification.  I acknowledge that both PJM and 
PJMSettlement are relying upon my certification to maintain compliance with 
federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 
If not providing audited financial statements to support Participant’s certification 
of qualification as an “eligible contract participant,” Participant certifies that they 
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qualify as an “eligible contract participant” under one of the entities defined in 
section 1a(18)(A) of the Commodities Exchange Act. __________ 
 

b. I certify that Participant has provided an unlimited Corporate Guaranty in a form 
acceptable to PJM as described in Tariff, Attachment Q, section III.D from an issuer 
that has at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Participant for which the issuer has issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.  I also 
certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the audited financial statements 
provided to PJM and/or PJMSettlement present fairly, pursuant to such disclosures in 
such audited financial statements, the financial position of the issuer as of the date of 
those audited financial statements.  Further, I certify that Participant will cease 
transacting PJM’s Markets and notify PJM and PJMSettlement immediately if issuer 
of the unlimited Corporate Guaranty for Participant no longer has at least $1 million 
of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per Participant for which the issuer has 
issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.__________ 

 
I certify that the issuer of the unlimited Corporate Guaranty to Participant continues 
to have at least $1 million of total net worth or $5 million of total assets per 
Participant for which the issuer has issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty.  I 
acknowledge that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying upon my certifications to 
maintain compliance with federal regulatory requirements.__________ 
 

c. I certify that Participant fulfills the eligibility requirements of the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission exemption order (78 F.R. 19880 – April 2, 2013) by being in 
the business of at least one of the following in the PJM Region as indicated below 
(initial those applicable): 

 
1. Generating electric energy, including Participants that resell physical energy 

acquired from an entity generating electric energy:__________ 
 

2. Transmitting electric energy:__________ 
 

3. Distributing electric energy delivered under Point-to-Point or Network 
Integration Transmission Service, including scheduled import, export and 
wheel through transactions:__________ 
 

4. Other electric energy services that are necessary to support the reliable 
operation of the transmission system:__________ 

 
Description only if c(4) is initialed: 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
Further, I certify that Participant will cease transacting in any PJM Markets and notify 
PJM and PJMSettlement immediately if Participant no longer performs at least one of 
the functions noted above in the PJM Region.  I acknowledge that PJM and 
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PJMSettlement are relying on my certification to maintain compliance with federal 
energy regulatory requirements.__________ 

 
d. I certify that Participant has provided a Letter of Credit of $5 million or more to PJM 

or PJMSettlement in a form acceptable to PJM and/or PJMSettlement as described in 
Tariff, Attachment Q, section V.B that the Participant acknowledges cannot be 
utilized to meet its credit requirements to PJM and PJMSettlement.  I acknowledge 
that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying on the provision of this letter of credit and 
my certification to maintain compliance with federal regulatory 
requirements.__________ 

 
e. I certify that Participant has provided a surety bond of $5 million or more to PJM or 

PJMSettlement in a form acceptable to PJM and/or PJMSettlement as described in 
Tariff, Attachment Q, section V.D. that the Participant acknowledges cannot be 
utilized to meet its credit requirements to PJM and PJMSettlement.  I acknowledge 
that PJM and PJMSettlement are relying on the provision of this surety bond and my 
certification to maintain compliance with federal regulatory  
requirements. __________ 

 
7. I acknowledge that I have read and understood the provisions of Tariff, Attachment Q 

applicable to Participant's business in any PJM Markets, including those provisions 
describing PJM’s Minimum Participation Requirements and the enforcement actions 
available to PJM and PJMSettlement of a Participant not satisfying those requirements.  I 
acknowledge that the information provided herein is true and accurate to the best of my 
belief and knowledge after due investigation.  In addition, by signing this certification, I 
acknowledge the potential consequences of making incomplete or false statements in this 
Certification.__________ 

 
 
Date: ____________________________  __________________________________ 
        Participant (Signature) 
 
     Print Name: __________________________________ 
     Title:  __________________________________ 
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